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Yol don't have to be a farmer to recognize
this circular patch. A horse or cow tethered to a stake

leaves a perfect circle of closely cropped, heavily
trampled grass.

Here’s the point: in many fields of business and
industry you can go only as far as your education
and training permit—and uo farther. Most things be-

yond are out of reach. Only additional training can
enable you to get away from the tether, can give you
an unlimiteil area of opportunity.

During the past 5(i years, the International Corre-
spondence Schools have helped to broaden the voca-
tional scope for more than 5,000,000 men like yourself.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 491 T-R, SCRANTON 9, PENNA.
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Fightins men
respect yon when
yeii wear this patch

A Complete strangers
will come up and
shake your hand
when they see you
wearing the shoulder

patch of the 3rd Armored Divi-
sion. Some will be soldiers. Some
civilians. They'll always look at you
with respect and say, “The Spear-
head, eh? I was with ’em overseas.”

They’ll be thinking of the heroic

days when the 3rd Armored led
the attack of the First Army in

Normandy, and so became known as

“The Spearhead Division.” They’ll

be thinking of all the division’s

“firsts”— first to enter Germany.
First to capture a German city.

Many other great achievements.

That’s what it means to wear the
famous shoulder patch and looped
cord of the Belgian Fourragere that
marks men of the 3rd Armored.

If you enlist in the Army Combat
Forces, you’ll get your training in

this or one of three other famous
divisions. During basic training
you’ll wear their insignia. Later

you’ll learn one of a wide range of

valuable skills and trades. A 3-year

enlistment enables you to select

your arm or service. If you are 17

to 34 and can measure up to the
high standards of a Combat Soldier,

choose the Infantry, Artillery or

Armored Cavalry! Get details at

your nearest Army and Air Force
Recruiting Station.

U. S. ARMY AND U. S. AIR FORCE
RECRUITING SERVICE

CAREERS WITH A FUTURE

U. S. Army and
U. S. Air Force
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ATOMIC POWER PILE

Recently, considerable highly in-

teresting data on- atomic piles has

been released; specifically, the new
data deals largely with the purely

engineering aspects of nuclear re-

actors. Much of it discusses the

problems of extracting heat energy

from the piles for useful applica-

tion in generating electric power,

or running steam turbines. The
problem is a dilly, and can be ap-

proached readily from a science-

fiction slant.

Atomic energy is the most con-

centrated energy .storage known.

Wc haven't yet learned to release

the total energ}' of matter by the

annihilation of the nucleon ;
we only

rearrange the nucleons of uranium

into a more efficient stnjcture. This

nevertheless releases an immense
concentration of energy. Science-

fiction has long held to the inter-

esting concept of an atomic engine

as big as a typewriter tliat could

deliver a million horsepower; that

is, today, known to be literally and

specificdly true, • An atomic engine,

burning U-23.‘5 or Fu-239 as fuel,

can be built no larger than a modern
typewriter, and of about tlie same
weight, that can supply energy at

a rate of 1,000,000 horsepower.

Wliere science-fiction gaily skips

along, however, the engineer has

come a serious cropper. O.K.

—

so you’ve got a gadget that will

generate 1,000,000 horsepower in

one cubic foot ; now get.it out ! For

the purpose of argument,, let’s go

to some theoretical ultimates. Sup-

pose it releases the eneigy as pure

electric current. Make it 1,000,000

kilowatts instead of a million horse-

power for convenience in figuring.

That's one billion watts, which may
be delivered at a million volts at a

thousand am|>cres, a thousand volts

at a million amperes, or any pair

of current-times-voltage figures that

yield a product of one billion. Ac-

tually, if the terminals are to be

only one foot apart—our one-ciibic-

foot-engine’s sides—it can’t be

mudi more than about 20O,0CK)

volts because of danger of arc-over.

That would require a current of

5,OCX) amperes. A one-foot square

copper bus-bar would handle that

satisfactorily—but not much more.

Our atomic engine is rather ira-

practicaily small, because the bus-

bars handling its output are bigger

than it is.

If it’s mechanical power—our
one-foot-cube engine Uiming a

ATOMIC POWKTI



shaft'—we’ll have to liave some-

thing very fancy in the way of

shafting. One million horsepower

into a 12" diameter steel shaft

would twist it into a preteel unless

it is turaii^ at a fantastic speed.

And tying down the engine so ‘

it

doesn’t tear loose from its bed-holts

will take some doing, too.

But those are fantasies; actually,

we can only make our one-foot-

cube engine deliver the million kilo-

watt or million horsepower output

as pure heat energy. The atomic

reaction can 3deld tliat energy: it

can put it out at any temperature

you name, up to, a couple of billion

degrees—at which poitit the controls

stop working. I)ut the energy re-

lease action does not—if you can

absorb and use the power. The
present knowledge of atomics per-

mits us to release the energy in an

extremely concentrated pile. En-
gineering knowledge of energy

transfer, however, is utterly inade-

quate to the task of transducing

that enei^ into another form at the

rate it can l>e released.

Using highly enriched— n^rly
pure—^tf-23K or Pii-239, a pile as

small as a single foot cube is per-

fectly possil)le. It can be 0]>erated

under perfect control, But no en-

gineering device known to man can

absorb the energy it releases at

anything like ttie rate that one- foot

cube is capable of. Using natural

uranium in a heavy-water moder-

ated pile, much greater volume is

necessary to make the atomic action

take place. There miisi be a volume

of heavy water sufficient to act ns

moderator; still, a natural-uitmium,

6

heavy-water pile only six feet on

an edge is probably entirely practi-

cal—atomically. This pile would

be capable of^generating a full mil-

lion kilowatts—if you can 6nd a

way to carry that much ener^
away. If the heavy water is con-

fined under unlimited pressure, it

can be kept litiuid, or maintained

as a super-compressed gas of ticjiiid

density up to about 2800® C. at least

—the temperature at which decom-

position of water begins to be de-

tectable. Uranium melts at around

1200’C. But even at such tem-

peratures, transferring the immense

amount of heat one million kilo-

watts represents out of a heat-

generajor only .six feet on a side is

a problem we are not now in a po-

sition to handle.

The graphite-moderated pile must

be larger, since graphite is a less

efficient moderator tlian heavy hy-

drogen, hut even that larger—per-

haps 9- foot-cube—pile is far too

concentrated for easy heat extrac-

tion. Gettii^ as much as ' 1,000

megawatts of heat energy out of

so small a volume is a terrific prob-

lem under any^circumstances
;
get-

ting oiit the heat and not absorbing

the essential neutrons at the same

time is an even tougher problem,

naturally.

The obviouw and apparently

simple remedy wotild be to make the

pile bigger, and run it at a lower

concentration. That’s not so simple

an answer. The super-pure graph-

ite is expensive; the uranium slugs

are expensive ; the whole pile struc-

ture is exi^sive. You simply can’t

use more graphite and make the pife

ABTOUKDIl§G SCIBNCB-PICTION



bigger that way, because graphite

does absorb neutrons; if there is

too much graphite the pile wcm't

work. Both the uranium and the

graphite must be increased ; the

original pile simf^y has to be run
at a lower intensity—^it has to be

crippled, hamstrung till it can’t re-

act with the full speed of which it

is capable.

The trouble is in alworbing the

heat within the pile- and pumping it

out. Many possible heat-transfer

agents have been suggested, both

gasefe, normal liquids, and liquid

metals. The requirements are of

two types, however, and arc fre-

quently mutually exclusive. For
instance, some of the organic liquids

now used commercially as heat

transfer scents—diphenyl ether for

instance—can’t be used in a pile,

because tlie enormousty high con-

centration of ionizing radiations,

both gamma, beta, and neutrons,

would rapidly break down the com-
plex molecules. Fused inorganic

salts could be used; such simple

molecules would simply recombine
as fast as ionizing radiation broke

them up. F.leraentary gases—hy-
drogen or helium for example—
would be immune to ionization dam-
age. Water could be used—pre-
sumably heavy water, since ordinary

hydrogen atoms absorb neutrons

rather severely—but it is imprac-

ticable to run the water temperature

very high. If the water is heated

to, say, 900°F1, it must be bandit
under high pressure. That means
thick-walled pipes, and thick-walled

pipes impede the flow of heat from
the uranium metal—where ninety

per cent of the heat is generated

—

to the heat-transfer agent. The bulk

of metal would also interfere with

the nuclear reactions, Thin-walled

pipes are wanted, but water isn’t a
liquid at 900°F under normal pres-

sures. Gases as heat-transfer agents
are undesirable because there is so

little heat-absorbing mass of matter
in a cubic foot of gas as compared ‘

to a cubic foot of water. Liquid

metals are also suggested, but many
are ruled out because they are neu-

tron absorbers. Mercury, for in-

stance, is none too good - in that

respect. Lead and bismuth and tin

are all allowable; tin |)erhaps best

Ixcattse it has sudi an extremely
wide liquid range—it boils above
2500®C. Liquid alkali metals such

as sodium and potassium might do.

But whether a liquid metal, a liquid

like water, or a gas is used, the

overwhelming problem is very
ample

:

The atomic engine is too im-
mensely compact to permit us to

use its full output possibilities.

Thb Editor.
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DREADFUL SANCTUARY

ir ERIC FRANK RUSSELL

First of three farts. In which it is shown

that a deadly—and plausible—idea w

just as deadly whether it he true or notl

lituatrxted by Timmms

L was modified distance. To the

naked eye the sudden flare-up of

The prmaturc exploskm of the its signal-load of magnesivim ap-

sevcnteenth Moon-rocket ushered in peared as no more than a short,

the year 1972. There was nothing sharp twinkle of intense brilliance

spectacular about the big bang which on or near the surface of the Moon.

ASTOUNDINO 8CIBNCB-PICTION



But the event caused something of

a tutmoil.

Reasons for the sensation were
threefold. Firstly, nothing more
sensational occupied the lieadlines

at that time. Secondly, the rocket

had been manned, Thirdly, its ori-*

gin was Russian. I*rior to this,

sixteen successive failures had got

the public used to it. The little

man in the street accepted that

Moon-rockets crack up just as he

accepted that airplanes often crack

down, official reassurances notwith-

standing. Of the sixteen flops,

eight had been American, four

British, three French and one Cana-

dian, all crewless and automatically

controlled. Dollars had been burned
aplenty, but no lives lost.

Public opinion, reacting froni re-

peated dollops of pre-launching

propaganda, sought explanations

for continual failures. The public

found two: either the technicians

weren't as technically infallible as

they pretended, or else they were
being craftily sabotaged by some
crackpot organization determined to

stf;p rockets from reaching the

Moon, Propagandists encouragecl

the second theory, not from political

hatred or any real faith in it, but

as a means of diverting attention

from the .first and less desirable

idea. Obediently, those thus diverted

looked around for possible sabo-

teurs. Those Russkis

!

When thirty million rubies blazed

moinentJirily in space, and Miki~

chenko along with them, the com-
plex became inhibited. It couldn’t

be the Russkb after all. Some
other reason mu.st be found. The

taxpayer, misei^bly conscious of his

tax^s, swung right back to reason

number one. Leftist logrollers,

financial theorists and others helped

boost the swing by talking about

capitalistic destruction of 'surpluses,

Tliat annoyed John Doe. He pic-

tured his own wad on the bonfire

and began to scream.

Such was the situation when John

J. Armstrong read an article by
Professor Mandle in the Herald.
The professor was in favor of a
Mandle Layer. According to him,
this was a lethal electromagnetic

envelope surrounding the Moon at

a distance which varied from day
to day, possibly between ten and
twelve thousand miles frewn the

lunar surf^e. Here was a new
notion moderately supported by
wliat little data was available,

Armstrong was a big, tweedy man, -

burly, broad-shouldered and a heavy
punisher of thick-soled shoes. His
thinking had a deliberate, ponderous
quality. He got places with ffic

same tinracy, deceptive speed as a

railroad locomotive, but was less

noisy. Straining his chair to its

limits as he leaned his two hundred
pounds backward, he eyed the glow-

ing television screen on which the

Herald’s cogent page Was repro-

duced. stewed the theory in his

mind.

Finally, he dialed his. phone, got

Mandle. The professor’s face swam
into his screen, young, swarthy,

curly-headed.

"I don’t suppose you know me.
My name's John J. Armstrong,” he

told Mandle. ‘Tve a finger in the

»I>RT5ADFrr, SANOTrAEY



ciglit^nth rocket now building in

New Me^co. Whether it’ll met
get finished is another matter see-

ing that the public’s starting to howl

about it. If Congress also starts,

guess we’ll have to give up or go

elsewhere.”

“Yes, I’m aware of the iwsition."

Mandle looked sympathetic,

“I’ve been reading your bit in

today’s Herald recording,” Arm-
strong went on. “If there's any-

thing in your theory we niight as

well scrap the ship and have doue

with it. So I want to a.sk yim a

couple of cjUestioTis. Firstty., can

you think of any means whereby

we can get the measure of this layer

without destroying 'a ship? Seo
ondly, do you think it nught he pos-

sible eventually to combat this snag

and drive through ?” He ^xmsed,

added, “Or are we banned from the

Moon for all time?”

“Now, look.” answered Mamlle,

“all the data radioexl back by anto-

controlled rockets proves beyond

doubt that there’s an iont^'-cd en-

velope around the Farth. ICrgo,

around the Moon may he another,

superficially similar, but not the

.same. Its nature is speculative. But

eleven of the seventeen ships exr

ploded between ten and twelve thou-

sand miles from the satellite when
they’d covered ninetv-five per cent

of their intended journey, That’s

coincidence too many times relocated

to he coincidence : it’s a phenomenon

with some law hack of it.”

“Humph.” grunted Armstrong.

“The other six never got that far.

In fact two of them blew to blazes

at the moment of launching.”

la

“We must make allowances for

the human factor, for faulty design,

flawed workmanship, errors of judg-

ment and so forth. All those

rockets, as you must know, were

crewless andnuito-controlled because

we’re still feeling in the dark and
must recognize hazards, I consider

it inevitable tlmt with the Ijest Will

in the world a few of the first

rockets should prove failures long

before they reach this critical point

near the Moon.”
Armstrong ruWied his heavy chin

with a thick and hairy hand. “Yes,

maybe. Rut since they’ve boosted

tiiTOngh tlic Appleton and Heaviside

Layers with no more trouble than,

a rise in ten]i>erature and an upped

cosmiray-count. T don’t see why they

should blow aj^art at this Umar
layer, if ft exists.”

“Because it’s not the same,”

IVfandle asserted with a- touch of

Impatience. “I can conceive its ex-

istence without knowing its nature.

Maybe - it causes spontaneous dis-

ruption of the fuel, or the signal

powder,, or the entire fabric of the

ship. I don't fancy that notion, my-
self. My guess would be that it

causes overheating so intense that

the .ship gets burned apart like a
’ueteor plunging through our at-

mosphere. T f the overheating comes
from some queer radiation which

is inherent to the lunar field, I don’t

see what can be done about it. But
if it comes from friction then ymu
might penetrate by reducing velocity

below the critical point.”

“This eighteenth rocket is de-

signed to be manned.” .Armstrong

pointed out grimly. “A crackpot

ASTonwoiNG science-piction



named George is going to

squat in its nose.
.

him burned up. Kciw*re we going

to prevent it?**
'

,

Handle hesitated, his features

showing thoughtfully in the little

screen. **Thc only useful sugges-

tion I can make,” he said slowly,

“is to have an auto-<ontrolled pilot

rocket running ahead of him. If.

the tow are fitted with sympathetic

recorders, and . . . and—’* His

dark eyes looked at Armstrong

steadily, unwinkii^. Then his face

slid gradually from the screen.

Staring into the empt}’ area of

fluorescence, Armstrong waited for

him to reappear. His watch lasted

a long time. In the end, he frowned,

pressed the emergency button.

W^en the operator came on, he

complained, *T was talking to Pro-

fessor Handle at Westchester 1042.

What*s happened r”

She disappeared, returned in a

minute with, “Sorry, sir, your cor-

respondent does not answer.”

“What is his address?”

Her smile was courteous, apolo-

getic. “I regret, sir, we are allowed

to reveal subscribers’ address only

to the police.”

“Then get me the Westchester

police,” he snapped.

To the official who answered, he

spoke swiftly: **This is John J.

Armstrong, Greenwich 5717. Some-
thing’s gone wrong at the home of

Professor Handle, Westche^er

1042. You’d better get round there

!ast!’^ He switclied off, switched

on again, got the Herald, asked for

extension twelve, and said : “Hom-
ing, Bill! No time to waste—

I
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want something quick. Can you

give me the address of Professor

Handle %hose article you ran in

the last edition ?” He listened

audiilc, got it, rumbled, “Thanks!

I'll call you again later.”

Grabbing his hat, he rac^d out

front, heaved his great bulk under

the steering wheel of his car, jabbed

the powerful machine into action.

Within him was the queezy feeling

that Handle had nothing more to

say—ever.

Definitely Handle had nothing

further to voice. He was deader

dian last montli’s bottles. He re-

jwsed extravagantly on the carpet

beneath his phone, his features calm,

composed, his body cold.

An authoritative, gray-mustached

individual moved around the body,

said : “You’re the Armstrong who
rung us up? Quick-witted of ^)u.

We came right away but were too

late.” .

"What causM it?” Armstrong in-

quired.

“Can’t say yet. Looks like he

kicked the bucket quite naturally.

The autc^sy will tdl us -why.** His

glance at the other was keen and

calculating. “Was he very excited

when talking to you, or apprehen-

sive, or in any way abnorn^?”
seemed O.K, as far as

one can judge from those dime-sized

screens.” He studied the body mor-

bidly. *‘Quite a young chap. In

his late twenties, I’d say. Bit un-

usual for young ones to shuffle off

like ffiis, isn’t it?” ,

**Not at all,” the other seeded.

**Th^ do it every ^y.” -He shifted

u



bis gaze froi« liis listener as a uni-

I'driiicd lioliceman entered tlie room,

harked at the latter: ‘‘‘That the

meat \yagan?”

“Yes, Cap.”

"All right. I-iig it awaj. Tl^re’s

nothing to interest us here.” He
turned, back to Armstrong. "If you

\rant the result of tlie autopsy, I’ll

phone it to you. Greenwich 5717

• you said?”

"Yes, that^s right/’

The police captain grew slightly

curious. "You a relative?”

"Oh, no. I was couching him

about a technical mattw. It gave

me a joltwhen he slid out on me like

. that.”

‘T suppo.se it would.” The cap-

tain pendulumed his hat, took a

final, morose look around the room,

tossed the hat carelessly onto his

head. “Some of us get used to it,

though-” He went out.

Armstrong made it to the Herald,

called for Bill Norton, took him. to

lunch. The cafe was small, homey,

its rare steak excellent. He ate his

way through the menu before say-

ing anything.

"Mandle’s dead. He went off

while talking to me. It’s a lousy

triek to play on somebody before the

conversation’s finished.**

*T’vc h^rd of lousier,” Norton

informed. “There was the case of

the guy who suddenly went nuts

and

—

“Never mind tiie journalisdc

r«niniscences/* put in Armstrong,

‘T'bis event has left me sort of

^ pended in midair. I don’t "know

whether Mandle really had got

IS

sonrething or4iot., li he had, I want

it”

‘Too late, alas, too late.’- Nor-*

ton nodded his head in mournful

disinterest. “The stream of time

has parsed .you hy,“ He eyed his

plate, "Thanks for the steak, atiy-

wa.vv”

"Darn the steak!” He made the

table creak as he rested brawny amis

upon its rim. "What’s Maadle

worth? he regirded as an

authority in his field, or just a minor

noise ?”

‘‘Ferguson could tell you that.

He's the science ed, and he bought

the article. From what I know of

Ferguson, I’d say Mandle was big

enough to say things that get in-

scribed on tablets of sto.ne and

handed down, through the ages;

Fergie specializes in scientific last-

words. and he’s so scientific hinisel t

that he buys his likker m liters in-

stead of quarts,”

“Thought you once told me he

doesn't drink?”

”Aw, you know what I mean.”

Norton was politety bored. "He’s

particular.”

“Look, Bill, do me a favor, will

voti? I’m out of touch with all

these layer-inventors and I’ni be-

ginning to regret it Get me Fer-

guson’s estimate of Mandle’s

sciatic status plus the name and

address of any other local boy he

thinks is qualified to take up where

Mandle left off.”

“Anyone would think youTe in

danger of losing money,” ^
“I might lose sei-en new and ex- -

tremely expensive gadgets, including

the world’s only one-millimeter film
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recording apparatus. Apart from

other brain-^ildreu in his ship,

Quinn's toting around a fiity-pound

camera that’U take a tremendous

footage of film in full color. It

set me back twenty thousand bucks,

for which 1 get lunar-trip projection

rights. Those items represent all

my headaches and half my fortune

rolled into a lump.^’ He mused a

moment. “I’m gambling the lot at

long odds but I sure hate to lengthen

the odds unnecessarily.”

Norton grinned and said: “So

you want to make sure Quinn gct.s

baclv with all the dingbats and the

stupendoii.s epic?”

“Of course i liut (piite apart from

that I <lon’t want Ouinn vaporiTcd.”

Anustrong was serious. “He’s a

screwball—iis is any guy who
prefers to shoot the Moon while

there’s still a crossing to sweep.

But I like him. Even if he loses

the camera and all the rest, I want

him to get back with his pants ttii-

scorchecl.”

“Nice of you C Norton stood

up, patted his stomach, sighed with

jjeasure. “The curse of all these

rocket-ship disasters is that they

occur too far out for us to get

action shots of them. You couldn’t

persuade Quiiin to bust-up some-

where handy and, say, bring down
the Empire State with him?”

“If he does come down, I hope

it’s smack on Joe’s Joint where all

your bloodthirsty photogs hang out”'

growle<l Armstrong.

Norton laughed. “O.K., keep

your hair on! I’ll bait Fergie for

you and give you a ring.”

“Make it as soon as you can.”

Ordering a second coffee, he sipped

it meditatively as Norton departed.

A coincidence too many times re-

peated. Handle had declared, was

not a coincidence: it was a phe-

nomenon with a law behind it.

That Was lexical eougb. Haphazard

chance had room for sequences, as

any gambler knew, but hardly for

sequence that long. Handle h&d
something there . . . but what? A
law? What law? Whose law?

The last notion made him blink

uneasily. Whose law?—how silly!

Must be a remnant of the Russki

complex. No real laws w'cre man-
made ; they were products of nature,

fixed, unalterable. The so-called

laws of man were ethical accom-

modations, understandable, modifi-

able. Man-made edicts couldn’t

blow up eleven ships more than two
Imndred thousand miles away. Of
course not. Something far outside

of this world was responsible for

that.

Outside of this world ? What was
outside? That's what the rockets

were trying to discover. That’.s

what his super-camera was intended

to record. Anyway, one thing now
seemed a safe bet :-^ew worlds

harlwred new laws.

Or new people operated new
laws.

Or old people operated old laws!

Scowling at where lus thoughts

were taking him, he gulped the

remainder of his coffee, left the cafe.

He caught a mirror as he exited,

I>aused and studied lus own fea-

ttire.s. His face, big-boned, brown
and muscular, framed dark gray
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eyes .which regarded him steadily.

Nothing abnormal there.

‘fMy! what great big teeth you

hi^. grandmama/* he said. .

“‘1^ image ginned and answered

ba^: “All the better to eat you

with, my dear.”

\*l dream too much,” he grunted.

Dreaming had produced the sui>er-

cahiera. the solar-compass and his

other ideas, but for tlie moment he

was too disgruntled with himself to

thiiik of that. “Time i got wise to

myself
!”

The last lugubrious comment was

prophetic, decidedly so. He tlidn’t

realise it, of course, neither did he

consider that ancient crack about

frue words being spoken in jest.

Not that anything made any dif-'

ference; bull-bodied people oft are

bull-headed.

Norton was the first to agitate

the phone. He came on with, “Ac-

cording to Fergie, the late' Bob
Mandie was an up-and-coming

astrophysicist whose speculations

are as good as anyone else’s. He
showed me Mandle’s last paper.

It was full of crazy drawings and a

lot of Greek to me ; all abdut Han-
dle’s Pattern.s which are supposed

to modify some other nutty scrawls

called Lissajous* Patterns in a way
that shows why photons have

weight. Pussonally, I don’t care

why any durned photon has weight,

rtsT'even if it floats yreightlessly, like

a balloon. Still, Fergie seems to

thii^ it approximates to divine reve-

lation.”

“What of the other data?” Arm-
strong pressed.

“Qh, yes. Mandle’s nearest

prototype is Professor Handle,”

Armstrong gazed patienty at the

screen while Norton gaz^ back,

then he rumbled ; “Say that again.”

“The only local big-brain of Han-
dle’s type and status is Professor

Mandie. This phone’s O.K. at my
end. What’s wrong at yours?”

“I heard you the first time. Quit

horsing. It isn’t funny.”

“I’m not trying to be funny. I’ve

more sense than to try to buck your

competition.” He smirked in the

screen. “Fergie said anyone with

enough brains to slosh around in his

skull ought to know of Mandle’s

collaborator without being told.”

He smirked again. “Claire Han-
dle.”

“A girl!”

“His sister. Her hair has square

roots. If she condescends to listen

to a wolf whistle, it’s solely to study

the Doppler elfect.”

“Hm-m-m,” contributed Arm-
strong, impressed.

Norton became earnest again.

“1'.ut Fergie insists she’s as good

an authority as was her brother, in

fact the only better one he can think

up is a mighty-domed old dodderer

named Hoft>witz, who lives in

Vienna. This Horowitz, affirms

Fergie with enormous awe, actually

weighed a photon to the one hundred

twentieth place of decimals l)v jug-

gling a lot of mathematics around

a chlorophyll reaction—whatever

that may mean. D’you know what

it means?”

“Since one of my gadgets em-

ploys photosynthesis, I ought to
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have a fajiit idea,” x\rmstroiTg told

him, dryly.

“Good for you ! . Me, I’m ,So

ignoira^ I think colonization is per-

sonal ' hygiene. Want any more
info?”

“I guess that’s all I need. Thanks
a lot, Uill”

“No thanks. I’w. paid you for

the steak. When’ll you be ready to

buy me another?”

“I’ll Gall you -when telepathy tells

me you're starving.” lie cut off,

brooded until the instrument woke

Up and nagged at him again. It

was the captain this time.

“The medic pronounced it cardiac

thrombo.sis,” he informed. “In real

language that means a blood clot in

the heart.”

“A natural cause ?”

“Of course 1” The police captain

showed signs of irritation. “Why
not?”

“I just wondered, tliat’s all,”

Armstrong soothed. “It’s a case

of a little knowledge being worse

than none. 1 happen to know that

blood can be made to clot by em-
ploying the diluted venom of Rus-
sell’s viper. From that fact I

jumped no-place."

The captain’s irritation increased

and he waxed officious. “If you
know anything which gives you
cause for suspicion, no matter how
remote, it's your duty to tell us.”

• “All I know is thjit rocket-shots

have a hoodoo on them. So when
the first guy likely to get us some
place promptly turns up his toes,

it makes me wonder whether there’s

more to it than a mere hoodoo.”
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**Such as wbatr” the captain ri-

posted.

’’You've got me there!” Arm-
.strong confessed. "I'm playing

blind man^s bluff.”

‘"Mind you don’t break your neck

over a chair,” the other advised.

"Not if I can help it.”

.\iter the captain had switched

off, he pondered the problem of in-

terviewing Claire Handle. This

would be a poor time to pester her,

with a funeral on her hands. Better

wait a bit. Better give her at least

a week. That would allow plenty of

time for a trip to New Mexico and

a useful check-up on progress down
tliere. Besides, the journey might

help him get rid of his elusive ob-

session, his silly notion that rocket

number eighteen wotdd get nowhere

if he left undone those things which

ought to be done—without knowing

what things.

He got the phone again, called

the airport, booked a seat on next

morning’s jet plane for Santa Fe.

Disregarding the car, he went out on

foot for his evening meal. One
could see more and think more when
walking.

His choice of an eatery was care-

less and unfortunate, lire food

was good hvA they shot it around on
ap electro-skate serving system as

if they were stuffing cattle in a pre-

marketing fattening l&ttery. There

was a small dance floor on which,

halfway through his meal, a dozen

pairs commenced the latest shiver-

to ^e steady, nerve-jangling

thrum of six double-basses and one

electric harp. The pom-ting-pom

It

rhythm was supposed to be a tune

titled ‘"Skiddin’ With My Shiver-

Kid.” It wlnmiped up and down
and to and fro like a niephistophe-

lean metronome. Pop-eyed and

open-mouthed, the couples clung

together and shuddered from knees

to head. The harp and basses skid-

ded them into a state of near-

hysteria. If they stuck it out for

twenty minutes, some of them

would be borne from the floor jerk-

ing and twitching like marionettes.

Sonolepsy! .\rmstrong walked out

in disgust.

Window-shopping along the road,

he came to a small art show. Tliere

was one piece centered behind the

glass whicli caught his attention, a

curiously curved lump of wood
faintly re.sembling the botly of a

lobster. From its upper surface

projected two thin, rhodium-plated

rods, one bent, the other straight.

The ticket beneath it read : '"Fleva-

tion Of The Psyche, by Taniari.

$75 .00.”

His strong jaws lumped as his

gray eyes lifted their gaze and

caught Ills ow'n reflection in the

window glass. For a moment he

stared at himself as if at a complete

stranger.

“Who’s been sleeping in my por-

ridge ?” wailed the teeny-weeny bear.

stamped one foot hard as if

aomehow to shake off something

that wasn’t there, made for the

nearest bank of recorder booths.

Only the Daily booth was unoc-

cupied, so he entered it, reclined in

its easy-diair, metered his nickel,

and scanned the Daily’s evening

edition as it glowed into the screen.
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There was nothing about rocket

ships apart from the item stating

that the Russia# Government ac-

knowledged and appreciated the

many expressions of sympathy re-

ceived from all countries in the

world. No word of puldic clamor

against rockets appeared. Maybe
the papers were keeping it out as

long as possible. National pride,

if nothing else, demanded that

rocket-shots persist.

The whole edition was unusually

innocuous, giving most prominence

to the Mississipj)! floods and the

Wentworth murder case. Young
Wentworth had l)ccn declared in-

sane, and the Daily hinted that if

he hadn’t been young Wentworth

he’d have burned. But three alien-

ists had spouted learnedly about

combative neuroses and saved his

dissipated body. Elsewhere, per-

haps in Balikpapan or Bungo
Bungo, somebod}- was l^eing hung

by the neck until dead because he

really was nuts. It wasn’t what

you did so much as where you were

when you did it.

“Dam !” said Armstrong loudly.

“There I go again ! What the

heck’s up with me today ?” Emerg-

ing from the booth, he diagnosed

his own complaint as a disordered

liver, promised himself some salts.

If he’d diagnosed it as athlete’s

foot, or oedipus complex, or extra-

sensory perception, he’d have gone

no further from the truth.

“Truth is a jewel with many
facets,” defined Prince Gautama.

But the Buddha forgot to add that

the further you get from one .the

nearer you get to another. Arm-

strong didn’t think of it, either.

Leastways, not then 1

II.

The New Mexico construction

and launching site lay some fifty

miles north of Gallup. From the

viewpoint of those operating it the

only thing to be said in its favor

was that it had come cheap. Rocket

number two had taken off from here

twenty years ago, and when it burst

in space, like a monster squib, its

saddened builders had abandoned

the site. Better financed, partly

with government funds, the con-

structors of rocket number nine had

taken it over, improved it, extended

it, theh discarded jt. Now number

eighteen was hoping for better luck.

Armstrong found the place

strangely quiet. Laconic guards let

him through the big, triple-locked

steel gate and he met Quinn when
halfway to the administrative block.

Looking up at him from shoulder

height, Quinn said; “Hello, Shorty!

What brings you here ?”

“You never write to your bene-

factor,” Armstrong pointed out.

Quinn grinned. “Benefactor my
foot! Now Lawson isn’t playing

around with his eternal mathema-
tics I chivvied him into calculating

your rake-off. He says that if the

film runs no more than ten minutes

it should bring you ten million frog-

skins.”

“Of which the government takes

se^enty per cent and you get

fifteen.” His answering smile

wiped off as he continued: “What
d’you mean, Lawson’s not working ?
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vVhat’s going on around here—is it

the local saint’s day?”

“All work ceased yesterday be-

cause Washington has cut the dollar

flow until some question of high

policy gets settled. That scared our

private supporters and they followed

suit. There’s a trickle coming in

which is sufficient to meet the weekly

l>ay-account, but that’s all. On top

of this, Ribera Steel is held up by

lack of beryllium for body plates.”

He grinned again. “Hence the

siesta.”

“This is tough.”

“I don’t agree. The longer it

goes on, the longer my lease on

life.”

Armstrong eyed him carefully.

“You don’t have to go. Qeorge.

You can step out of it any time you

want.”

“I know,” Quinn’s small, pugna-

cious face lifted as he gazed at the

sky. “I was only kidding. Wild

horses won’t drag me out of that

boat once she’s flaming to go. The

job’s mine and nobody else’s. Don’t

you forget it
!”

“Whenever she gets completed.”

“They’ll finish it sometime.

There are technical snags and

bureaucratic obstructions which*

slow down the job, but it will get

done eventually. I feel it in my
bones.”

“Well,” praised Armstrong,

“thank heavens for one optimist.”

‘Tt isn’t that I’m optimistic at

all. You felt the same way last

time I saw you. Why, you told me
yourself that number nifte took two

years and that this one’s well ahead

of it.” He studied his listener

It

curiously. “I’d say you’ve got a

temporary touch of pessimism.

You’ve got the bl^es. Snap out of

it!”

John Armstrong mused a mo-
ment. A worker in oily denims

wandered by whistling “Skid<lin’

With My Shiver-Kid.” He heard

it writhing among hts thoughts,

wriggling like a worm.

“Maybe you’re right,” he ac-

knowledged. “I seem restless these

days, and my notions shoot off at

the queerest tangents.”

“The reason is simple,” Quinn

offered with an assured air. “You
worked like nohow to develop some
skeezits in time for this ship. You
beat your brains around until the

job was done. Now you’ve time on

your hands while your mind is stiff

spinning. It gives you the fidgets.

You ought to take up something to

occupy your thinkbox, something

high-pressured and healthy, such as

bank robbery.”

“Thanks for the advice, Dr.

Quinn,” he smiled. “Well, let’s go

bait friend Fothergill.”

They stopped as the/ came to

the part-built rocket, surveyed it

silently. It posed within its sur-

rounding framework, a dull black

cylinder eighty feet high. The

framework soared another eighty

above it, indicative of the total

height after the nose got fitted.

That meant the shell was half-com-

pleted, and not much of the innards

put in. There was a lot of work

yet to be done, a lot of work.

Continuing on to the administra-

tive block, they found Fothergill in
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his den, a dark, dapper individual

who liked flowers on his desk.

“Ah, howdy, John !” He offered

a smooth, well-manicured hand.

Then he signed to chairs, sat care-

fully in his own, primped his per-

fectly knotted tie, moved the flower

vase an inch to one side. “Well,

well, well," he said with unctuous

joviality, “to what do we owe this

pleasure ?’’

“I was bored,” Armstrong in-

formed. His stare at Fothergill

was steady, imldinking.

“Indeed i' Fancy that!” He flut-

tered his hands helplessly. “You
couldn’t ha\e picked a more unfor-

tunate time. What with supply

dil'tlculties and governmental inde-

cision and whatnot we’re all tied up.

But it’s only temporarily, I hope.’^

“What's the ‘whatnot’?" inquired

Armstrong, bluntly.

“Eh?”
“You mentioned ‘whatnot’ as one

of the things tying us up.”

Fothergill swallowed, looked at

the flowers, then the ceiling, then

the flowers again.

“Well?” .\rmstrong rapped. At
his side, Quinn eyed him specula-

tively, but he disregarded it, kept

his attention fixed on the other.

“Little things.” said Fothergill,

feebly.

“What little things? Anything
"which can hamstring a project as

big as this can’t he little. Who says

they’re little?”

Flushing, Fothergill sat up. “You
can’t talk to me like that. I don’t

like your attitude.”

“Co easy, John,” warned Quinn,

anxiously.

Armstrong leaned forward, gray

eyes aglow. “Why do Ribera Steel

have to keep us waiting for plates

when Bethlehem have got enough
beryllium to sink a battleship?"

l^thergill jerked in his seat and
said; “How d’you know that?”

“Because Bethlehem are soliciting

beryllium armor plate orders in the

advertising columns of all the trade

.sheets.”

“Even so, I can’t cancel a con-

tract,” Fothergill protested.

“I’m not suggesting that you can.

But there's nothing to stop Beth-

lehem supplying on behalf of Ribera.

It’s a common trade practice. Who-
decided that Ribera was to have the

contract, in the first place?”

“Womersley.”

“Senator Womersley?” Arm-
strong’s bu:^y eyebrow arched up-

ward.

Shifting the flower vase another

inch, Fothergill nodded. His ex-

pression was that of one crucified.

“Now, what al)out the ‘whatnot’ ?”

Armstrong persisted.

“Oh, for Pete’s sake!” Fother-

gill’s optics made vain appeal to the

ceiling. “They switched the atomic

fuel from plutonium to thorium on

Some abstruse grounds of top-

velocity controllability. That didn’t

matter much seeing the engines

aren’t finished. But North Ameri-
can Tube were advised of it, looked

into the matter, then askeh to have

the venturis back. They say the

'^ilicone plastic linings are no longer

good enough. They’ll have to be

thickened or toughened somehow.”
“Anything else?”

“The X-ray scanner went hay-
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wire, leaving us unable to examine

welding lines as they’re completed.

We had to order another. It hasn’t

come yet.”

“Is that all?”

“A strike of lorry drivers held up

supplies for several days, but we got

it settled. We settled it by threaten-

ing to bring in a railroad spur.”

Fothergill was beginning to recover.

He looked at his questioner.

“What’s up with you this time?

You act like you’ve been appointed

official progress-chaser. You got a

diamond mine on the Moon?”
Armstrong stood up. .His smile

was large and lopsided. “It may be

a case of mischief being found for

idle hands to do,” he said, enigmat-

ically. “Thanks a lot for all the

news—and so sorry I got in your

hair.”

The other’s hand went up and

smoothed his glossy, well-oiled jxite

as if to stroke Armstrong out of it.

“I’ve got troubles enough without

reciting them to all and sundry,” he

complained. Then he switched on

his most hospitable look. “Glad to

have seen you again, anyway.”

Outside the block. Armstrong

said to Quinn: “You’re doing

nothing, ^orge, so how about

giving me a hand?”

“What d'you want me to do?”

“I’d like you to snoop around and

dig me up some names. Mail them

to me as soon as you’ve got them.

I want the name of the guy who’s

in charge of that scanner, also the

one who advised changing the fuel,

also the one at North American

Tube who wrote in asking for the

.
M

venturis back. If you can man^e
it, I want to find out who stirred

up the lorry drivers.”

George Quinn gaped at him in-

credulously, and said : “1 think

you’re nuts!”

“Most of the world thinks you’re

.a darned sight nuttier 1” Armstrong

retorted. He squeezed the other’s

arm, making him wince. “We luna-

tics have got to stick together.”

"“Oh, all right.” Quinn became

moody. “If you want to play Sher-

lock, rU stooge along.”

He patted Quinn on the back by

way of approval and encouragement.

We’ve got to stick together—pat-

a-cakc, pat-a-cake, baker’s man.

All the purple mood crowded on

him again, suddenly, heavily. It

was as if some fourth-dimensional

pscudopod had reached forth to

compress his brain. Shoving hands

deep, into his pockets, he tramped

to the gate. Best to get away before

Quinn’s analytical stare started un-

complimentary comments. Shoo-

shoo, baby

!

Back in New York lie settled him-

self in his apartment and considered

matters afresh. In Connecticut he’d

got as nice and compact a laboratory

as any man could desire. There,

many of his best hours had been

spent in profitable development of

some germ of an idea. It was an

enticing place providing one hast-

ened to it btirsting with idea-gener-

ated enthusiasm. It was equally

unenticing if one went seeking no

more than refuge from the world.

At the present moment he had

nothing to develop, nothing in any
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sciuititic se]is>o. His record stood at

a dozen fruitful notions in as many
years, which was good going for

any free-lance experimenter. But he

couldn’t produce a flash of genius

to order. JIc couldn’t indulge a

burst of laboratory activity without

flr.st being tired by inspiration—

and such inspirations came as they

ch'MC, unforeseen, uninvited. Quinn,

therefore, had made a shrewd esti-

mate: Ins trouble was that he hadn’t

enough to kcej) his mind busy.

Ibefeated by the closure of its

natural escajje channels, his brain

was seeking elsewhere. It was con-

juring ])hantoms for him to chase,

summoning nameless specters for

him to pursue ihrotigh the darkness

and the night.

Reaching that dismal point of

introspection, nine men out of ten

would have decided to see a mental

specialist or take a foreign vacation

or, at least, join a golf club. Arm-
strong’s reaction was individualistic

and typical of himself. If his brain

wanted to run after visions, well, let

it run ! It should be a harmless

pursuit and possibly amusing. A
change is as good as a rest. Why
not try track down the imaginary

dragon.s? Through the darkling

wood might really lurch soiiietliing

with a breath of flame. He decided

to give his obsession free rein. To
him, such a personal decision verged

on the irrevocable. Once made, he

stuck by it stubbornly.

“Or would you rather be a mule ?”

Relieved by the prospect of

openly enjoying his own eccentric-

ity, he got out the car, drove into

New Jersey, called on Eddie Drake.
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“Hey,” exdaimnl lf)rake, to ibin

air. “Look what’s here ! The Man-
Mountain !” He made a gesture, of

welcome. “Take that chair—it's

the-strongest one in the house. How
much d'vou want to borrow T’

“ITl borrow a cigarette seeing

you’re charitably disposed.” He lit

up, crossed tliick legs, surveyed Jiis

big shoes. “Seven years back, Ed-

die, you worked on rocket-ship num-
ber nine.”

"Don’t remind me of it,” Drake

mourned. “It wa.s also flop num-
ber nine.”

“That wasn't your fault.”

“It wasn't anylx)dy’s fault,” re-

marked Drake.

“You sure of that?”

Drake dropped his automatic

lighter, scooped it up from the car-

pet, and prote.sted: “Don't wallop

me on the noggin with a sudden one

like that T’ He examined the lighter

for damage, shoved it into his vest

pocket. “Number nine went bam!
halfway to the Moon. Everyone

had made as good a job of it as he

knew how. Evidently the job still

wasn’t good enough. Somebody’s

best hadn’t proved sufficient. Was
that his fault?”

“No, of course not. But I’m not

so much interested in what hap-

pened ultimately. I’m curious about

the snags you hit before that, and

the nature of them.”

“I see.” Drake’s regard was keen

and understanding. “You’re having

trouble with number eighteen and

are looking for a tip or two ?”

“In a way.”

“Doesn’t surprise me. I’ll be glad

to give what help I can” He ru-
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mihated while his memory searched

back. “C)ur biggest trouble was
when the engines cracked. They'd

proved 'tgpnotch on the test bench.

They functioned beautifully at the

first tryout after installment in the

ship. They cracked at the second

test and we had to replace them with

a heavier job. That cost us five

months and a lot of moola.”

“Who built the engines?”

“Southern Atomics.”

“D’you know who designed

them ?”

“Tve not the remotest idea. Prob-

ably I could find out.”

“I’d be obliged it you would,”

Armstrong told him. “Any other

troubles?”

“Only minor ones.”

“Remember them?”
“The auto controls had to be

aligned again. Two tubes burned

out on test and had to be replaced.

We had a good deal of bother with

local civic dignitaries who objected

to a bang in theif bailiwick and

wanted us to go to China. The
government’s half-interest in the

boat enabled us to fight them off.”

His eyes narrowed in reminis-

cence as he studied Armstrong and

carried on. “The biggest trouble oc-

curred after the thing blew up. It

took off, as you’ll recall, in the full

glare of world-wide publicity.

Later came the premature bang.

That was followed b}" an uproar I

can still hear today. Every tax-

payer, foreigner, religious crank,

financial pundit or political extrem-

ist seemed to write pungent letters

to the papers, to Congress, and to

every individual remotely connected
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with the ship. A dozen gU3's wrote

me offering to reveal who’d blown

it up. Two more confessed to do-

ing it. Ten said it was God’s judg-

ment. One mailed me his income-

tax demand and invited me to pay

it.” He chuckled knowingly. “When
number eighteen falls apart you’ll

soon find out who did it—they’ll

all write in and tell you.”

“Who d’you think they’ll say?”

“The Catholics, the Jews, the

Negroes, the Freemasons, the Ku
Klux Klan, the Salvation Army,
the Veterans of the World War,

Jehovah’s Witnesses, the British,

the Russkis, the capitalists, the anar-

chists, the bankers, the oil com-

bines,”—he paused, out of breath

—

“and so on.”

“That’ll tell me a heck of a lot!”

“It’ll tell you the world’s chock-

full of petty hates and cockeyed

prejudices and warped judgments.”

“Not quite full,” Armstrong dif-

fered.- “No, I wouldn’t say it’s quite

full. There’s calm reasoning in

some places. But let’s, get back to

what I’m after. Ed, who supplied

the auto controls and the tubes?”

“Remote Engineering made the

controls. North American Tube

supplied the venturis.”

"Hm-m-m ! One more item

—

d’you know who started that civic

agitation against you or, if not,

could you find out?”

“I know,” said Drake promptly.

He pulled a face. “I had more than

one wordy battle with him. He was

Mervyn Richards, a hollow-eyed,

lantern-jawed busybody from Farm-

ington. He could talk the legs off
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a running duck, and he scared the

local folks plenty.”

“He’s not bothered us so far.”

“I dbn’t think he’s likely to,

either. Last I heard of him, he was
in Frisco lording it over some cult

which wants to boost its ectoplasmic

vibrations, or some such twaddle.”
“1 see.” Armstrong mulled

things over a minute. ''IJ’youknow

where Clark Marshall is these

days
?”

“Somewhere in Florida, I believe.

Want to question him as well?”

“Yes. ril get hold of him some-
how.” He got up, shook hands.

“Se^ you again, Ed. Don’t forget

to let me have those names.”
\

Driving home, he stopped at a

Jersey City library, spent some time

searching through reference files

and several books on rocketry. This

gave him nine names, two of which

he traced in the Manhattan tele-

phone directory. These two he rang

up and cross-examined with a per-

sistency which brought him a

shower of wisecracks and friendly

abuse. But he extracted reluctant

promises to co-operate, and was
satisfied.

From the library, be finished the

run home, dumped the car, made
a written record of all he’d got to

that moment. Then he read it

through, weighed its worth. Not
so much. Just a lot of meaningless

stuff. However, there was more to

come in as Quinn. Norton, Drake

and the others dug up data.

Even if it did get completed, the

jig saw might not present an intel-

ligible picture, and it was a cer-

drbadfol sanctuary

tdinty that he couldn’t concoct as

much as a suggestion of a picture out

of these few pieces. He’d have to

do a lot more loping around and,

in the end, was more than likely to

find himself with a crazy pattern

compounded of bits of a dozen
pictures. Still, as a time-passing

occupation it was better than chalk-

ing slogans on walls. “Vote for

Moriarty.” Not likely!

W’hat next? There would be the

other seven names to chase on the

morrow and perhaps the day after,

too. After that, the time should

be ripe to interview Claire Mandle.

Thinking over all possible sources

of information, it suddenly struck

him that there was nothing to pre-

vent him going the whole hog. If he

was determined to practice system-

atic lunacy, he might as well be

thorough about it.

Extracting his typewriter from

its case, he hammered it heavily,

made up several air-mail letters,

four for Britain, three for France.

They were clear, cogent, and in-

vited assistance, but he wasn’t san-

guine about them. Urgency tends

to dissolve with distance. Petty

troubles look considerably pettier

from three or four thousand miles

away. Maybe the Europeans would

come back with data, maytJe they

wouldn’t, but it was worth a try.

Taking the letters out on his

habitual think-walk, he mailed them,

strolled downtown. Electric signs

winked and blinked and glowed at

him from every angle : “Rose Bour-

1)on,” “Perlit/’s Snaokpr^^” “Vita-

lax Will Give You Life/' “Taxi
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Dance,” “Kit Rooney in ‘I he Luck

of the Irish,'” “Vitalax,” “Glide

Brau/’ “Vitalax,” “Vitalax.” Per-

suasion, invitation, insinuation, repe-

tition, repetition, repetition. A
fundamental truth is anything pro-

claimed often enough to be believed.

God is love. Rah-rah for good old

Rutgers. PWce—it’s wonderful. All

the news that’s fit to print What's

meant by “fit” and who says so?

Vitalax will give you life. Strong

arms will protect the |>eace. All the

news . . . Vitalax

—

Unconsciously he must have

spoken aloud, for a passer-hy

stopi>ed, stared at him, and said:

“T beg your pardon ?”

“Nothing,” he assured. “I was

chatting to TwilHp.” The other

looked puzzled, and he explained

:

“He’s tiny and green and wears a

knot in his tail. I keep him in my
vert pocket.” He grinned, showing

his teeth..

“Oh !” The pedestrian became

vaguely frightened, gave him a

peculiar glance, hurried on' his way.

Turning into a nearby .snackbar,

Armstrong picked a corner table,

ordered a pint of extni-strong java.

He nursed his head in his hand.s

while waiting for it. There ought

to have been little blue bubbles ex-

panding in his brain and steadily

going plop-plo('-plop. The queerest

part of it was that there weren’t

any bubbles. His brain felt fit and

fat and full of sin. He didn’t want

to play with feathers and treacle,

neither had lie any desire to fill hi.s

shoes with butter.

The coffee came, he sipped it,

watched the passing crowd. The
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blaze of light from the windows In

them up like actors on a stage. Cold

faces, hot faces, long faces, squat

faces, snappy faces, happy faces,

dark faces, fair faces, smug faces,

ijare faces, blubber faces, rubber

faces—and none of the lot alike. Yet

they all rotated around an elusive

norm. And tliat norm was the key-

stone of democracy.

What democracy ? f.incoln’s ?

I.enin’s? King George’s? The
democracy of Robespierre? Of
Confucius? Oh, anything from the

companionsliip of misery to the

airy enlightenment of the Due de

Morny who didn’t mind the people

so long as they didn’t come at him

downwind. They’d all got it in some

shape or form, in mcxle as varie-

gated as themselves.

An attendant back of the counter

switched on the radio and the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra oozc<l forth

wdth Handel’s “Largo.” It wa.s

soothing. It snored out with a slow,

majestic beat tliat cleiired away the

mental blurs like the metronomic

sweep of a wind.shield wiper. It

killetl the Shiver-Kill, and poured

all the V^italax down the drain, and

lent grace to the stream of faces.

Then the music fade<l unt, a cold,

precise voice took its place. “News-

flash! A major disaster occurred

half an hour ago in the Ural Moun-

tains where Russia's largest atomic-

fuel plant is located. The shock of

the explosion registered on all the

world’s seismographs and it is feared

that the death roll is heavy. Fur-

ther news wdll be broadcast us it

comes in.” He paused, added

:

“This comes to you by courtesy of
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aide B-rau, the belter beer," Be
departed. The ’-Largo” drifted,

back. It sounded different now

;

a dreary dirge.

AVTth .a mutterwl imprecation,

Armstrong left the place., }umed the

tlirong ouiskle. Darkness was now
complete and all the lirmanrcnt wa.s

sable save, where the Moon leered

dow’n like a gieat while eye. Tliere

wa.s a contnnuiL -flow of ])Ouerlnl,

fast-moving liglil'> along the wbiile

length of liie Mattliattan Hkv'way

aiw far up uitn die |-ironx. .Soine-

vv'here ln'tvveen the ligbt-stream and*

the high atop <m invisible

buiMing, a crimsim worm crawled

slowlv an<l tonnevl \Yords:

SHL WILI. LOVB
CHICLEMIX n

Behind him. the radio in the

.snackbar changed stations and blared

with enhanced volume.. Someone
started to croon a songicalled ‘‘Mud-

der Shudder \Viirap’’ while a hot

band beat 'em down into their boots.

"Then suddenly they knew that

they had riie<b hearing this music

mock their shadow land.’’ Arm-
strong couldn’t remember whence
he had got the words, nor could

he imagine why they had popped
into his head. But they unsettled

him. Grabbing a passing taxi, he

raced away from the scene, a fugi-

tive from he knew not what.

Seven waai’t such, a lucky num-
ber. He got up from a sound, un-

troubled sleep which contrasted

strangely with his daytime meemies,
showered, shaved, switched on. the

DREADFUL SANCTUARF

. nioniing’s llemld n-cording. '’l.'he

Ktissians had announced that- litty

square mile.s of land surfacC'-had

been vlehiccated and that the rented

pitw’a.s n<‘arl\ two nide-^ deep. Lanse
unkiKHVJi. Xkiniber of dead un-

known. 'Hie Society of Triends had
offered twenty uir-amlmlaiKcs and
were rushing them, in fi'om the

Chinese border. Votmg Wentworth
had sold the movie righls iif liis life

story.

Savagely lie. switched off the re-

cording. spent the .re.sl of the day

tracking down tlie seven. Two, he

learned, were dead. One w^as in

luirope, whereabouts micertain.

Three he reached on the plmne,

found one of them liglitheartedly

willing to humor him, Ihe other two

surly, impatient, .scornful and at no
pains to conceal their opinion that he

w'as a cranks To the last one, the

seventh, he mailed a letter. That
was that.. Until fresh items turned,

up he'd exhausted all lines of ap-

proach, excepting Claire Mandle.

Mid-morning of the following

day he motored to Tarrytown, fol-

lowing the last HnCi Claire Mandle
proved to be small, dark-haired,

pert-featured, and quite unlike her

brother. She wore an expensively

tailored suit of myrtle-green cordu-

roy, her hair-do was preci.se, and
sire bore herself with quiet self-

confidence. Looking at her. Arm-
strong decided that her most attrac-

tive feature was her eyes ; they

were dark and slightly tip-tilted,

giving her an elfin appearance.

She sat at ease on an antique

wheelback chair, her hands resting

in her lap, and listened as he spoke.
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“Then vour broUier had >ust got

to the pomt of enlarging his sug-

gesdon when ... it happened." He
brooded- for a few seconds. “I felt

i couldn't very well bother you

about it before nou’."

Her finely ardied brows rose a
fraction, ‘'You think 1 might be

able to give wu the information

you’ve siissed?"

“I have been assured that you’re

about the only one competent to do

so."

“Bob and I worked together, but

not entirely/' she said thoughtfully.

“We had separate interests, too. I’m
afi^id I’d have to look through his

papers and give the matter some
thought before I could offer you a
worth-while opinion.”

“I'd be grateful if you'd do just

that," he assured.

“Can I phone you?”
“Of course.” He fixed her with

gray eyes as calm as her own. “But
I’d prefer to see you in person.

Say, in town. We could discuss

things over lunch.”

She released a low tinkle of
lai^htcr. “You don’t let the mo-
ments run idly by.”

“I have an ulterior motive,” he

told her.

“Really ?” She was femininely

curious. “\Miat is it?**

“I’d like to show you to a news-

hawk friend of mine. He told me
that your hair has square roots.**

Her laughter w'as the smne as be-

fore, soft* and low. “Very well, I

am quite willing to demonstrate the

truth, if it will upset a newsman.”

Her look remind^ him of a pixie

peepmg around a larder door, liquid-

9t

eyed, a little amazed. “I’ll phone

you when I'm ready.”

“Bless you!” he said, conscious of

the gfuffness of his voice.

Bade in the car, he starled the

engine, got well out of earshot be-

fore hd' performed an underbreaili

yodd. Brother, it pays to be mils.

Look Where it gets yon! She ni'U

love Chidemintf. He clipped liis>

yuralayetee off in mid-song, glow-

ered at tlie windshield, ilid the rest

of the journey in silence.

Quinn shiver-jigged the phone in

the afternoon, gave him four names.

“Here they are^ ShrrlcK'k', and much
good may tlicy do you.” In the

screen he squinted violently and prc^-

truded his tongue. “Ixjokit me!
This is what you'll be like in -a

week’s time.”

"What's supixjsed to happen in

a week’s time?” *

“Nothing. Tlu;t‘.s why 3’ou‘re go-

ing to look like this,”

Armstrong emitted a disdainful

grunt. Carefully he noted the names

on his scratch pad, then asked r

“Anything doing down there yet?’^

“We've started a local chess

tournament.”

“Wlmt, are they still held up?*'

“Held up ain’t the words for it.

Senator Carmichael has soncirously

enunciated the total number of

greenbacks spent on Moon shots to

date. Also the number yet to lie

spent. He says it’s all a darned

sharhe. Senators Wright, TCmbleton

and Lindle joined in and chonised

that it's a shame. They’re still talk-

ii^ about it.”

A copy of “Runbaken’s Political
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Zoo” was aiiiong the tomes on his

shelf. Getting it down, he read the

profiles of Senators Carmichael,

Wright, Embleton and Lindle. Then
he remembered Womersley, looked

up that worthy’s also. It didn’t get

him anywhere; that is to say, he

didn’t find the feature for which he

was looking. The profiles’ slick

phrases and diplomatic adulation

were plastered over the usual suc-

cessful-business-executive and poor-

farmboy-makes-good stories. The
five men differed in quite ordinary

ways, agreed in quite ordinary ways.

On the face of it, they were nonde-

script. What he was aher, if it could

be found, was some strange or un-

usual or peculiarly significant fea-

ture which they shared in common.
For all that the Zoo book revealed,

what they shared in common was
the habit of wearing pants.

DBBADPtTL 8ANCTUABT

The most foolish feature of his

will-o’-the-wisp hunt after imagi-

nary and perhaps nonexistent rock-

et-busters was, he suspected, that he

was conducting it practically single-

handed and without adequate facil-

ities. He was trying to outdo the

and with less on the ball.

But the hunt itself wasn’t foolish,

not to his experimental mind. He’d
run after phantasms before and
had found them astonishingly solid-

looking at the end of the chase.

When, by one of those rare, Edison-

ian accidents, a midnight stroke of

lightning super-gausses an iridium-

cobalt needle which promptly stands

perpendicular to Earth’s magnetic

field and drifts slowly from right to

left, and when you spend two years

pursuing the phenomenon until you
can nail it down and tag it a solar

compass, well, by that time you’ve
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developed a Iiound-do^ nose for any

curious odor. Thus he compounded
with his eccentricity and rationalized

it in familiar terms of research.

The argument was a welcome prop

for his mind ; he never did like his

mind being shoved around until it

stumbled.

The next logical step was to peel

a few off the wad and buy an extra

brain or two. \Mien you’re liaving

fun, you must expect to pay for

it, and should the fun turn deadly—

-

a Clark and vicious game of stab—

!

III.

Hansen was a likel}- ally; his

reputation was good, by all accounts.

It took Armstrong only a short time

to drive uptown to the brownstone

block on the second floor of which

was Hansen’s Agency. There, a

tall, languid blonde took his card,

disappeared for a minute.

Presently she came back with:

“Mr. Hansen will see you now,
Mr. Armstrong.”

Hans^ himself proved to be a

hard party almost as tall as his

dient but not as beefy. Giving

Armstrong a chair, he sat erect be-

hind his desk, his sharp optics taking

in the other from head to feet. The
examination was slow, deliberate

and unconcealed.

“Siimmarizirig?” smiled x\rm-

strong.

Without dropping his scrutiny or

changing expression, Hansen in-

quired: “What can I do for you,

Mr. Armstrong?”

“I want an accurate report on

several people.” Pulling the list

from his pocket, he handed it over.

“Those people.”

Hansen scanned it. “Pivc of

these are senators.”

“Does it matter?”

The gimlet eyes went over him
j^in. “It all (lei>civls upon wliai

sort of a rqjort you have in mind.

If you want their conventional liCc-

stories, O.K. ! But if you warn

material for a smear, I must know
exactly who you are and wliat son
of a smear it’s going to l)e. If 1

don’t like it, I won’t take it.” His
thin lips clamped shut, opened again.

“That’s the way I do business.”

“And a very proper way,” Ann-
strong approved. “Evidently you
don’t know me. If you doubt my
motives, the solution is a very simple

one—all you need do i.s put another

name at the head of that list.”

“What name?”
“John J. Armstrong.”

“Yeah,” Hansen agreed. “That’s

good enough.” His right hand fid-

dled with the gold signet ring shin-

ing on his left, twisting it round and
round. “Say more.”

“I don’t want an expensive book*-

Icngth report on each of those in-

dividuals. I’m not interested in

their birthdays, bathniglits or blonde

troubles. All I do want, as fully

and completely as possible, i.s data

on oiganizations to which they b(‘-

long, businesses, clubs, brother-

hoods, fraternities, political, reli-

gious or ethical bodies, or any other

puddles in which they may be |nm]v

ing fre^s.”

“Thatll be easy,” Hansen com-

mented.

“Then it ought to come cheap.”
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He smiled broadly as the other

flinched. “The more thoroughly you

can do it, the better it’ll be for

future business/’

’Oh,” said Han.seii, poking the

list, "'niis isn’t all?”

“No—that’s just the beginning.

You’ll have another list lietore long,

and another one after that. If my
money and patience last out, and it

none of my friends snliject me to

a mercv-killing in the interim, I may
want you to investigate a battalion.”

“W ell do our best. Tm sure you’ll

t>e salistiecl.” He played the ring

again. 'Tt’ll cost you forty each to

get. u> going. All extras above that

will be detailed in full on the bill.

No major expense will be faced

without lirst consulting

"For which heaven be tlianked!”-

remarked Armstnnig, with fervent

hunior. He handed over the money.

Pressing the stud on his desk,

Hansen said to the blonde when she

ap|>earcd, “I’ut this lettuce in the

sale, Miriam, and give iSIr. Arm-
strong a receipt.”

d'he car took it slowly back to the

Herald while he lounged, behind the

steering wlieel and called a niental

roll of the troop.s. On the profes-

sional sitlo he’d now' got Idanscn

and whatever cohorts he com-

manded. Tin- volunteers, willing or

merely ohliging, ennsi^^ted of Nor-

ton, Drake. Quinn and several

others—to which he might be able

to add 'Idle Pixie. It wa.sn’t bad

going seeing that none o t them knew
just what they were doing, himself

included. It wasn’t such good going

considering the huge, world-wide

TniKAUFUL SANCTUARY

organizations of people who’d no

better idea of what they were doing.

But, of course, from orthodox view-

point it is not of any importance

that one should be going some-

where ; it is enough only to think

that one is doing so, or imagine it,

or l>elicve it. Or be persuaded of it.

Norton was bus^' when he reached

the Herald, and he had to wait

awhile. They gave him the visitors’

lounge to himself, a large room fur-

nished with garish opulence and lit-

tered with recent recorder copies

printed on paper. Idly, he looked

through them.

The fir.st copy got him on the

Stumble again. Pago .seven an-

nounced that “-Airways Eat Dis-

tance” while page ten showed lurid

pictures of the Iowa City airmail

crash in which were fifty dead. The
distance to the grave ! He ripj^ed

the page over. “Vitalax” . . . “the

Coolskin ITonr” . . . “Glide Brau”

. . . ‘Tvorv Tower Gloss Contains

.Benadinm. The Wonder Polish For

Your Teeth.” Benadinm—common
baking powder. Why didn’t they

call it bolonium? Don’t you know?
Silly man! Toora-loora-Ioora, hush,

now don't you cry

!

Whup! went the page as he

whisked it over. “The Four Free-

doms.” “Mercer Indicts Arcadia In

Able Speech." “Kuomingtang Con-

demns Alongol Hordes.” “Greek

Protest” “Coppef .Shares Scram-

ble.” “Thought For Today . . .

Thought For Today
—

” he blinked

and read it, tiny letters in a little

box.

“Verily, verily, T say unto you,

what shall it profit a man though he
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gain the whole world and lose his

own soul?”

Just then Norton bounced iii yelp-

ing chterfuUy, “Boy, have I got a
telepathic appetite!” He stopped,

stai^, added in more sober tone:

“What’s up with you, Misery?”

“I can’t make out why my dander

takes switchback, rides over my
brain-crenellations/' said Arm-
strong, slowly. “If I shouted the

reactions I get in this dmnp, I'd be

put down as a red-hot radical. If

I bawled them in Herald Square,

«I’d be lynched as a fascist. I think

the real trouble is that I ought never

to have crawled o\it of the lab.”

“Nope,” Norton contradicted.

“You’ve got the same trouble as yon

Cassius—you think too much.” Dex-
terously, he topped it with, "And
don't eat enough, in company.”

"All right, I can take a hint.

Where d’yott want to gitzzle this

time ?”

Norton shudderetl. “Need you l>c

so coarse ?”

“I talk to suit the local atmos-

phere.”

get out of it then. I^et’s

try Papazoglous' clum^j—he's got a

new way with steaks, so I’m told.”

Going out together, they look the

car to the Fiftieth Street subterran-

ean car-park and left it there. A
short walk of two blocks brought

them to the Greek’s place, a modest

eateiy full of warm kitchen smells..

The new way with steaks proved

to be gobbets of meat sandwichai

around mushrooms and roasted on
a spit. Norton, as usual, worked his

way through a toad of it as if he’d

been hungry for thirty years.

Finally, he said, “A-a-a-ahl” and

lay back. He gave Armstrong a dull,

surfeited eye. “O.K. Now you've

got me helpless and incapable of

rising, you can shoot the works.

What d’you wantme to do this time,

while I'm still too weak to refuse?’’

“Clark Marshall seem.s to hive

disappeared, kiddie l.)rakc iliought

he was clown in Florida, but I’ve

not been able to truce him. I thought

maybe some of your Floridian news-

hawk pals might be able to gel a line

on him. He was in Key West a few

day.s ago.”

“Sure it’s not a ccjppcr joljr”

“I can’t go crying lo the police

without just cause for suspecting

that something's happened to him.

As far as I know, he's pricked up
and ambled on in his usual aimless

way. lUit he's a neAVsworth}- char-

acter. and probably one of your

fellow stalk-killers has gone the

rounds witli Iiim .'ind knows where

he is.”

“Ves, he’s newsworthy all right -

or was! JTe grabbed the headlines

three times with rockets number.';

one, ten and fourteen.” Norton

shook his head sadly. “Poor old

Clark ! ITc sure went to piccers when
the last one busted.” His look at

the other was di.siant, rcllcctive.

“You never met him, did you?”

Armstrong shrugged and said,

“I’ve only seen his photo and. read

some of his old articlq^. I also read

his letter to tlic papere in which he

prophesied that number eighteen

was doomed in advance. I reckon
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disappointment soured km a
lot.”

“It more than soured him^ It

got him scatty,”

“In what way?”
“I dunno exactly. Let’s say he

developed a sort of persecution com-
plex. Yeah, that's about it. He took

on the fixed expression of an early

Christian martyr and started to shift

around, first here, then there, to-

jnorrow some place else. As if he

was running from something."

“Or chasing something?”

With difficulty, Norton sat up,

“Now look here, I don’t mind you
pursuing Irish phoonigans and get-

ting me to run after them with you

—with occasional pauses for- steak.

But don't add to your delusions- the

notion that Clark Marshall and
paint-drummers and bigamists, and

everyone else who dodges around,

are all pounding .-steadily along with

you, going where you’re going,

looking for whatever you're seeking.

Don’t think the whole tomfool world

is solidly behind you.” He flopped

back, exhausted. ‘‘Because itain’tl”

Armstrong said: “I am aware of

the, fact. I am also aware that the

world is not solidly behind any-

thing,”

Tangling his fingers in his lap to

form a sling for his distended stom-

ach. Norton let his mind struggle

with that last remark. “Cheese-

cake?” he murmured. “No—some
people object to it. Peace? Nope

!

If nations don’t larrup nations

—

which at present they don’t--then

families larrup families and guys
larrup guys;” He closed tiis eyes.

‘‘And sometimes they larrup dolls,
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just for the ducks of it.” He opened
his eyes. “Eats,” he pronpuiieed

pontifically. "The world is solidly

behind its • fodder. All the world
eats—rit has to.”

“Except when it fasts or goes on

hunger-strike,”

“Darn!” ejaculated Norton,
tiredly.

“It fasts for religious reasons,

hunger-strikes for political reasons,

and sometimes destroys food for

economic ones.”

“Go on, rub it in! All right, we’ll

agree that the world isn’t solidly be-

hind anything. Do you know why ?”

“Do you?”

“Sure I do. Everyone in my line

of business knows why, and so do
a good many more. It’s because the

world is stupid."

‘T wouldn't say thaV Armstrong
opined.

“I would.” He gave the stomach

a corafortablci satisfying hitch up-

ward. “You’ve incarcerated your-
self top long to know how all-fired

stupid it is. Why, a few years back

one of our guys asked a hundred
people the name^of President Jack-

son's mother. Forty-seven correctly

replied, ‘Mrs. Jackson.’ Fifty-three

said they didn't know or couldn’t

remember.” His glance at his lis-

tener was self-satisfied and cynical.

“Last year, two hundred thousand

Russkis paraded past Lenin’s Tomb
as if it were God’s hiding-place.

About the same time, Frenchmen
started tattooing their ear lobes with

three dots for liberty, equality and

fraternity. The year before, when
the King of Siam broke his leg,

his entire court stumped around on
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crutdies because royal^* had set tiie

fashion. There was one period when
most o£ the British aristocracy

wore shakeskin suspenders for the

same reason.”

'‘Maybe, but

—

“Lemme go on,” insisted Norton,

beginning to enjoy himself. “By the

time yoirve been twenty years in

tuy game you’ll realize tliat nothing’s

too crazy to be impossible. Have
you ever rca<l I^itkin’s 'A Brief

Introduction I'o The History Of
Human Stupidity’ ?”

*T can’t say I have.”

“Believe me, the governing word
is ‘brief.’ Pitkin and his sons and
grandson.s couldn't live long enough

to write the whole of it ! The mara-

thon dancers and i>canut pusliers

and flagpole squatters of your child-

hood were all centuries behind the

times. Stupidity goes back, way
back to the dawn of history. Why,
the Pyramids are such mighty lumps

of stupidity that stupid people have

I>een evolving stupid theories a1>out

them ever since.”

“Perhaps so, but
—

”

“For the love of Japhet,” com-
plained Norton, “will you let me
get a word in edgewise? The de-

grees of stupidity are varying. For
instance, I think I’m pretty clever

because I’ve encountered plenty of

people a good deal more stupid than

myself. But it’s only a relative

cleverness. Realh’, I’m stupid too,

though not so utterly and completely

as some dumbclucks. Similarly,

there are people in the world with

suflicient glimmerings of intelligence

to perceive the greater stupidity of

their fellows and talce advanu^e of

it. If they can get hold of the law

they use it to throw a cloali of

legality over their machinations, and
thus become politicians. Or they

get under the cover of some con-

venient, ready-made law and be-

come journalists, patent medicine

vendors, amiaments maker.s, crystal

gazers—or even rocket shooters.

Some will go so far as to operate

outside their fellow racketeers’ laws,

wliich makes them lawless or, in

other words, crooks.” lie smile<l

drcamil}-, "It is an ancient adage

that Nature made crooks to educate

fools.”

“Have you finished?” inquired

Ami.str«ng politely.

“Yes.” He gave his stoimch an-

other hitch, wriggled it pleasurably.

“It’s the steak. It makes me supinely

bcllico.se.”

“Well, then,” Annstroiig con-

tinuetl, “it .seems to me that your

reasoning is topsy-turvy: you start

with effects and work your way
back to an a.sstimcd cause.”

“Assumed ?”

“Certainly. How d’you know it’s

stupidity r”

“If it isn’t stupidity, what is it?”

“I don’t know.”

“There you are, see r” Norton wius

triumphant. “You don't know!”

“What of it? Does my ignorance

prove anything r”

“No, it doesn't pro\e anything,"

he admitted reluctantly, “but it

leaves my theory standing alone,

with no competition : the theory that

the world is, and always has been,

and probably jdw'ays will be hopc-
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Ic.^sly 4Uipi(J. No other notion fits

in so well, with the faetsvi”

“1 can think of ten,” Armstrong

tuld him. “And they all fit better
!”

He >tood up, facing the other's

look of chtnifoumlcd surj^rise. “As
ymi rctnarkeil, tlw troulde is that I

think too mtu'h.” He picked up liis

hat. *‘H youVo not too slU]Kficd to

remombti-, sec it you can get a line

on Marshall 1'nr me.’* lie waxed

a l>ig hand. “So long, tiutsv."

“Ihcasant fellah I” Xnrton called

after him. loudly, ‘ilnoming at his

cmj>ty )dalc. he licked his lips, -stid-

dcnly became gloinnicn .still. “Oh,

suficriTig snakf's, lie's left ino with

the check r'

It t(»r;k Ilan>un five days to dig

up the fletails. From Ami-strong’s

xk'Wjwtinl. this was sj>ecd. aiifl his

estimate of the b»iigh, lanky agent

wont Tip notches-i

Opening out the neatly re-

port which n.-msen had maikd. he

went c.arofnily through it. murmur-
ing il< phrases as he scanned them.

“Irwin janics Limlle, jmtiier in

kee<l-I .indie Autohinder ('ompany,

of "Wichita, Kan.sas. Member of the

Senate i.'atering Committee, and the

Latin I'fx'latitms Committee. Belongs

to the A.s.^ocialion of Farm Ma-
chinery Mannfacturers, the Nation-

al A.ssocialiun of IVranufactur^S . -

.

urn . . . iim . . . Second venue

Kpi.scopal rimix-l of Wichita, In-

ternational Kutary, Kansan Bowl-

ing L'nimi. Tost 4l4of the American

Legion. Shar]>sh(u tiers' Club . , .

Uni ; . . ]3atri>n of Anncrican Youth

^loxeuient’s Wichita Hostel . , ,

um . . w

There was a lor of at. Hansen, had

done the job thoroughly. Arm-
strong counted the items after he’d

perused them, found that Lindle be-

longed to no less than thirty-eight

organizations ot one sort or another.

On the next sheet, Womersley beat

the score with a total of fifty-four.

Kmhlctou went down v<> txvcnty-nine.

ilarking each rejiort with its ap-

]>r<»priate score, he l.amK} W'omer-

dey’s fifty-four at the top. while

Mervyn Xvichards lield the bottom

nd.rh a mere eleven.

Aiiyway, this It wa> far from
sutfiaent. He m-eded the reports

on Ouinu's H.si ot oamc.'^ which he’d

received and )*a'sed on to

the day before.- Ht‘ also needed the

information _\et ro come from Nor-

ton. Drake and the others. It was
sheer naste of rime ti» liddto around

with only one-tenth of die puzzle.

One had lo iiaxe many more pieces

to gain some clew to the picture, to

deduce what bits were mi.ssing and,

joerhaps, where they were concealed.

He gave it up as the phone

shrilled. Claire Mandle's face swam
into the screen when he switched on.

“Good aUernoon, iMr. Ann-
strongl”

“Good afternoon, Clatre,*’ ho re-

spoiKled with bold enthusiasm.

“When do we dme?”
“My!” sh<‘ chided. “Have T kept

you waiting ?“

“About a week,” he jwinted out

“rm sorry. I didn't think the

date was so Urgent,’’

“(4f course you didn’t. Modesty

t^'omes \ouI' lie favored her with

a mock glare. “But now' that the

waiting period is over, and you’ve
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satisfied yourself tliat my intentions

are honorable
—

”

“Oh, so you have intentions?”

she interrupted mischievously.

It caught him off-balance. He
screwed up hi.s face while he wal-

loped his wits into submission. The
way her tip-tilted eyes watclied his

performance added Nothing to his

comfort.
• “I toVl you of them,” he said,

feebly. “I wanted you for an ex-

hibit.”

She smiied and carefully stabbed

him again. “Where do you wish

me to make an exhibition of my-
self?”

“You pick the most awful word.s,”

he complained. “How about Long-
champs ?”

“This evening?”

“Oh, boy !” he yelped.

“Tut!” she reproved. “That isn’t

at all scientific of you.”

“Plave you had a look at your-

self?” he shot back.

“I was not referring to your ap-

pearance. T meant your behavior.”

“Oh. that!” His grin was broad.

“That was desigriecl to prove that

action and reaction aren’t equal and
opposite.”

“We can discuss the point later,”

she said, “iiight-thirty at Long-
chami)s. Will that suit you?”

“li! l>e tliere.” For some queer

reason his voice seemed high and
squeak)-, and when lie pulled It down
it dropped into his l>oots, “At eight-

twenty—just in ca.se you’re early.”

She was not early, but .she was
prompt. A taxi dropped her outside

the main door at exactly eight-thirty,

and he met her, conduct^ her in-
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side, found her a seat. Under her

fur coat she was wearing a frock

of shimmering green stuff, and her

faultless hairdo was topped by an

object too small for a hat, too big

for a flower.

Noticing his fascinated g:izc fixed

on the top-piece, .she informed, “ft's

just a finisher-off.”

“Til say!” he ivrdor.sed, with total

lack of tact.

With a slight frown, and a deli-

cate 'nibble at licr lH)ttom lip, she

switched the .subject. “I’ve looked

through Hob’s papcr.s,”

lie dragged his eyes down, sai<l

:

“What did you find?”

“l-.le-d made a systematic collec-

tion of data on the eleven .ships

which exploded fairly near to tlie

Moon, such its their distance fron)

the satellites at the time they blew

u]), and the last iastrumcnt-rcadings

radioed back. 'I'he evidence he as-

sembled make.s one thing .seem cer-

tain : they didn’t disrupt because of

fortuitous api>carancc of difrerent

causes in the same arc«i. The dis-

asters had a common cause."

“Tlii^ layer of his?”

She hc.sitated. “Maybe." Her
elfin eyes grew troubled. “One of

tho.se ships developwl an ofl'-swing,

prf>bably due to the bnrniug-out of

a side venturi. Its observed path

airvt*<l a gr«it <leal before the

gravigyros turned it straight. The
result was that ft approached the

satellite’s eastward Hmb and got a
couple of thousand miles nearer

than did any of the others. Then
it blew ajiart.”

“And so?”

“So that Uv.'t bothered Bob con-
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siderably. It created the only flaw

in his layer theory, which can’t be

reconciled with a two-thousand mile

plunge before disruption. He stewed

it over, found himself faced with

two conclusions. If the data on
this boat wasn’t accurate, and if in

actuality it had exploded at about

the same distance from the lianar

surface as had the others, then his

theory was O.K. But if the data

was correct,”—she paused doubt-

fully
—

“it looked very much as if

that ship had been beamed out of

existence.”

“Wliat,” he exclaimed, “from
here, a couple of hundred thousand

miles away?”
“Obviously not. There is no dis-

ruptive beam of that efficiency on
this planet, as far as I know. In

fact, I can’t see how it would be

possible to make a beam with one

per cent of the required efficiency.”

Slie pondered a moment. “The al-

ternative is a beam from Luna,

which is said to be airless, devoid

of any sign of life. The notion is

so patently absurd that it’s hardly

wortli considering. That leaves only

Bob’s layer theory, which is faulty

if all the data is correct.”

They ceased conversation as a
waiter brought them their order, re-

sumed when he had gone beyond
hearing,

Armstrong told her, “All this

mystery about whafs causing it is

due to lack of data at this end. The
ships have radioed back a lot of

stuff, temperature, cosmiray-count,

fuel omsumption, lunar gravity pull,

and so forth, but it’s not been
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enough.” She nodded ift response

to his gl^ce, and he went on,

“How’re we going to dig up the

extra information? Have, you got

any ideas?”

“A convoy might get it.”

“A convoy?”

“Yes—and the more ships, the

nierricr.” She sipped her drink

delicately. “A manned mother-ship

controlling several auto-jobs run-

ning in echelon ahead of it. The
leader should be the decoy duck.

When it bangs, its follower curves

off short, radioing data. If tliat

one proves to have skidded too near

and likewise goes kerplonk, the third

ship curves away. ^leanwhile, the

mother-ship, lagging well to the r«ir,

turns for Earth at the first blast,

picking up all the data it can get

from the others as it retreats,” She
twiddled her glass around on the

white cloth, her eyes meditative.

“Even if that technique fails to bring

in enough information, it will, at

least, settle one ix)int.”

“Such as which?”

"It’ll settle whether they’re being

beamed or sabotaged in some remote

vray. If they’re being sabotaged,

then no fast getaways will save

them. But if only one makes safe

return, then the cause may 1% as-

sumed to be a layer.”

“Easy, so easy,” he mourned. “It

won’t cost more than a mere couple

of hundred million dollars.”

“Yes, I know.” She was genu-

inely sympathetic. “But since the

required details are a couple of hun-

dr^ thousand miles away, I suj^se
someone will have to spend a thou-

sand per mile to get them. There
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(loesn'i seefn to be any othei* way."

Her port features brighteiicd and

she gave him an encouraging smile,

can lend you ten, for a start.”

“Tlianks, but 1 don’t think I’U

need them,” he told her, “If a couple

of hundred million smackers were

wanted for the purpose of blowing

up. most of civilization, they'd be

found in short order. Hut not for

a project like this, oh, no I Ten
million for a battleship: ten cents

for astronautical research—that’s

the way the w orld wags.”

Her cool han<l rested gently on his

big paw. “iloody man 1" She
smiled, again as he fidgeted rest-

lessly. “TtV not tluit the world's

.sense of values is wrong, you
know !’*

“No r”

“Not at all. It's tjuite naiimal

that money should be found for war
more ea.sily than for adventure.

After all, fear is an emotion deeper,

ghastlier than any other. Insurance

against fear is so. much more im-

perative than is satisfaction of

curio.sity. Nobody’s lioine will be

preserved, nobody’s life saved or

freedom secured by conquest of the

Moon,”
“Freedom,” he scoffed. “What

atrocities are committed in thy

name !” He fidgeted again, his heavy

jowls lumping miiscularly. “It all

depends on what is meant by free-

dom.” Then he changed tone and

added. “Pardon me—we didn’t come
here to argue with each other, did

we ? Let's get away from the sub-

ject.”

“All right.’’ Gazing around, she

sun'eyed the people at neighboring

8«

tables, “Wivre’s the. newshawk who
Wii .tij>poseil to look me over:”

“He won't be alo.ug. 1 changed
niy mind and didn't call him.”

“How come?”
He tried to leer at her, but hadn’t

the features for it. The re.^uking

grimace sent her eyebrovis up.

“Two’s company,” he informed.

“And that horrible face you just

pulled was supposed to exjircss

menace?”
“If you like. .[ guess Tin no

durned good at putting on an act.”

“Do you think it neces.sary

He warmed to her, and assured,

“Of course not! I wras trying to

run away from my earlier thougiits

and I ran too far. Like someone
who laughs heartily after a dental

extraction, just to show lie didn’t

feel it.”

“The masculine mind is j^trange

indeed and tortuous are its ways.”

she (piotcd philosophically. Idly her

gkince went over his shoulder. Her
eyes sharpened, she leaned forward

and spoke in low voice. “My brother

Bob had one bee in Ins bonnet.

Maybe he told you of it. He sus-

pected coincidences.”

“Yes, he ntentionctl it. \^’hv

bring it up now?”
“It ju.st occurred to me,” Her

trim head came still nearer. “Four
tables behind }-ou is a sandy-haired,

freckle- faced man. in a light gray

suit. He was .strolling past my
house this morning when I went out.

I looked at him quite casually, of

course, and would have forgotten

him except that he crossed the end

of the road when I started out this

evening. Now he’s here. Tlirec
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tijiies in one da}-—how's that for

coincidence?” She chuckled softly.

“If he's lialf as nosey as Bob -was,

and notices me> he’ll think I’ve got
tlcsigus -on him.”

“Vou’re sure that it’s Ae ^jne
fellow’?" asked Annstrong, without

looking around-

“I’m positive.”

“And you’ve never noticed him
before today?”

tiiat 1 can reGall."

He pondered it a moment, then
shrugged. “Your timid admirer,”

he hazarded, “worshiping you from
afar.”

"Don’t be silly,” she reproved.

He shrugged again, consulted his

watch. “Will you excuse me a mo-
ment? I’ll be back very soon.” He
got up as she nodded, strolled casu-

ally to the entrance, still without

looking around.

Outside was a phone booth. Step-

ping into it, he slipped it a nickel,

watched an ipsophone dial grow into

bts screen.

Mechanically, the ipsophone

enunciated, “TTansen’s Agency 1 You
may switcli to ii^ikt-line at the stroke

of four or record your message at

the stroke of ten. One . . . two . .

,

thme . . - ft)ur
—

”

“Switch!” snapped Armstrong.

A small blue light began to wink

ste.'ulily at point four on the distant

dial, while to llie listener’s ears came

the iiersistent hrrr-hrrr-hrrr of the

C?ilIiirg-lone.

I'ollovvecl a sharp click, the ipso-

phone-dial faded out, was replaced

Ifv Hansen’s dour features. The

agent had his hat on. He looked

expressionlessly at ids caller, sayi^
^thing.

“Gcnng out or coming, in?** in-

c}uired Armstrong.
“Going out. It makes no differ-

ence. The line gets answered
whether Fm here or not.” He
stared hleakly from the screen.

“Wlaat’s the matter?”

‘T’m at Longclianips with a lady

friend. ^laybe she’s being tailed.”

“What of it? There’s no law
against tailing someone, especially

a dame.”

“How about loitering with intent

to commit a felony ?”

“Bunk !” Hansen’s eyes ghtter^
ill his dead pan. “You’ve been read-

ing the wrong books. If the gUy
has no criminal record, it won’t hold

water. You can’t get him until he

cuts your throat.”

“All right” Armstrong grew
pugnacious. “I don't spend nickels

on you for notliing. Sing ine a

lullaby.”

“You can drop him by floing some
'fast skipping^around.”

“Skipping’s a girl's game,”

“Or.” Hansen contmuedi disre-"

garding ihc crack, “’you can lure him
some place nice and quiet and sys-

tematically kick him In the teeth.”

“I’ve thought of that. It doesn’t

tell me anything.”

“Or,” Hansen went on, as imper-

turbably as ever, "you can do what
I’d do—^tail the tailor and’ Sind who’s

bade oi him. } to know the

score.”

”That was my idea. Since Fm
staying with the hdy, I can’t track

a guy wlio’s tracking her—especially
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ing of that man? Why, you're as

bad as Bob !” Sobered by his calm,

level gaze, she added : “He went

out right after you.”

Waving the subject aside, he sum-

moned a waiter. Best to dismiss the

matter. Let her settle down and be

happy for the necessary fi fteen min-

utes. But who was Sandy-hair

after now, Claire, or himself?

Only one minute late, Hansen ar-

rived in company with Miriam and

a squat plug-ugly whose jacket

creaked across his back. The trio

paraded loftily past Armstrong,

looked at him as if he were a pane

of glass, took a.table far over to

his left.

while I’ve got her on my mind. This Chatting to Claire, and keeping

is where you come in.” one eye open for the still absent tail,

Hansen said: "Can you stay put Armstrong gave the arrivals t-ime

until I get there ?’’ to deal with a round of drinks, then

“Sure. We were going to the got up, helped his companion on

Television Exhibition on Sixth, but with her coat,

we can stick around until you’re They made it to the exhibition,

with us.” spent a couple of hours mooning

“Give me fifteen minutes.” He over the imposing collection of

shoved his hat backward on his head, stereoscopic jobs and watching a

“When you see me, you don’t see demonstration by a rural traveling

—get it?” model with a ten-foot screen

“I don’t know you from Adam,” mounted on a truck. Full colors

indorsed Armstrong. Cutting off, and stereoscopy didn’t leave much

he saw the screen fade out, went further room for improvement, they

back to Claire. agreed. Television, as 'such, was

5he was dabbing her face with a miglity near the limit of develop-

handkerchief little larger than a ment.

postage stamp and her upward From there, he took her to a mid-

glance was bright as he reached her night sna<;:kery, then got out his car

table. . and ran her home. Nothing un-

seating himself heavily, he com- toward happened and by the time

plained, “That fourth table is not he’d reached his apartment he’d seen

occupied.” no sign of Hansen’s company or of

“Goodness me!” she exclaimed, any other shadow. Feeling dis-

openly surprised. “Are you think- gruntled about the unexpected nor-
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mality ot events, he wondered
whether he was afflicted with an in-

fantile tendency to over-dramatize

mere incidentals.

Looking backward deep into his

childhood memory, it did not seem
that he’d been in any way abnormal.

His active mind had been no more
active than that of any other healthy

child, his fancies no more fanciful,

his excitements no more unreason-

ing. It was only of late that he’d

developed his peculiar obsessions

and dark suspicions. Why, why,
why ? He glowered at the wall

which silently echoed : ‘‘Why, why,

why?”

With the dawn and later in the

morning he was still thinking it

over, and the • echo still lingered.

Restless and disturbed, he mooched
around the apartment until Hansen
called him on the phone at ten-

thirty.

“rve been in the business a long

time,” Hansen announced, “but this

is the first occasion on which I’ve

ambled around with a cavalcade

like last night’s.”

“What d’you mean, a cavalcade?”

“There was you and your girl

friend. There was a guy tailing

you. After hanging behind him for

an hour I suddenly discovered some-
one was hanging behind me. So I

switched with Pete and thus dropped
this last snooper. He stuck to Pete,

being unimaginative. I joined be-

hind him.* That made you, then

your tail, then Pete, then the other

guy, then me. Good job you didn’t

decide to make a night of it—you’d
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have been leading half of Mew York
around by now.”
Armstrong frowned. This recite

puzzled him completely. “What
happened ?”

“The first tail dropped you when
you got home. He went to the sub-

park on Eighth, dug out a car, took

it to this address in Cypress Hills.”

He read out the address, then con-

tinued, “Of course, the rest of the

parade reached Cypress Hills, at

which point Pete threw it up and
went home. Pete’s tail then fol-

lowed him but got dropped halfway.

Miriam had to put in some circus

antics with our car to help Pete get

rid of him. That left this last tail

and me, and I stuck to him. Ten
guesses won’t tell you where he led

me.”

“Where?” Armstrong demanded.
“Fourth floor of Bank of Man-

hattan. He took the night elevator

up by himself, as if he owned the

place. I couldn’t follow him any
further.”

“D’you know wiio’s on the fourth

floor
?”

For the first time, Hansen’s lean

face took on an expression; a queer

mixture of dissatisfaction with the

revelation he was about to make, and
satisfaction with the anticipated

effect upon his listener.

“I watched the elevator indicator.

It stopped at the fourth floor. I

looked outside, saw lights on the

fourth floor.” He paused tantaliz-

ingly. “The entire fourth floor hap-

pens to be the local headquarters of

the F.B.I,”

“What?” Armstrong bawled.

“You heard me.” Hansen went

St



dead pan again. ‘*So I reckon I’m
entitled to know what this is all

aBout, and wliat I’m being dragged

into.”

“How the lieck do I know?” For
once, Armstrong felt lost for words,

“If you really don’t know,” sug-

gested Hansen, with grim skepti-

cism, “you'd better go round and ask

the F.B.I,” Giving the other a hard
stare, he cut off.

Annstrong sat down and nursed
his head. It’ll settle whether they’re

being beamed or sabotaged in some
remote way. Skipping’s a girl’s

game. Vitalax will give you life

—

or will it ? Better go round and ask

the F.B.I. Strong arms will main-
tain the peace. Fifty square miles

with a crater two miles deep. I am
Ozymandias, the king of kings

—

gaze on my works, ye mighty, and
despair I Gilde Brau . . . Vitalax

. . . better go round and ask the

F.B.I.

Better go round and ask the

F.BJ!

IV.

The F.B.I. man had the widest

and boniest features Armstrong had
ever seen. He looked like a wrest-

ling champ with sartorial tastes.

Sitting solidly bdiind his ebony-

topped desk, he propped his visitor's

card against a small calendar,

studied the Other with cool, slightly

gr^nish eyes.

“What is your trouble, Mr. Arm-
strong ?”

“I’m dragging someone around.

He’s a mttnber of yOur mob. I want
to know why.”

“Of course you do !” The F.B.I.

4*

man smiled faintly. “VVc hoped

you’d come here after Hansen tipped

you.”

Armstrong rocked back in his

chair, and said sharply : “How
d’you know Hansen tipped me ?”

“Our man reported that Hansen
had followed him most of the eve-

ning and finally trailed him here. He
made no attempt to drop him, since

Hansen is quite well known to us.”

He smiled ^ain. “And doubtlessly

he gained some mild amusement in

leading your agent to this place.”

“Ugh!” growled Armstrong, dis-

gustedly.

“However,” the other continued,

“I can tell you that you’ve nothing

to worry al»ut as far as we’re con-

cerned. You acquired a tail solely

because we’re keeping a fatherly

eye on Miss Handle.”

“Then why the hope that I’d come
here ?”

“Because your coming would
prove tliat you’ve not the slightest

notion why you were followed. That,

in turn, would prove that you don’t

know why we are interested in Miss
Handle.” He gazed absently at the

calendar. “Have yoU told her about

last night’s episode?”

“No, I haven’t.”

“Is she aware that she was fol-

lowed?”

“I don’t think so. She came near

to suspecting it but put it down as

coincidence.” Armstrong began to

feel a little irritated. Tlie mystery

of his own making was threatening

to become a mystery of considerably

wider scope. “Just- why are you
keeping an eye on her, anyway ? Of
what do you suspect her ?”
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lilaiidly ignoring the questions,

the other eyed him keenly and in-

.cjnired, “Were you quite satisfied

with the tvay in which she dismissed

lier moinonlary suspicion as coinci-

dence? '^?ou don't ihink she was
])utting on an act? Did her manner
convince, you as natural and inno-

cent, or was she in any way appre-

hensive?”

'Armstrong answered : “Anyone
<'ould see with half an eye that the

last thing she’d dream of was being

shadowed. She’d no reason to be

followed. , Why should aii3-one trail

.'iroiind with her?”

“Why do you trail around with

!ier?” the F.B.T. man thrust.

“That’s my business,” he snorted.

“Onite ! And this is ours !” The
federal agent stood up, legs braced

apart. “All 1 am able to tell you is

that we’re keen to discover w'hether

Miss Mandle is aware of a partic-

ular fact which we’d rather she did

not knowc .Mso whether—if she

does know it—she is passing it to

anyone else. What you have told

me suggests that she does not pos-

sess the information in which we’re

interested.”

“Why not ask her in a straight-

forward manner?”

“Because Miss Mandle, having a

scientific juind, could not be ques-

tioned w’ithout perceiving the signif-

icance of the questions. She w^ould,

T am afraid, be swift to deduce the

\'ery truth we wish to keep from

her.”

“Then this information is of a

scientific nature?”

‘Al'ou may draw that conclusion,

if you wish.” Picking up Arm-

strong’s card, he handed it back. It

was a polite gesture of dismissal.

Armstrong got up, stuck the card

in his vest pocket. “Has it any-

thing to do with Moon rockets?”

The F.B.I. man did not bat an

eyelid. “I am sorry, I’m quite un-
able to give you any indication at

the present time.’’

“Supposing I tell her tliat the

F.B.I. has got her tagged?”

“We would much rather that you
didn’t. But we can’t compel you
to say nothing.” The federal agent

studied him Icvelly. “We may be

satisfied and drop our interest in

her pretty soon. But If you chip in,

we’ll treat it as a hostile act and
keep a tag on you, too. Please }'our-

self—it’s up to you.”

“Oh, heck!” -Vrmstrong was
puzzled and far from pleased. “You
talk in riddles and tell me nothing.

At least, you might say why that

guy from Cypress Hills also shad-

owed us.”

The other frowned. “That’s

something we’ve yet to discover.

If Hansen’s doing his job, }'ou’ll

probably get the reason as soon as

we shall.”

“All right.” Armstrong walked

hard-heeled to the door, “We’ll

leave it at this.”

“Sorry we can’t tell you more,”

the agent called as he swmng the

door behind him.

Reaching the street, Armstrong

wended his moody wzy to the near-

est phone booth, called Hansen, told

him in detail of what had occurred.

“So,’^ he finished, “they’re tagging

Miss Mandle in case she discovers
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that Santa Claus is only her father

and starts a revolution among disil-

lusioned kids.’'

“You mental deadbeat,” said

Hansen politely.

“What?” He blinked, glared at

the agent’s impassve face in the Utile

screen.

“That fat Fed told you plenty.”

“Did he now, Bigbrain? What
did he tell me?”
- “One, ^hey can’t ask questions in

case Miss Handle mulls them over

and sees the light. Two, that means

they don’t suspect her of getting

the facts by her own astuteness.

Three, that tells you they think she

may have got hold of them in some

other way. Four, that suggests they

think she may have been .told by

somebody known to have been in

possession of the information.”

“Go on,” Armstrong encouraged.

“For some reason, they can’t

check up on whoever might have

told her. Why can’t they? An-

swer : because he's dead. O.K.

!

What person now dead might have

been so close to her that he’d blab

something he shouldn’t ought to?”

“Bob Handle.”

“However did you guess?” Han-
sen’s dark eyes stared from the

screen, steady, unwinking. "Bob

Handle had some officially provided

information which he was supposed

to keep to himself. No doubt it

concerned something in which he

was directly involved, and in which

his sister was not involved. Maybe
another Manhattan Project. Maybe
the government is trying to make a

wavicle-bomb some place. I dunno.

Darned if I care, either, so long as

42

I can keep this business in tlie

clear.”

“You’re in the clear, you needn’t

worry about that,” Armstrong as-

sured.

“No need to tell me. I rang up

the F.B.I. before you got there.

They said they’d nothing against

you.” He looked down at his desk,

not visible in the screen. “I’ve

three more reports just come in.

Will you pick them up, or d’you

want me to mail them?”

“Mail them,” Armstrong ordered.

Cutting off, he went to his car, got

in, but did not start the engine. For

some minutes he sat in the driving

seat and pondered the problem. He
had a faraway expression as he

stared through the windshield and

let bis mind wrestle with the facts.

Suppose he contacted Claire and

asked her flatly how come—what

then ? Anyway, how could he ask

her? “Have you got any official

information which you should not

possess?” Darned silly, that! “Did

Bob ever tell you anything he

shouldn’t have done and, if so, what

was it ?” Hey-hey, that would get

him shown the door in double-quick

time!

If she were ignorant of whatever

she was suspected of knowing, his

questions would be resented no mat-

ter how tactfuIlT put, and all he’d

get for his pains would be a negative

response. On the other hand, if

Bob had passed her something

^rictly in brotherly confldence she

wasn’t likely to hand it over to a

comparative stranger at^ the first

asking. He*d still get a negative
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response. Definitely, cross-exami-

nation of Claire Mandle was out.

He immediately dismissed it from

his mind.

How, then, to dig out the cause

of the F.B.I’s interest? It wasn’t

that he was unduly inquisitive about

something which was no business of

his, but rather that he was obsessed

with an irresistible feeling that here

was a missing piece belonging to

his own peculiar puzzle. It might

be a key piece. If he could get hold

of it, an entire corner of the picture

might appear.

The matter needed further stew-

ing, since it was evident that he was

not going to get at the truth in any

direct way. What Claire Mandle

was not supposed to know was also

something which he was not sup-

posed to know, and if the F.l’.I.

wouldn’t tell him anything it was

a sate bet that no other bureaucrat

would confide in him.

Temporarily, lie released the prob-

lem from his thoughts, decided to

visit a newsreel theater and give his

overactive imagination a rest. Tak-

ing the car uptown, he parked it,

went into the Fiftieth Street News-
flash.

Blinking in the semidarkness, he

found his way to a seat, sat down,

cast a jaundiced eye at the screen.

Glowing in full colors, the brilliant

oblong depicted the North Dakotan

gallows wedding which many of

that morning’s news-records had
criticized as being in the worst of

taste.

There, sw- inging side by side from

'

a pair of scaffolds, the bride and

groom hung wdth the fateful nooses

around their chests and under their

arms. A goatee-bearded justice of

the peace, similarly suspended, mut-

tered his way through the prescribed

formula while the bethrothed couple

smirked inanely at the camera.

Edging uneasily in his seat, Arm-
strong scowled at the picture. Oblig-

ingly, the scene changed, Indian

riots, this time. Moslems charging

a Hindu procession, and police

armed with lathis beating up both.

Close-up shots of sweating, fanatical

faces, of bodies sprawling in the

gutters. A brief glimpse of a burn-

ing temple with its ages-old walls

collapsing around the smoke-ob-

scured figure of the Great God
Ganesha.

Next, the launching of Uie Iron

Duke, Britain’s latest and biggest

battleship. Bang went a bottle, up
went a flag, and a horse-faced in-

dividual saluted to distant strains

of martial music. Strong arms will

protect the peace. Then the first

flight of Russia’s new five-hundred-,

ton bomber. Cheers, more music,

and the shot of a column of march-

ing feet. Strong arms will protect

the peace. After that, the picture of

a tiny, shapeless dot racing at tre-

mendous speed across the fuzzy

horizon ; America’s two-thousand-

miles-an-hour stratosphere fighter.

Glory, glory, hallelujah ! Strong

arms will protect the peace.

Followed a swift whirl of new
fashions in hats, frocks and swim
suits, then some useless gadgets

from a trade exhibition. The pro-

gram settled down to a eulogy of

the latest juke box, with press-but-

ton changes, a twelve by twelve
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screen depicting the appropriate per-

formers, and adjustable focus to

pick out individual instrumentalists.

Get an eyeful of this : Runny Run-
baken’s Runnerbeaiis playing “Skid-

din’ With My Shiver-kid.” It’s

solid, sister, eight beats to the bar.

C’ition, slip me some skin and let’s

beat ’em down a bit. Stab button

two and it’ll really send you. Hep-
hq)i

His eyes now accustomed to the

half-light, Aniistrong looked side-

wise, studied the faded blonde sit-

ting next to him. Her jaws were
working rliytlmiically, her eyes

fastened to the screen witli a sort of

dull intensit)-, her left foot tapping

in time to the blaring juke box.

Introdu^oiy stage of sonolepsy.

Averting bis gaze, he transferred

it to the opposite side, found there

a vapid youth, his mouth hanging

open, ' his eyes bugging straight

ahead, his well-pad<lcd- shoulders

twitching to the same crazy l)eat.

Bang *em for a nnhi,

Siam *em for a lulu:

RidJiii' all Ihc rhythm rats.

Skiddin’ — skiddiii' latli my
shher-hid!

Kudgiiig him with a heavy elbow,

Armstrong snapped, ‘'i’oostcv-

moolies
!”

The vapid one gave a \ioIcnt

start, ceased his twitching, turned

his popping optics to the other.

“Eh?”
“Poostermoolics,” growled Arm-

strong. standing up.

“Oh, sure!” The youth drew in

his legs to let Armstrong pass. -After

the brawny figure had gone, the

youth returned his attention to the

screen, his mouth hung open again,

never a thought about what pooster-

moolies might mean entered his

mind. As Armstrong had known,
any word would have done to ob-

tain the required reaction.

Armstrong went home. Some-
thing deep in his brain was curling

and contorting like a mutilated

snake. It >vas a weird and worry-

ing evasiveness wliich he couldn’t

pin down, a nagging thought which
recurred at the most unexpected

times. Wlienever It g^ot him both-

ered. his technique was always the

same: first he tried to identify it

then, failing, be tried to get rid of v

it.

\\'hat enabled him to lose it this

time was the sight of the tiny pin-

head glowing like an insect's eye in

the c'enter panel of Viis door. Stand-

ing before the door, key in hand,

he examined the fluorescent speck,

then looked swiftly up and down
tlie landing. Witluiui touching the

doc»r, lie ijocketed • his key. stole

silently away.

Oui.sidc on the sidewalk he

glaiicetl up ai the win<lows of his

'

apartment, noticed that they were in

darkness. Cvo>siug the road, he

went to the corner drugstore, phoned

Hansen.

"Vve g(‘t an ant-eye cathode ray

tube l.mvied in my door. Tt lights

up if th(' door is opened by any

means other than a special noncon-

ducting key. It's alight now. Some-

body's in there."

“Call the cops." Hansen sug-

gested.

“That was my first thought, but
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now Tvc got a better idea. I want
50U to phone my apartment. I£

anyone answers, tell them it’s the

hourly police-check and demand to

see me. If they’ve got the scanner

covered when they answer, tell them
the same and order them to uncover

it.” He grinned belligerently. “That
should send them out on the run.

I’ll be hdiind to see where they run

to.”

“O.R.,” Hansen agreed. “I’d

like to know what all this is about,

but I’ll do it.” He cut off.

With a casual air, Armstrong
mooched out of the drugstore, made
his way along the street, slipped into

a dark doorway almost facing his

apartment. His wait proved longer

ihan expected. Fifteen minutes

crawled by, then twenty. Nobody
came out of the place, nobody went

in. Ilis impatience mounted. Darn
it, had the invaders seen through the

bluff? If so, it could only be be-

cause they knew Hansen by sight.

That was a CLEW, of a sort.

He glanced frequently at his

watch while waiting for results.

The vigil had lasted twenty-two

minutes when a couple of cars sud-

denly swung into the street, raced

along it, stopped before the doorway
he was watching. Four unifomied

cops tumbled out of the first ma-
chine. Hansen emerged from the

second, looked searchingly up and
down the street.

Corning out from his hiding place,

Armstrong crossed the road. “What
went wrong?”

“I phoned three times,” Hansen
told him, “and could get no reply.
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Neither could I get hold of you
again. So I called the cops.”

“Humph!”

'T thought maybe by this time

3'ou’d bulled }'0ur way in and got

bopped, so I brought along some
muscle. Come on, let’s see what’s-

doing.”

The sextette marched up to the

inner door on the panel of which

the tiny telltale still glowed. In-

serting his key, Armstrong eased

the lock, flung the door wide. A
beefy cop promptly shoved him
aside, got through aliead of him,

gun in hand, his other hand feeling

for the light switch. The lights

went up. The cop took four paces,

stopped and ejaculated, ‘T>v cripes.

a stiff!”

Pressing through behind him, the

others had a look. The entire apart-

ment was,^an unholy mess. Cup-
boards and drawers stood open,

their contents scattered over the

floor. Loose papers fluttered in

the breeze ikrongli the door. Even
the carpets had been torn up and
tossed to one side.

In the middle of this litter a

corpse reposed in an armchair, its

leisurely sprawl being in eerie con-

trast with the general upset around
it. The body’s attitude was one of

careless indifference, there was no
blood visible upon It, indeed noth-

ing to indicate that it lacked life

except that its head lolled forward

upon its chest.

Putting one hairy hand under the

cadaver’s chin, the leading cop lifted

it gently and revealed its face.

“Dead, all right !” He ran liis gaze
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over the others. Anyone know
him.?"

Frowning at the lean, blue-jowled

features and the thick, tousled hair

of the corpse, Armstrong said: “I’m

not positive about it, never having

seen him in person, but I think he’s

a guy named Clark Marshall."

“The rocket nut?" Hansen put in

quickly.

Armstrong nodded. “If you’ll

call Bill Norton of the Herald and

give him an eyeful over the phone,

he might identify him—^he knew
Marshall well.”

Trying the phone, the cop jiggled

it repeatedly, then put it down with,

“Out of action. Disconnected some

place." His eye was professional as

it went over the disarray. “Who-
ever did this was in a heck of a

hurry.” He .shrugged, said to the

other officers, O.K. I’ll go down to

the car and call the homicide boys.

I’ll tell them to pick up this Nor-

ton.” He went out.

One of his fellows said to Arm^
strong: “C^nerally speaking, prow-

lers don’t bump and bumpers don’t

prowl. Looks like you’ve had both

here, for once. Any idea of what

they were after? If so, you’d better

look and see whether they got it.”

“I’ve not the remotest notion of

what they were seeking," Armstrong

confessed. By his side, Hansen

smiled and emitted an exaggerated

yawn. Turning to the skeptical

agent, he went on, “It’s a fact. I’ve

not the slightest idea of what they

were after.” He paused, added with

vicious satisfaction. “But, with luck,

I’ll soon know who did it."

4«

“Your confidence in me is most

flattering,” said Hansen.

“Modesty, thy name is Hansen,”

he scoffed. “If I leaned solely on

other guys. I’d never get any place,

even though they do hold my dough.

I wasn’t thinking of you, nor of the

police. What was on my mind was

the main stem of the wall clock.”

“Oh.” A little disconcerted,

Hansen went to the big timepiece

fixed to the farther wall. Now that

he was dose to it, he could see that

its stem was thicker than usual and

that something lenslike gleamed

within its cap. But for the other’s

remark, he realized, he could have

gone over that room a hundred

times and never noticed this feature.

He licked his thin lips in anticipa-

tion.

While the three cops looked on

in unconcealed surprise, and the

corpse reposed languidly in its chair,

Armstrong gently pulled the clock

outward until sometliing behind it

emitted a sharp, metallic click. He
then turned it round and around, as

if unscrewing it, got it free from its

fastenings, laid it face upward on

the table. Examining it curiously,

Hansen noted that its stem was now
an empty tube ; he could see right

through it.

Working at the wall-cavity for-

merly concealed by the clock, Arm-
strong carefully disconnected sev-

eral wires, drew out a small, silvery

instrument fronted with a thin, lens-

capped tube. This he put on the

table beside the dock.

“Inside that," he told them, “is

seven hundred feet of one millimeter
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talking lilm. It may have been ex-

posed. AVhatever works that tell-

tale on the door should start this

going as well. We’ll get it developed.

If the gods are with us, this affair

is in the bag.”

“Boyoboyoboy !” whispered one

of the cops, then added even more

reverently, “Oh, boy!”

He started on the job immediately,

and was still at it when the homicide

crew poured in with Norton. The

latter came at him excitedly.

“It’s Clark, sure ’nuff ! For Pete’s

sake!—I was talking to him earlier

in the day.”

“Were you?” Dexterously he

clipped the developed magazine to

the fixing tank, commenced winding

it through. “Did he say he was

cQtning around here?”

“I sent him round here. I got

in touch with him yesterday, told

him that you’d gone just as daffy

as he was and that you wanted to

see him, as one loony to another.

He turned up this morning. I tried

to phone you about six times to tell

you that he was in town.”

“I was out. I spent most of my
time at F.B.I. headquarters.”

“He was like a cat on hot

bricks,” Norton went on. “Rest-

less and leery. He acted like he was

haunted by his grandfather’s ghost.

In the end, I gave him your address

and he said he*d look you up later

today.” Norton ran a hand through

his untidy hair. “I didn’t think he

was naming his death spot
!”

With an eye on his watch, Arm-
strong kept the tank rotating. “What
d’you mean, he was restless and

leery? Did he beliave as if in dan-

ger of his life?”

“Well, no, I wouldn’t say that.

He was more like a guy who ex-

pects to be strapped in a strait-

jacket the first time he blows his

nose. He seemed like he was nurs-

ing sojnething he’d rather not have

known, something decidedly frus-

trating.” Norton peered at the tank.

“What the blazes are you doing

—

making butter?”

“I hope so. I’m trying to grease

the skids under someone!”

A police captain lumbered in,

edging Norton to one side. “Are

you John J. Armstrong
?”

“That’s me.”

“The medic says that guy’s been

dead about three to four hours.

Cause unknown—but we’ll find it

later.” He stared at the tank which

Armstrong was still revolving.

“Where were you between three

and four hours ago?”

“At F.B.I. headquarters.”

-“Huh?” The captain jerked as

if given a mild shock. “If the Feds

have an interest in this case. I’d

better give them a ring pronto.”

“It would be just as well,” Arm-
strong indorsed. Pulling the film’s

dummy end from the tank, he in-

serted it into the electric dryer, be-

gan to wind it through. He winked

at Norton as the captain went out.

Hansen stuck his head through

the doorway. “How long?”

“Five minutes.”

“I’ve rolled down the screen and

connected the projector.”

“Thanks.” Still winding, he heard

the phone ring in the next room,

said phlegmatically to Norton,
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“Looks like they've managed to

reconnect it. Bet you that’s Mrs.

Saunders calling from Hartford to

say there’s hell to pay. You go
take the call and tell her not to

worry.”

As Norton turned to go, a cpp

entered aiid
.
announced, “The

phone’s O.K. now. There’s a caller

on who says she‘.s been trying to get

through for hours, a Mrs. Saunders,

ringing from Hartford. She says

your laboratory has been broken

into and it's in a deuce of a state.

She’s got the Hartford police there

now.”
Norton gaped at the cop, then at

Armstrong, then back at the cop.

He swallowed hard. “Dump me in

the den and call me Daniel !” he said

to the cop. Then he made for the

phone.

Reeling through the last of the

film, Armstrong spoke to the openly

mystified police officer. “He’s tak-

ing that call. I guessed that the lab

would have been tossed around,

afto* seeing the mess here. Not
likely that they’d give one place the

works and overlook tl» otlMf.”

Sliding a random section of the film

mto the microreader, be stared

through its convex glass viewplate,

adiistled between his teeth. “Verify,

file trap was sprui^ V*

Taking the evidence into the ofiier

rocHn, he threaded it into the pn>*

jector. There were now five uni-

formed bulls in the room, plus four

plaincloth^ ones and Hanstti and
Norton, The latter finished sooth-

ing Mrs. Saunders, fiammed down
the phone.

“She says the whole place is up-

side-down, and she doesn’t knov\

what’s missing, if anything.”

Armstrong grunted, switched ofi

the lights, switched on the projector.

Its brilliant beam cut sharply across

the room, lit up the little screen on

the opposite wall. A tiny picture

of the room, three feet by two, ap-

peared on the screen. It shov\ed tlie

door slowly opening.

A man slij^^ cautiously through

the door, closed it behind him, made
certain that it was properly fastened

before he gave the room a»swift ap-

praisal. Of medium height and
build, he was sandy-haired and wore

a gray suit.

“The guy from Cypress Hills,”

breathed Hansen, poking Armstrong
in the hip.

Crossing to the small oak bureau

at the left-hand side of tlie door,

Sandy-hair deftly forced it open,

went through its contents as if he

had not a second to spare. Papers

and documents were ripped out,

scanned hastily, thrown down at

random. Evidently he did not find

tlw mysterious item for which he

was seeking. With the bureau emp-

ty, he raked it for hidden drawers,

tapped it on all sides, upended it

and examined its base. Satisfied

that nothing more could possibly be

concealed within, it, he turned his

attention to the duralumin WTiting

desk, dealt with it at the same frantic

speed. He had no luck there, either.

For a moment, he paused and

faced the little lens, hidden in the

clock. His pale blue eyes stared

directly into the camera without

showing any suspicion of the thing’s
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betraying watch. His face was

alert, calculating, and contained a

hint of impatience.

With renewed energy, he set to,

removed all books from the book*

shelves, shaking them thoroughly

one by one, examining the empty

spaces thus left on the walk From
there, he turned his attention to the

.chairs and settee, upending them,

tapping them all over. A few orna-

ments were scrutinized, the carpets

torn up, and he got down on hands

and knees to study the floorboards

beneath.

Dissatisfied, he disappeared into

the bedroom at left, removing him-

self from range of the lens. Though

he had gone off the screen, the film

continued to reproduce the noises

of his moving around and the occa-

sional shift of furniture as he gave

it a going-over. This continued for

a couple of minutes, at the end of

which someone rapped heavily on

the door.

Sandy-hair reappeared. With

(luick, catlike step, he approached

the door, stood warily at one side

of it, his pale eyes on the lock, one

<^ar close to the jamb. From his

pocket he extracted an object re-

sembling a small, brightly plated

torch, and this he held ready in his

right hand.

The invisible caller knocked again.

Sandy-hair waited without moving.

A pause, then a third knock. For

about three minutes Sandy-hair

stood there, his eyes and ears alert,

the torchlike object still in his grip.

Then the film ran out. Armstrong

upped the lights.

“jeepers !” wailed the police cap-
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tain. “If only there had been more
footage !”

,

“That was the punk we traced to

Cypress Hills,*’ Hansen asserted.

He looked gloomily at the body

which had been moved to the settee

and whidi reposed there under a

sheet. “Pity you couldn’t pick up
the scene' after he came in. I won-

der. what happened.”

“Ten to one, he didn’t go away,

as that sandy guy thought he

would,” hazarded the captain. “He
knocked three times, gave it up,

wandered off for a paper or cigar-

ettes or something, came back in

short time, sat down outside the

door and waited for Armstrong to

return. So when this sandy-haired

snooper opened the door to go out,

the waiting guy had him red-handed.

Wdiat happened after that is any-

one’s guess, but this sandy guy is

the one we want.” He eyed Han-
sen. “You know where he lives,

eh ?”

“I know where I followed him to

the other evening.” He gave the

address in Cypress Hills. “The

Feds followed him there, too. May-
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be they know where to pick him
up."

“We’ll see about that." The cap-

tain turned to Armstrong. “You’ll

have to hand over this film of yours

—it’s essential evidence. Momma,
what sweet evidence it is!” His
beefy features were admiring. “As
nice a trap as I’ve seen in a naughty

lifetime. I congratulate you on

it. Pity you hadn’t another one like

it at your place in Hartford."

“There is another one. I’ll tend

to it directly you’ve finished with

me here.”

“Then you can get on the job

right now. I’m durned if I see any
reason to detain. you.”

“O.K,” Feeling in one pocket,

Armstrong found his door key, gave

it to Hansen. “Lock up for me,

will you? I’ll call at your office

immediately I get back.” ' His at-

tention shifted to the police captain.

“If the Feds turn up, you’ll have

to do the explaining.”

With a nod to the unseeing Nor-
ton, who by now was hurriedly

scribbling data on a pad about the

late Clark Marshall, he went out,

got into his car.

His driving was very fast without

being furious. His thoughts were
mixed but not muddled. His gray

eyes steadily watched the road ahead
with a casualness which belied his

alertness : now and again, briefly

and without expression, the eyes

flickered over the rear-view mirror,

then returned to the streaming road.

He had been running little more
than an hour when he reached the

roundabout where five roads con-

verged. This was as good a spot as

M

any. Disregarding a heavy lorry

thundering in from hisr right, and
putting a sudden strain on the

brakes of two sedans speeding in

from the leftward road, he whirled

his big machine right around the

circle, regained the road from which

he’d just emerged. There, he swung
his car sidewise across the path of

the green tourer which had been

following him for the last lialf hour.

Swift as this tactic had been, the

green tourer’s driver was not dis-

concerted. Finding his path so sud-

denly blocked by Armstrong’s

automobile, and the other half of

the road- occupied by the oncoming
lorry, he braked in the nick of time,

stopped within a yard of the ob-

struction, rammed into reverse gear,

backed in a half-turn.

He made the turn all right, his

rear wheels well over the verge, but

as he again switched gear to go
forward, Armstrong reached the

driver’s door, jerked it open,

grabbed the sandy-haired man’s left

arm.

V.

Like many of his buffalo-build,

Armstrong seldom realized his own
strength. He snatched Sandy-hair
out of the car as if the fellow.were
a rag doll. His huge fist slammed
Sandy-hair straight in the pan. The
victim soared a couple of yards and
went out like a light. It was as

easy as that.

Mildly surprised that one of his

haymakers should prove so sium-
bersome, he licked his knuckles,

looked around, discovered that he
had an audience. The lorry had
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stopped fifty yards down the road,

its driver leaning far out of his cab

and gaping back curiously. One of

the two sedans had pulled up on
the farther side of the road, and

from it an immensely fat woman
and a load of kids were giving him
bug-^yes as if he’d done it for the

movies. .A long, racy-lined black

limousine was easing to a stop be-

hind his own stalled machine, and

the two men therein were making

to get out.

Finding a handkerchief, Arm-
strong rolled the unconscious

Sandy-hair onto his face, got his

hands behind him, prepared to tie

his wrists together. The pair from
the car reached him, studied the

scene with quiet interest. Both weTe

big and burly, though not quite as

big as Armstrong himself. One of

them put out a foot, nudged the

reclining captive,

“You beat us to it, Mr. Arm-
strong,” remarked one of the pair.

He flashed a gold badge in the palm
of his hand. “We’re federal offi-

cers.” He gazed thoughtfully at

the recumbent form. “We picked

him up immediately he picked you

up. It’s unfortunate that you
bopped him, though. Might have

been better if you’d let him string

along—he’d have gained enough
string to tie himself up.”

“You’re somewhat behind the

times,” said Armstrong, curtly.

“He’s tied up already. He’s wanted

by the police.”

“Oh, well, in that case you’ve

done a mighty neat piece of work,”

the other acknowledged, “We could,

have grabbed him ourselves, only

they d(Mi’t always remember to tell

us these things.” He pulled out

a set of handcuffs. "Leave him to

us—^we’ll teke him in for you.”

“I'd be very much obliged to

you,” pronounced Armstrong, care-

fully, “were it not for the fact that

I dislike the way yemr ears stick

out.”

With that, he smacked th^ other

in the teeth. The kick of a stung

horse might have been milder. The
fellow laid flat with a spine-tingling

thump.

Armstrong ducked coincidentally

with the thump. The fat wojuan,

who was still watching open-

mouthed, must have credited him
with eyes in the back of his head,

for the striken one’s companion

swiped his blackjack through thin

air, stumbled, half- fell over Arm-
strong’s broad back and promptly

was tip-tossed the rest of the way
to ground. Armstrong made a dive

for the first one now struggling to

rise, and his heavy foot trod on the

second one’s stomach as he jumped.

It was accidental but at^east would

sen^e to keep him prostrate a while.

Sheer speed, unusual in so large

and heavy a man, had brought him
swift victory but now proved his

undoing. As he pounced upon the

one striving to rise. Sandy-hair came

suddenly to life, stuck out an inter-

vening leg at precisely the right

moment. Armstrong tripped, went

down with a weighty wallop.

Breathlessly, he rolled onto his

baric, heard the fat woman emit a
queer, high-pitched yelp. Somebody
snatched at his feet. There came

a short glimpse of pale blue eyes
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staring- into hU own, then his no^;ui

seemed to explode. An unknown
comet arrived in the depths of his

brain before all faded to utter black-

ness.

His senses crept ]>ack slowly and
reluctantly while he lay flat on his

I>ack in the grass, with a rising lump
on his cranium. A dull, pulsating

ache registered painfully at the

backs of his eyes. Blinking to clear

his vision, he saw the lorry driver

and a motorcycle cop bending over

him. He sat up, nursed lus throb-

bing head, looked around. The fat

woman’s sedan liad disappeared, as

also had the machines of Sandy-hair

and the other two. His own car had
l>een straightened up and a police

motorcycle stood behind it.

“Ugh!” he grunted, foiidling his

.head tenderly.

“Them three guys slugged you
and beat it,” the lorry driver in-

formed. He looked apologetic.

“They, did it so quick and got out

so fast that I wasn’t able to get their

numbers.”
^

“My buddy’s after tliem, any-

way,” put in the cop. “Wc came
along a minute later, so maybe we’ll

l>e able to put the bee on them yet.”

He eyed Armstrong with an air of

oflicial speculation. “Maybe ,you

can identify them?”

“I don’t know them at all—or not

yet!” Annstrong replied lugubri-

ously. Struggling erect, he held his

head tp stop it splitting in halves.

“Two of them tried to kid me they

were federal agents detailed to fol-

low me. around. Looks like they

were really an escort lor the third

guy-”

“How did you know they weren’t

feds ?."

“I’ve never lieard of F.B.I. boys

tearing around in foreign sports

models or using European-type

cuffs.”

“There goes another charge,”

mused the cop. “It’s a serious one

;

impersonating a law officer. I’ll

‘ have to nial-:e a report in any case.

Give me your name and address,”

Turning to the lorry driver, he
added, “Yours, too—you’re a wit-

ness.” Having noted the details, he
said to Armstrong, “How far are

you going?”

“To Hartford.”

“It's out of the bailiwick, but who
cares? I’ll tag along. If someone’s

laying for you they’re liable to try

again.”

Sliding into liis driving seat, Arm-
strong started off, the police motor-

cycle hammering steadily behind.

Driving wasn't so good with one’s

head bulgitig like a toy balloon at

every stroke of the pulse. His ach-

ing eyes strained at the windshield

and he felt more than soured on

hiniself. It hadn’t proved so smart

a move after all. grabbing Sandy-

hair like that. All he’d got out of it

was a knob on tlie i>ate.

Or was that all ? Come to think

of it, there was one item he didn’t

ix>ssess yesterday—h<* had the sound

assurance that his seemingly eccen-

tric search for piecc.s of a seemingly

imaginary puzzle wa.s no longer

cither iwintless or senseless. Some-

where there was a picture of some

sort if only he could build it up, if
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only he could find and assemble the

various pieces. His home and his

laboratory had not been searched in

a spirit of good, clean fun. He had
not been tailed by Sandy^hair—and
said elusive person had not been

dragging a rescue party—merely to

lend verisimilitude to crackpot no-

tions. Behind all this was a pur-

pose, a motive that might be made
manifest if he persisted in his fad

long enougli and had a small meas-

ure of luck. Dark the purpose

might be, and perhaps deadly, but

it was iherc!

These thoughts soothed him so

much that he arrived in Hartford in

much better spirits. The motor-

cycle cop dropped him with a double

toot on his horn and zoomed back

fot his own territory. Mrs. Saun-

ders met him, wringing her hands

nervously and assuring him that

she’d gone out for only a couple of

hours. "And this is what happens

immediately me back’s turned.”

Basing her agitated mind Avith a few

words, he extracted the hidden cain-

era from its lair, processed the film,

ran it tlirough the projector.

What he got was very similar to

the scene recorded on the other film

except that here the searcher proved

to be a thin, sunken-cheeked indi-

vidual who raced through his task

without being disturbed by any

knocker on tlic door.

Two Hartford pluindothesmen

arrived and he ran the film again for

their benefit. But neither of them

recognized Hollo wcheeks. Thev
departed with the evidence, after

which he tidied the lab, checked its

^contents, decided that nothing of

any importance was missing. Every-
thing suggested that both searchers

had failed to find the mysterious

object they were seeking. What
were they looking for? Was it

something he carried on his person?
If so, he’d better watch out!

It was three days before Hansen
saw him again. The languid Miriam
showed him into Hansen’s office

where he sat restlessly in a squeak-

ing chair.

"I'm dumfoimded by the speed at

which we get no place,” announced
Armstrong tiredly.

Hansen frowned, fished inside his

desk, found the key to Armstrong’s

apartment, tossed it across. "When-
ever I get somewhere it’s because I

know where I’m going. How the

blazes d’you expect me to make
progress when I’m Avorking in the

dark? All you want are reports, re-

ports, and more reports, except oc-

casionally when you scream for

help.”

"Too bad,” Armstrong sympa-
thized. “I Avouldn't keep you in the

dark if I could see any light my-
self.”

"D’you serioush' mean to tell me
you’re barging around like a

drunken hippopotamus without

knowing what it’s all about?”

"Certainly T don’t know I I ivish

to heck I did
!”

“\ g gods !” Hansen aa'Us incredu-

lous. "You push vour nose into

places, and dumps promptly get torn

apart and people get slugged and
others get bumped—and you don’t

know the score!”

“Look, all that happened was that
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I got a bee m my bonnet. The rest

just naturally e^e along^.’*

‘^‘Katch,” said Han^n. ‘‘Some

day a meat-wagon will come along/’

He frowired at his listener. “You
will be in it/’ His frown grew
deeper. “And nobody -will know
why.” He leaned on Hs desk and
scowled. “Xeither will anyone
.know whos ne-xti”

“You’ve made a point there/’

Armstrong admitted. “It would be

nice to know who’s got to wait his

turn while I get buried.” A bright

thought struck him, and- he, added

enriiusiastically, "Why, Hanny, it

might be. you !’’

'T have not overlooked the po&si-

l)ility/’ said Hansen, grimly,

“Besides,” Armstrong went on.

“if I kick the bucket, people ought

to kuQW why I kicked it The
knowledge might persuade someone

to take up where I left off. Then
hell get humped :and rjl have a

friend in the hereafter/’

“My business is confined to this

earthly sphere.” Hansen informed,

stiffly. 'Astral planes don’t iuteresT.

me unless the)* pay liard, solid, mun-
dane cash/’

‘All right.” Armstrong waved a

hairy paw iiT bored dismissal, '“Pll

tell you what little T know, and a fat

lot of good will it do you. I got the

idea that repeated rocket failures,

were too many for accident or co-

incidence. Maybe there’s something

deliberate about them. IMaybe some-

body’s doing- it/’

‘‘Who?”
Armstrong favored him with a

look of scorn. “Why the devil d’you

think I'm jouncing around like a

II

Caged monkey if I know that?” He
wailed, but Hansen said nothing, 'so

he went on. “Tliat wu.s a, premise I

adopted mostly for my oun amuse-

ment, or for some other reason I’m

quite unable to explain. Tr that

premise is wrong, all my conclusions

will be wrong m maUer how logi-

cally I proceed from one to. the

other. Let me say again, I took as

niy premise that roclcet failures are

being arranged by persons unknown.

What’s the logical cmisetjucnce ot

that?''

“Go, Dll—-it's -yonr talk/’

“Tile failures Ixdong to different

times, different experimental groups

and different countries. Ergo, even

a superbly clever crank could not be

responsible for the lot. That, in

turn, .suggests an organ uation

which, since its sabotage is so wide-

spread, must be truly international

and quite without any patrioti.sms.

This I5 where the fii'st snag comes

in.” He rubbed hi« broad cinii in

thought. "Those Russkis might

like to prevent ns reaching the Moon
ahead of them ; tiie French simi^

lari}' would like to delay the British

;

and so with practically every coun-

try you can think up—rijut why
should any imernutional organiza-

tion w'ant to stop anyone getting

there no- matter who it is ? M’bat do
they' gain hy that? Where’s their

motive?”

“!^earch me.” said Hansen, shrug-

ghig.

“I don’t see the seuse of it,” Arm-
strong admitted, “and this lack of

motive is the main thing which has

got me bothered. A week ago, I
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could conceive two solutions: firstly,

that they’re selling their ^rvices to

each country in turn, in which case

they’d have been found out for' a
gang of double-crossers by now.
Or, secondly, that I'm nuts and am
imagining things/' He rubbed his

head vigorously. "However, I

didn’t imagine this cracked skull.”

"Maybe you’re digging for some-

thing that doesn’t exist and unwit-

tingly unearthing something else,”

suggested Hansen. "Like the guy
who started digging for water and
got up a corpse.”

‘‘Possible, but not probable.” He
mused a moment. "All the same, if

there is an organization in existence,

the technique is to look for it among
all possible suspects, and expect it to

be in some innocuous guise. That’s

why I’m keeping you busy with re-

ports. I want to rake the suspects

for a common denominator.”

"Ah!” commented Hansen, his

eyes sparkling, and again, "Ah !”

“Trouble is that I’ve not yet got

enough reports and that complica-

tions keep catching up on me. Did
you get any British and French let-

ters, by air mail?”

Hansen extracted four from a
drawer. “Sorrjj I should have
given them to you right away. They
came, yesterday afternoon.” He
twisted his signet ring around and
around while contemplating the

other. "I take it you now want re-

ports on the eleven guys mentioned
in those letters?”

“Yes, sure!” Armstrong finished

reading the last one. handed them
back. “Well, a few of them re-

sponded. It was more than I ex-
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pected. Yoh’ve only got to Kiy,

‘Boo!’ to some people to make ’em
clam up.” ..Shoving his hands deep
down into his pockets, he stretched

out his legs, and sighed. "AU I need

is the butt of a monogrammed ciga-

rette from the scene of each crime

and a dramatic showdown with the

guy who smokes them. That’s what
happens in the movies.” He gloomed
pessimistically at his listener. “Have
you ever proved that crime doesn’t

pay with the aid of a monogrammed
butt ?”

"Things don’t happen that way,”
scoffed Hansen, “Or not while I’m
around. I have to swim my way
through a sea of sweat—but I get
there just the same, eventually.”

“That’s the hell of it. Everytime

we think we’re getting somewhere,

we find we’re getting nowhere.

Sandy-hair disappears, along with
his rescuers and nobody’s seen a
hair of them since. -The Cypress

Hills address proves to be a rented

apartment stripped of all dews. No-
body can get a line on the punk who
raked my laboratory. Clark Mar-
shall dies of cardiac thrombosis, just

like Boh Mandle, and all the medical

experts tell me to think nothing

of it.”

“Now there’s something,” put in

Hansen. “Aren’t they doing any-

thing about it?”

“What can they do? They swear

tliat all the evidence satisfies them
that neither man’s condition qould

be brought On by artificial means.

Neither had eaten, drunk or been in-

jected with anything that might

cause it. So far as can be ascer-

tained, both deaths were entirely
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natural In spite of tlie fact that the

last took place in highly suspicious

draimstauces. So that is that
!”

Tliey were silent a long time,

brooding while their tlioughts

worked at top pressure, then Han-
sen remarked: *‘Come to think of it,

all tlicsc guys about whom you want
reports have one thing in common.”
Armstrong sat up, drawing in his

legs. “What’s that?” he inquired,

sharply.

Hansen said, “Tliey’re all alive.”

Shoving out his legs again, Arm-
strong relaxed. “Of course they

are. Fat lot of u^ getting data on

dead men.”

“Why not? Some of them might

liavc shared this elusive common de-

nominator of yours when living.”

“True enough.”

“In addition to which, some of

them may have died naturally.”

“Meaning what?”

“Some of them may have curled

up with cardiac thrombosis.”

“Boy, they might, indeed!” He
tossed the idea to and fro. “Sup-

posing we tracked down a dozen

who died that way—what of it?

Any medic will tell us that a dozen

kick the bucket the same way, every

{lay, in New York alone. Mind you.

I’d still think it means something.

I’ut what docs it mean?”
‘You’ve a notion of what it

means,” suggested Hansen shrewd-

ly. “You pulled a fast one on

Sandy-liair with that camera of

yours, but the camera itself showed
that Sandy-hair pulled a fast one,

too. You’re not half-blind mid

dopey. Dollars to doughnuts, you

saw wliat I saw and have tliought

about it fifty times since.” He
twiddled the ring again. “And
since officialdom lias confiscated the

film, it’s a dead cert that tlie cops

are ruminating the same notion, or

soon will be.”

“Yes,” Armstrong admitted slow-

ly. “Tliat thing Sandy-hair was
holding as he stood by the door. It

looked like a torch, but who’d face

the light behind an opening door

with a torch ready in his hand? It’s

illogical. Mevcrtlielcss, he went for

it just as if he were going for a

gun—and it wasn't a gun.” He
stared at the other. “That fellow’s

very stance and expression told that

the object was a weapon of some

sort. My guess is that it was a gas

projector.”

Hansen nodde<J. “That was my
conclu.sion. When he came face to

face with Marshall, he gave him a

stiufrt that laid him out.” He licked

tliia lips. “I can theorize about

tliat weapon only in terms of the

known, although the known isn’t

always the familiar. I don’t accept

tliat it could be any absolutely novel

gadget. I concluded tliat it was a

pocket gas projector. So yesterday

afternoon I rang up Dr. Lowry,

and asked if he knew of any gas

that could cause cardiac throm-

bosis.”

“And what did he say ?”

“He said the idea is absurd.”

“'fherc we go again—nowhere,”

Armstrong grumbled.

“He poured out a flood of ten-

dollar words that all meant the same

thing—no gas could cause it ” Lick-

ing his lips again, he added, “But—

”
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“Go on! Vou're not tongue-

tied!"

“But a gaseous irritant powerful

enough to bring on respiratory con-

vulsions nhght cause death to a

person already in a certain condition

of thrombosis.” He carried on to

explain it more ghoulishly. “The
victim would heave his pulse sky^

high and pump the clot into his

heart.”

“That tells us a heck of a lot,”

declared Armstrong, down in the

dumps again, “I saw Mandle slide

out. I saw him with my own two

eyes. He didn’t even cough.”

“I know. T checked up on Handle

myself. I checked on Marshall’s

autopsy, too. He wasn't gassed, or

not with anything that left a trace

in his lungs. Neither had he had

convulsions—that’s definite.”

“So we’re back at the start.

Sandy’s gas-projector didn’t project

gas.” His bushy brows drew to-

gether. “Here we go round the

mulberry bush.”

“You owe me a century,” Hansen
reminded. “That’s the way the

money goes—pop goes the weazle.”

Armstrong stood up, paid it over.

“Momentarily, it's an impasse. I’ll

bust out of it somehow, even if I

have to stick out my neck until

someone can't resist takirtg a chop

at it. However, I may be able to

strike a new line when I’ve got all

of your reports. A few aren’t

enough for my purpo.se. I need the

lot—and the sooner, the better.”

“Leave it to me,” said Hansen,

easily. “I’ll get the job finished as

soon as possible. I’m combining it

with a line of my own.”

His hand holding the door half-

open, Armstrong paused on his way
out. “Mind telling me?”
“The search-line. Those guys

didn’t go through your apartment

and your laboratory just for the

ducks of it. They were looking for

something even though we don’t

know what. Now if any others on

these lists of yours have been

searched or slugged, it might give

me a pointer. I’m digging data on

that angle.”

“You’re w^asting your time.”

Armstrong watched interestedly as

Hansen opened his mouth, then

closed it without saying anything.

He continued : “I’ve played that

angle until I’m pretty sick of it. It

always gets me the same place,

namely, that the Feds know the ob-

ject of the search, but won't tell.

Those guys were looking for some-

thing I haven’t got and am not sup-

posed to possess. Either they

wanted to discover what it is, or else

they wanted to make sure I haven’t

got it.”

“And the Feds refuse to blat ?”

“Yes.”

“Then it’i Old Whiskers’ biz.”

Hansen rubbed his forehead wear-

ily. “Hell's bells ! We sink deeper

and deeper every minute without

knowing what we’re sinking into."

Hunching his broad shoulders in

phlegmatic resignation, Armstrong
closed the door, went to his apart-

mrat.

Hansen or someone had tidied up
the place before locking it, a fact

for which he was duly grateful.

Shacking his overcoat, he slung it
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onto a hook, dug out the spy camera,

reloaded it, set it for action, fitted

it back into its hiding place.

Then he phoned Claire Handle.

She bloomed into his screen as neat

and as pert as ever.

“Oh, it’s you, Mr. Armstrong 1”

“John !” he insisted.

“Tut!” she came back. ‘We
haven’t been introduced.”

‘That’s why I insist on John, It’s

rather too early for anything more

endearing.”

“From which I gather that you’re

not calling me in any official capac-

ity, but because of the flowers that

bloom in the spring, tra-la. Once
again you have an ulterior motive.”

Her sigh was annoyingly melo-

dralnatic. “Very well, you may
pursue the matter—^John!”

“Look,” he ordered, “I called to

see whether we could m^et again

some place.”

“Undoubtedly we could. I don’t

know that we should.”

“X wanted to ask you an impor-

tant question.”

“Gracious! So soon?” She gazed

at him in mode surprise.

He went on, his voice rising : **If

you won’t give me the opportunity

to discuss it in person, I’ll have to

ask you now.”

Her response was to lower her

eyes modestly, an able performance

which he observed with gradually

reddening face.

Taking a hold on his emotions, he

gritted : “Has anyone cased your

place and gone through your papers

of late?” •

Startled, she looked up. “How
on earth did you know ?”

“So soniconc lias!” he observed

grimly. He made full use of the

heaven-sent opportunity to get tough

with her. “If you want the whys
and wherefores, it’s got to be over

a cuppacawfee and not over this

phone.”

“Tliat’s your ultimatum ?”

“It is.”

“Bully I” she defined. “All right,

ril give in. I’ll come quietly. To-

night ?”

“Wow !” he enthused, thinking it

childish and not caring.

Her smile was genuine. “.Same

place, same time?”

“Or sooner!”

He watched her fade out of the

screen, then kicked a cusliion across

the room, bounced it a few times on

his head. Then he smacked his

hands together, said, “Wow!” a

couple of times, and sobered down
sufficiently to have a shave.

Dead on time again, she turned

up in a slick, tailored costume and a

little deerstalker which was recog-

nizably a hat.

“Well,” she b^^an, when they

were seated, “are you going to let

me in on the mystery ?”

He sat facing her, arms akimbo

on the table, and gazed at her in-

tently, without answering. The
gaze went on a long time and, after

a while, her tilted eyes widened

slightly, she produced a compact,

opened it, inspected herself in its

mirror. She failed to find the sus-

j^cted smut on her nose. Rq>lacing

the compact, she leaned forward,

gave him a smart rap on the

knuckles.
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“Animate yourselt ! I asked you

a C{uestion!’*

Shaking hi* head slowly and pro-

foundly, he said: “Fancy, all that

and brains as well!”

“What’s the matter?”

“iMdthing’s the matter. That's

the point. Why should you alone

be perfect?”

“You need glasses,” she scoffed.

“Besides, would you rather have me
dopey ?”

“Heaven forbid !” he prayed fer-

vently. “But even if you didn’t

know the day of the week, I would
still
—

”

She rapped his knuckles again,

harder this time. “This is the.Long-
champs, not the Zoo ! Pull yourself

together and tell me about these

prowlers,”

Opening his mouth, he intended

to retort, “You started it,” but

changed his mind and said: “Oh,
yes. My place got a rake-over three

or four days back. So did my lab

in Hartford. What they were look-

ing for is a mystery which has got

me bothered.” He eyed her care-

fully. This was delicate. He'd
have to be careful not to ham the

job. “Since this occurred soon after

our last talk, I wondered whether
there was any connection. That is

to .say, maybe, we were suspected

of sbanng information of some
sort—in which case you should have
l)cen victimized, too,”

“I see..” She was frankly mysti-

fied. “What on earth could we
.share which w’ould justify a

search ?”

“We .might have shared whatever

they sought at your place,” he ri-

posted.

It didn’t faze her. On the con-

trary, she was more puzzled than

ever. “Somebody sneaked in yes-

terday, went through all my docu-
ments, left my desk and my library

in a mess, but took nothing.”

“You’re sure that no item is itiiss-

ing ?”

“I’m positive.”

.‘‘None of Bob’s papers, for in-

stance?”

“None of those, either.” Her
glance was quizzical. “What has

Bob got to do with it, anyway ?”

“All I know is that he was con-

cerned in a government Job which
is a top secret.”

“Who told you that?”

“The F.B.I.”

There was no way of telling

whether this information hit home.
She had excellent self-control, and
took it coolly. Her manner was de-

liberately reflective as she thought
it over,

“Bob was involved in something

concerning space-rockets, I do know
that. Just what he was up to is not

apparent from any papers he left

behind, except that he'd developed

his Layer Theory. Evidently he
kept nothing which concerned work
for the government

;
presumably he

passed his stuff straight to the gov-
ernment and destroyed the rest.

Bob: always was very methodical and.

extremely cautious.”

“As he should be if mixed in a
top secret job,” Armstrong ap-

proved.

“Since rocket number eighteen is

under construction at the present
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moment,” she went on, “it looks

very much as if Bob were busy with
something concerning it. Possibly

number eighteen will be an extra-

special construction incorporating a
revolutionary idea which the au-
thorities are keeping to themselves.”

“Number eighteen is practically a
dead duck,” he contradicted. He

- told her all he knew of the rocket,

detailing his recent visit to New
Mexico, his sparring match with
Fothergill, and what he’d since

learned from Quinn. “I don’t know
wliat you think,” he concluded, “but
to me those holdups look somewhat
deliberate, as if the rocket is being
delayed as imich as possible without
maidng the fact too obvious.”

This information gave her sub-
ject for thought which occupied her
mind quite a while. Her elfin eyes
were serious with concentration as
she examined the evidence.

At length, slic said : “This poses

a curious paradox. The ship is

government-sponsored and yet some,

though not all of the snags look

government-inspired. The govern-

ment is trying to build the ship and,

at the same time* to delay its com-
pletion. Maybe someone else wants
to delay it also, and that complicates

the situation, but let’s ignore that

factor and concentrate on the gov-

enimental aspect. Why should the

powers-tliat-^ try to build the ves-

sel, but not too soon?”

“It isn’t lack of money for one
thing. Ask me an easier one 1”

“We’ye got to ask it. There’s

logic somewliere in this seeming il-

logicality.”

“The only other solution I can

think up isn’t as plausible as it ought
to be.”

"What is it?”

“Maybe this top secret—whatever

it is-—needs further development be-

fore it can !)c applied to the ship.

So the vessel’s construction is beii^

held back in case of necessary al-

terations. Hut wlty start it one way
and change it to another when, just

as easily, they could have timed its

commencement to fit in with new
plans embodying new notions? I

ktmw that bureaucrats do nutty

things, but not as nutty as that!”

Her small nose wrinkled in dis-

approval. “For my part, I don’t

think you’ve got it.”

"Neither do I. You concoct me
a better one.”

She mulled it over again. He
ordered drinks, and she was still

occupied with tlu‘ problem when her

glass was empty. He spent the time
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studying her face. He was still

gaping at her when suddenly her

eyes brightened.

“Supposing that eighteen isn't

a dead duck at all/'

“O.K., suppose it isn't—then

what is it

“A decoy duck."

“What!” he yelped.

'"Shsssh
!" She glanced around at

the nearest tables. “Don’t bellow

like that!” Her voice became low,

confidential. “Half the world has

pondered the idea of systematic

rocket-sabott^e in its usual lacka*

daisical, apathetic way. The au-

thorities are certain to have i^vcn

the theorj’ a lot of consideration.

Now let’s suppose they're ready to

put a super-rocket on the stocks but

are leery about all the queer things

that have happened to i^ pi^eces-

sors.” Her look was sharp, pene-

trating. “What would you dor”

He smacked the table with a huge

hand. “By gosh!
.
I’d build it

quietly and surreptitiously some
place like the North Pole. And I'd

build another, well-publiciaed one

in New Mexi(», for the saboteurs

to play with.**

“Brainy boy!” she admired.

Ignoring that remark, he went on,

“One item has got me worried.**

“You may open your soul to me.**

“It’s the way you gnaw at proi>>

lems. Some day, some guy win

have to think up some awful good
excuses—or else!”

“That*U be his worry, won't it?**

she pointed out

“Sure! I told you I'm worrying

alre^l”
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For the first time, she pinked a
little, a phenomenon he observed

with lordly satisfaction. She was
conscious of it, for she dug out the

compact, dabbed at her face with a

piece of lace This, too, he studied

with the same expression.

When she liad finish<^, she said,

tartly: “You can't concentrate on

two problems at once and get some-

W'here with both.”

“That remains to be seen,” he

contradicted. He waved a waiter,

and when fresh glasses had been

brought, leaned forward confiden-

tially. “Let's drop the cross-talk

while I consult you about the state

of my liver.”

“Good gracious 1” she murmured,
taking a slow sip from her glass.

“These days I get the wackiest

feelings,” he went on doggedly.
'

“I

can't hdp wondering whether other

folk get them too, or whether it*s

that I’m abnormal in some way.”

“What sort of- feelings?”

“A peculiar mixture of a{^>re-

hension, irritation, suspicion and

general nerviness.”

“And when do you get them ?**,

“Most anytime. I read the press-

reoirders and the feelings promptly

come on. 1 look at the sky*s^^
and they come on. I listen to the

radio and they crowd in upon me.

One moment I can be on top of the

world—then the most ins^ificaiU

thing suddenly hems me is. Fra

getting more temperamental than a
prima donna.**

“You need a good dose of A^ta-

lax,** she du^osed.
His scowl was heavy, ferocious.

“That’s precisely the sort of remark

ii



tliat does it! Every day and in

every way I’m reacting more and

more !”

Putting her glass down, sne

looked serious. “If I may say so,

John, you should have a loi^ rest.”

“I don’t think so. I was joking

about my liver. Physically, I’m

topnotch. The trouble is a mental

one. It’s got a cause.” He regarded

her levelly: “I don’t know the cause

but something keeps telling me it’s

an important piece of the puzzle

I’m trying to put together.”

“Do you really suggest that your

irritability is connected with these

rocket problems?”

“Claire, for the life of me I can’t

imagine how the one can possibly

l)e connected with the other—never-

theless I am as certain of that link

as ever I’ve been certain of any-

/ thing.”

“Have you tried to identify any

causes and analyze them?”

“Yes, sure—but it doesn’t work

out. It only leaves me wondering

what the heck’s the matter with me.”

He glanced around moodily, and his

eyes were slightly baffled when they

returned to her. “For example,

while watching the crowd the other

evening I noticed a dark-skinned,

smooth-looking guy wearing a green

turban. Obviously a swami; Shri

Bannerji, or some name like that.

Immediately my mind leaped to

Hindu ascetics. I thought of those

who stare fixedly at the sun for

years and years until they go com-

pletely blind—then continue sight-

lessly staring for the remainder of

their miserable lives. I thought of

others who hold up one arm until

it withers, and others who squat

cross-legged until their nether limbs

become shrunken and deformed and

they have to be carried around. The
feeling came on me. It came on in

overwhelming strength. I felt

jumpier than a cricket on a hot

stove,”

There was a queer light in her

eyes as he came to the end of this

recital. “How do you feel when
with me? Seriously now—no wise-

cracks.”

“Soothed,” he told her. “Soothed

and calm and placid.”

Her laughter tinkled gently. “As

if I were not of this world?”

“You’re not quite an angel, thank

goodness,” he evaded. “You’re a

woman. I prefer you tliat way.”

“That doesn’t answer my ques-

tion.”

“I’ll answer it,” he said, surpris-

ingly, “when I’ve managed to get

hold of the facts.”

Their eyes remained level, look-

ing straight into ^ch other’s, while

her phrase drummed in his mind as

regularly, as rhythmically as a pulse.

Not of this world . . . not of this

world . . . not of this world. There

was an idea, now! People not of

this world

!

She was the first to lower her

gaze.

VI.

It was noon of the fourth day

after Hansen’s last report had ar-

rived when Armstrong shoved aside

the mass of papers littering his table,

rubbed his heavily bearded jowls

and reached for the phone,

“Is Hanny there?”.
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Miriam drawled: “I’ll put you
through to him, Client.”

The dour face of Hansen grew
into the screen. The agent said:

“Did you get the bill?”

“Yes. The check's in the mail.”

“O.K. ! Anything more?”

“More? Ye gods, we’ve hardly

started yet! I fancy I’ve found

something in these reports. You’d

better come round.”

“Give me twenty minutes.” Han-
sen faded out.

A quick shave refreshed Arm-
strong but failed to remove the lines

of tiredness around his red-rimmed

optics. He washed his eyes with

an eye-bath, was blinking them when
Hansen arrived. Towel in hand,

he admitted the caller.

Grabbing a chair, Hansen
slumped into it. “Well, Sherlock?”

“Out of one hundred seventeen

reports I’ve found thirty-four sus-

pects sharing one feature in com-

mon. What they share is member-
ship in the Norman Club.”

“Humph I” Hansen was not at

all impressed.

“Ever heard of it?”

“Never.” The agent waved a

hand airily. “There are as many
clubs in the world as fish in the sea.

Most of them are no more than

petty ego-inflatories. What’s pecu-

liar alK)ut the Norman Club?”

“Several things. For a start, it's

international, although few people

seem to know of it. There’s a

Norman Club in every country in

the world and in practically every
^

city of any size, dt is extremely

exclusive. Only its members know

what it’s about and the reason for

its existence.”

“Where did you dig up that dirt T*

“From the Central Registry. AU
clubs and organizations have to be
registered, as you know. This^one

is said to be literary and strictly

nonpolitical. It’s the bunk—there’s

something more behind it.”

"Ho-hum,” said Hansen. “So
you want me to investigate this

crowd ?”

“No, I don’t. I’m going to barge

right into their local dump and get

it myself, if possible.” Giving his

.
eyes a final mb, he tossed the to^el

onto its rack, sat down facing his

listener. “I believe there’s some-

thing to be got. Sandy-hair took his

own escort around with him and 1

think it’s a good notion.”

“Run it your own way,” said

Hansen imperturbably. “So long

as I get cash on the barrelhead.” ,

“1 want you hanging around back

of me 'in case I get some pUice too

tight.” Leaning to one side, he

stretched, opened a cupboard, took

out a small, dull-black instrument

wdth a tiny, cone-shaped mesh of

fine wire swiveling on its top. Giv-

ing the thing to Hansen, he added
a long, careful list of instructions

and ended, “Make it six o’clock this

evening, corner of Sixth and West
Fifty-eighth. Once you’ve picked

me up you’re on your own—use

your own judgment.”
Hansen stood up, toyed doubt-

fully with the instrument, thmst it

into his right-hand pocket. “So
be it. I’ll be there. But if you
peg out with a blood clot I’ll be

some place else—^migHty fast I The
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Non/ian Club— He went to

the door. “Probably a gang of

punks who collect French litera-

ture—I hope !”

Grinning at him, Armstrong said

nothing, wratched him go out. He
hadn’t overlooked Hansen’s half-

jocular guess. The name of “Nor-
man” st^gested French origin or

some sort of Frenchy connection.

And there was a branch in Paris.

Hut there were branches in other

places where French literature

would smack of coals to Newcastle.

One city’s poison was another city’s

meat. Tlie Nonnan part of it, he

concluded, bad some significance

quite different from the obvious.

It wasn’t necessarily French, or even

European, or even—what?
Dam it, his brains were starting

their antics again. Away- his mind
wandered, all on its ownsome, from
proposition to proposition, each one

successively wilder, and threatening

to hand him some conclusion so

elusive tliat he could get it in his

grasp but not within his grip. It

was the maddening dance of that

conclusion which gave him the

meemies; he knew that, knew it

instinctively without being able to

identify the cause.

Barely outside the realms of con-

sciousness, just beyond tlie border

of comprehension lurked a shadowy
theory which mocked his mind and

jeered at him repeatecUy.

“Come on, pal—come and get me!
I spy, with my little eye ! Yoo-hoo,

big boy—you can’t see me ! Hidey,

liidey, where do I bidey?—nobody

knows but Old Mother Tidey!”

It was a 'ghostly idea. Or a

«4

ghastly one. Or even a fact, a

tremendous, world-shattering fact

which deftly skipi>ed out of his

reach every time he made a snatch

at it. It gibbered at him in the

sky-signs; it hooted at him through

the radio ; it blared and blatted

among the mobs in the. streets; it

gibbered derisively in the pompous
speeches of leading figures ; it whis-

pered sibilantly through the Ups of

stone-blind ascetics, and it cackled

amid a multitude of prayers.

“Some jeer at me for leaning all

awry—what, did the hand then of

the Potter shake?”

lie was perspiring again, Heavy-
footed and cumbersome, like a

cagod l)ear, he prowled up and

down the carpet, up and down, up
and down. The floorboards

sciucaked beneath his weighty tread.

Up and down. WItat time does the

Zoo open? Have they let the visi-

tor.-} in? Have they brought any

buns? Who is the Potter, pray,

and who the l^ot? She will love

Chiclemiut. Chew-chew, baby,

X^iolcntly, he kept punching his

right fist into the palm of his left

hand. Six o’clock—roll' on six

o’clock

!

The N'ormaii Club suggested a

snilHon dollars witliout being ob-

trusive about it. It had a huge,

arched doorway set in an imposing

graystone front which soared ten

floors up. Within tlie doorway was

a plate glass revolving door, and

beside the door posed a commission-

aire attired like a ten-star general in

the Ruritanian army.

Mounting the wide marble steps
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leading to tiie door, Armstrong
reached the top, at which point the

general extended a white-gloved,

getitlenianly hand and spoke in welh
modulated, gentleiriaiily tones.

“1 beg your pardon, sir.”

“It is granted,’’ said Armstrong
with unhesitating generosity.

“Admission, sir, is permitted to

members only.”

“Oh.” Armstrong tilted his hat

torward, scratched the top of his

neck. The general observed this in-

delicate operation with well-bred

forbearance which told that mem-
bership of tlie club positively did not'

incKide people who' scratched.

Armstrong eyed him calculatingly.

“How does one become a member?"
“One must be recrjinmended, sir."

“By whom ?”

“By a present member, sir."

“Ah, yes. of course.” He gave

the door a tentative jerk which

started it spinning slowly. “It seems

that ril have to go inside and per-

suade my most influential friend to

recommend me."

The general permitted himself a

martial frown, took a step forward,

put out a restraining arm. “I re-

gret, sir
—

”

Carefully Armstrong put a big

foot on the other’s glossy boot and
gave him an equally careful push
in the chest. The general sat down
suddenly and hard. With a swift

glance up and down the street, Arm-
strong went through the revolving

door, found himself in a thick-car-

peted foyer.

Here, a distinguished individutd

with mirror-polished hair met him,
took his hat and coat, gestured

gracefully to the door at the farther

end, and said: “That way, sir.”

“Thank you.” Wading through

the carpet's high pile, he reached

the door, looked back, noted that

outside in the street the uniformed

squatter had regained his feet and
resumed his original pose. He was
not attempting to come in, evidently

being unsure of himself, or perhaps

content to let those inside cope with

the brusque invader. Smilir^ his

satisfaction, Armstrong opened the

door, entered the room beyond.-

Softly the door closed itself be-

hind him, emitted the faintest of

clicks. The room’s sole occupant

—

a man seated behind a distant desk

—looked up. He was a swarthy,

highly groomed individual with very

black eyes.

Expressionlessly regarding his

visitor, he spoke in cultured tones.

“Glad to see you, Mr. Armstrong.”

His manicured hand indicated a

chair. “Please take a seat.” Then
he pressed a stud on his desk.

Sitting cautiously, Armstrong
rumbled r “So you know me ?”

“Of course, of course.” The
other’s laugh was short and arti-

ficial. “We have been expecting

you. Our Mr. Rothman will l>e

here to see you any moment. He
won’t be long, I assure you.”

“All right.” Armstrong crossed

thick, powerful legs, glowered at the

swarthy man who, quite uncon-

cerned, began busily to attend to the

papers on his desk.

We have been expecting vou—
hovr in the name of all that’s holy

could diey pcwsibly expect him?
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Nobody knew tliat he was coming

excepting Hansen and, perhaps,

Miriam. Unlocking his legs, he stood

up, went to the door by which he

had entered. He tried it. As ex-

pected, it was locked. He returned

to his seat. The swaYthy man
liadn’t bothered to look up, and con-

tinued nonchalantly to deal with his

],)apers.

“Where’s our Mr. Hansen?”

Armstrong asked him.

The other glanced at him, black

eyes quizzical. “Mr. Hansen ?”

He pondered a second or two. “Oh,

yes, Mr. Hansen. We shall attend

to him in due time, and if neces-

sary.” His eyes shifted to the sec-

ond door at one side of his desk.

“Here is Mr. Rothman.”

Armstrong was on his feet, one

hand in his pocket, as Rothman en-

tered. The newcomer proved to be

a big, heavily built man tending to

fatness. He had a florid face sur-

mounted by a mop of curly white

hair. Nodding affably at the swartliy

man, Rothman advanced eagerly to-

ward Armstrong with extended

hand.

“My dear Mr. Armstrong! De-

lighted to meet you!” His grasp

was firm and strong, his shake the

essence of cordiality. Chucklii^ lus

pleasure, he slapp^ Armstrong on

tile back. “D’you know, I had a

small wager that you would be here

before another ten days had passed.”

"Really?” said Armstrong glum-

ly. This reception was the nuttiest

item in the entire nutty set-up. It

had him puzzled. “Who told you

—Hansen?”
“My goodness, Mr. Armstrong,

you wouldn't exi>ect that of us,

would you? We have sources of

information so much more reliable.”

Chuckling again, and talking with

friendly enthusiasm, lie conducted

Armstrong to the second door. At

his desk, the swarthy man got on

with his work and ignored them.

Rothman went on: “I don't doubt

that you’ll find our outfit very dif-

ferent from what you may have

anticipated—but so does most every-

one who gravitates to us. We are

quite a sober crowd, yes, quite a

sober crowd.” Reaching the door,

he opened it wide.

.A.rmstrong, bang in the middle of

the doorway, caught only the brief-

est possible glimpse of a group of

half a dozen men around some un-

familiar piece of apparatus faintly

resembling a gigantic movie camera.

It gave him no time to ponder the

scene, to do anything about it; not

even to swing the clenched fist he

had rwdy
;
not even to spring aside

or flop to the floor.

The picture of the gadget and its

waiting team registered in his eyes

a split second before the machine

emitted ‘a tremendous blue flash,

upon which his senses shot skyward

and his big body collapsed. He lay as

relaxed ^ a bundle of rags while a

smell of ozone pervaded the room.

Behind him, the swarthy man calmly

shuffled his papers and continued

with his writing.

He came to in a sumptuously fur-

nished cell, dry-mouthed but un-

harmed. There was a bed, an inlaid

table, a small bureau, a couple of

deep, springy armchairs, a large
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dearie radiator,, a raea o! txpcii-

bound boolts and many .other

items not normally found in cells.

Surveying them bleariiy, he ran a

tongue like tinder around his

parched palate, went to the, corner

sva-shbasm, workerl the cold faucet

lor most of a minuie.

There was no door to the cell,

its place being taken by a heavy

grille of inch diarrjeter beryllium-

steel rods. Going to the grille, he

shoved his head between, its bars,

bad a look along the, passage out-

side. The facing wail was blank,

Irut there was a cell cm each side of

the one he was occup>'ing and pre-

sumably there were more still

farther along.

Shaking the grille, he called;

'Anyone at home?"
Somebody moved in the Cell im-

mediately at his right. Its occupant

came to his own grille, but neither

were able to see the other. Arm-
strong's invisible neighbor spoke, his

voice, that of a much elder man.

“So you’ve recovered your senses,

eh? I wondered how long it would
take you to snap out of it. I’ve

called you about ten times these last

couple of hours. How did they get

you ?”

‘Tm not sure. Something burst

into a big blue light and I went out

like I’d been slugged. Where are

we ?”

“That's what I wanted to ask

you.” The other -was silent a mo-
ment, then said ; “Anyway, now
you’re up and avvakeyou can answer

another question for ^me—an im-

portant one.”

“Go ahead,” invited Armstrong.

straining futilely to peer •farther'

through the bars.

“What is life?”

“Eh?”
“What is life?” repeated the

other.

“Who cares?”

“I do. I care a lot. I’ve got to

tmswer this one question at all costs.

Upon my answer depends my neck.

It may get broken. Or something

worse, if there’s anything \vorse,. I

don’t know. But I’ve got to answer

one question, and that is, ‘What is

life?’
”

Taking a fresh grip on the grille,

his knuckles wdiitening, Armstrong

sakl between his teeth, “Who’s put

that question ? Who wants the

answer ? Who’s threatening to

break your neck, and why ?”

“If I tell you all those things,’^ re-

torted the unseen man in the next

cell, “you’ll start thinking about

them and won’t seek the answer to

my question. You find me an answer,

a good one, and then I’ll tell you

what little I know.” He stopped,

emitted several deep, racking

coughs, then continued : “You
might as ^vell sharpen your wits

while you still possess them. It’ll

be your turn next. One question!

—and for your sake I hope you find

the answer!”

“What’s this—-a quiz game?”
“That’s what they’ve made it.

The losers get buried!”

“You’re nuts !” defined Arm-
strong, positively.

Leaving the grille, he reclined in

a chair, stared with jaundiced eye at

the wall. Had he been smuggled

into an asylum? By all accounts
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they w^ve places easy to enter and

almost impossible to leave. It so,

who had put him in, and on whose

authority ? Was this the supremely

SJiiooth and crafty method by which

pernicious inlluences got unwelcome
snoopers out of the way: Or were

his own rnany recent oi)sessions

proof that he was not—normal?

Maybe tliat inousirotis blue flash

liad Iteeii only a dream, a delusion.

Maybe heM flopped right into the

surprised arms of an innocent and
pally iNLothman, the victim of an

overdue nervous breakdown or

something as bad. A tumor on the

brain, perhaps. No, it couldn’t be

that—his brain could whirl and do

side-slips, but it could still think,

and he felt mentally fit despite all

his past cerebral surgings.

His ruminating gaze shifted to the

row of books, but his eyes did not

see them, and his ears heard only

faintly suid inattentively the low,

constaitt mumbling of the prisoner

in the next cell. If they wanted to

bump him they’d have done it before

noW’—unless they wanted to get

something out of him before slap-

ping him down for ever. Perhaps

they were after the mysterious in-

formation for wliich Sandy-hair had

searched in vain. It wasn’t likely

that they needed only a satisfactory

answer to one question. To make a

victim purchase his life with a single

pearl of wisdom was the height of

imbecility. This quiz-palaver was

the sheerest hooey

!

“What is life?”

Despite his mental rationalizing,

llie question insisted on popping up

repeatedly within his m;nd. Il

nagged at him until he goi out of his

chair, paced his cell stveral times,

and eventually found liimseif hack

at the grille.

“Hey!” he called to his iinseeJi

neighbor. “What do^ yo« think hhe

is?”

The other ceased muttering, came

close to his bars. "Wlieii I was a

kid I was taught that life is a step-

ping-stone to higher things. ThatT
the answer I ought to give, But

supposing it’s not the one wbich

satisfies them ? Supposing they get

that answer, and take me out and

. . . and
—

”

“Well?” Armstrong promptetl.

‘T don’t know. I’m hot suro the

answer’s right—and its yot to be

right! You’ll know how right it’s

got to, be when they ask j-on yours.!”

Ignoring that sinister coioinent,

he demanded: “How many other

likely definitions have you tliought

up?"
The other hesitated, said dmiln-

fully, “Life is growth.”

“Crystals grow,” Armstrong
pointed out.

“That one’s wrong then. How
about life being motion?”

“Trees don’t move of their own
volition,”

“They grow, though. .'Hnd

growth’s a form of motion.”

“PLinets move. So do satellites,

asteroids and various other what-

nots which aren’t exactly aliveT

“Oh, for heaven’s sake, it you

can quibble they can quibble, too.

I’ve thought of dozens and they’ve

all got snags.” His weary voice be-

trayed nervous strain. “One snag
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is enough.” He was quiet for a
while, then came back with, *‘I£ you

had been asked it, what would you

have said ?”

Armstrong gave it considci-able

thought before he replied, slowly:

“I’d say that life is a predicament of

matter—and stand pat on that.”

Unenthusiastically, the <^ther

murmured: “Thanks! Til think it

over,” Volunteering no further in-

formation, he went away from his

grille and began muttering again.

He didn’t have long to think it

over. Within ten minutes a pair of

burly, hard-faced men appeared in

the passage, paraded past Arm-
strong’s cell -without so much as a

glance inside, unlocked the grille

next door. Armstrong stood behind

his own grille to watch them re-

turn.

A moment later they came past, a

stoop-shouldered, wizened man be-

tween them. Peering myopically

over low-slung pince-nez, the

prisoner stumbled as he walked

along. The guards on either side

of him were as impassive as a pair

of sphinxes.

Armstrong said pleasantly to the.*

nearest guard, “About two hundred

pounds—^you’ll need eight feet of

rope.”

They might have been deaf mutes

for all the effect it had. They went

grimly on, the prisoner mumbling

querulously between them. At the

end of the passage the sound of their

steps and the captive’s voice cut off

abruptly with a noise like that of a

slamm^ door. All was silen«:.

Evidently there was nobody in any

of the other cells. Arms^xuig was

alone with his thoughts.

He spent the following hour

searching his. (^1 for midget micro-

phones, button-scanners or any other

snooping oddments which might be

installed. No soap. Upending the

furniture, taking down all the books,

seeking in every spot of which he

could think, he had a busy time

which kept him amused but brought

no reward. If they’d planted any-

thing of a spying nature, it was
buried in the plaster. He’d have to

tear down the walls and ceiling to

find it.

Satisfied that there was nothing

which he could uproot, he -w^asiied,

brushed his teeth, tidied himself,

glanced over the books. Momen-
tarily, none of them interested him.

One of the guards came along

shortly, pushed a supper tray under

his grille, went away without a

word. Breakfast arrived in the

same manner the following morn-
ing. The food would have done

credit to the snootiest hotel. It

seemed that whatever fate they had

in store for him included fattening

up before tlie kill. Eating the lot

with open relish, he decided that the

menu provided his only cause for

gratitude.

By dinner time his appetite was

spoiled by mordant thoughts about

his still-absent neighbor. The old

fellow—>vhoe\^ he was—liad not

reappeared. Maybe he’d given the

wrong answ'er and had suffered all

that he’d anticipated. Maybe tiiis

lunatic stunt of making one’s fate

depend upon a single question was
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somebody’s sardonic way of dealing

with those who had asked too many
questions. An eye for an eye.

But the Norman Club definitely

was part of tiie mysterious picture,

a cogent part, a key piece. Know-
ing it wasn’t doing him much good,

but Hansen also should know it by

now—unless the dour agent was
one of the best actors and the most
accomplished liar Armstrong had
ever encountered. Though his mind
long had been obsessed by suspi-

cions, he was not inclined to sus-

pect Hansen. The arrangement

between them had slipped up some-

where.. It was due to his own fool-

hardiness. Imols rush in, and all

that.

Lugubriously he felt in his vest

pocket for the twentieth time. The
something which should have been

there was missing. They’d beaten

him to the draw there ! If only he’d

been able to retain, it, half the cop.s

in New York would be busting into

this dump by liow. The fact that

they weren’t was proof that the item

was no longer functioning—they

had known how to deal with it.

A few moments later all specu-

lations were put away. His dinner

was shoved under the grille and

went cold before him. There was a

clean white envelope propped

j^inst the carefully laid plate, of

fried chicken. Picking it off the

tray, he tore it open, read its neat

typescript aloud

:

"Dear Mr. Armstrong: What
may happen to you ultimately will

be decided by the manner in which

you find an answer to the simple

question inscribed below. Of course,

you will give it serious thought

since your fate is a serious matter.

Take your time about it—you will

have at least two days in which to

give it your most earnest considera-

tion.”

There was no signature. He
looked at the six words printed in

large block letters at the bottom of

the note*. His brain sideslipped,

swung around in mad abandon so

that his thoughts became a chaotic

swirl.
.
Dampness crept over his

back. A multitudinous host of all

the eerie feelings he’d ever experi-

enced swept upon his revolted mind
with the frightening impetuosity of

a ghostly cavalry cliarge. A full

quarter of the mystery-picture

blazed before his grim, unseeing

eyes, brilliant, in infernal colors.

A vision of hell itself.

This was the pay-off! Gradually,

draggingly. almost hypnotically, bis

eyes -wandered back to those six

fateful words,

*‘How do you know yon’re sanef”

ro BE CONTINUED.

* *•
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IN TIMES TO COME

Xoxt isijtie will, of I'ourse, I'arry on “Dreadful Sanctuary,” bringing

in the peculiar and peculiarly hard-to-grapple premise of the Norman

Club. But, in addition, we iiave another long novelette by H. Beam Piper,

“Police Operation.” There arc those who seem to feel that his recent

“He Walked Around The Horses” was a fantasy ; Piper insists—and with

“Police Operation” demonstrates—that such is not necessarily the case.

In fact, “Police Operation” brings into operation a beautiful hypothesis to

answer the Fortean propo.sition to explain all the odd things newspapers

report—and I find Piper’s explanation more fun 1

You’ll want the cover of the next Astounding Science Fiction, too;

ifs another one of Bonestell's magnificent astronomical paintings. This

one shows a first spaceship landing on the surface of the Moon, with a

detail and reality no artist other than Bonestell could achieve. We don’t

ordinarily go in for biographical material on our authors and artists, but

Bonestell’s unusual fitness for the work he’s doing in science-fiction paint-

ings is worth discussing. Originally trained as an architect, he became

interested in the art side of architectural drafting, switched to art entirely,

and developed in that field. But the architectural training—draw correctly

the shadow cast by a dormer window facing north-northeast at 1 :30 p.m.

on July 18th in the New York City area, assuming the main roof angle

is 37^-r-has made him a past master of calculating all the angl^. His

science-fiction paintings are largely a hobby; his main work is painting

scene backgrounds for Warner Brothers studios, a job that requires

accuracy sufficient to fool the sharp eye of tiie camera. His pictures are

painted generally on the basis of a 40® angle of vision—about normal

for ordinary human visual comprehension. As you know, he works con-

siderably with R. S, Richardson, and other Mt. Wilson men, in pinnii^

down the details of his astronomical scenes.

Thi Eoitox.
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NO CONNECTION

ir ISAAC ASIMOV

lUpling^t Fiiszy-Wuszy wag no hear—but perhaps if

he had been a better answer than violence and death

wotdd have been fownd—if Kiplmg had been a bear too.

tilustrated

Raph wa& a ^ical American of

his times. Remarlably ugly, too,

by American standards of our times.

Tl« bony structure of his jaws was
tremendous and the musculature

wited it His nose was arched and

wide and his black eyes were small

and fwced wide apart by the span

•f aid nose. His neck was thick,

Ms body broad, his fingers spatulate,

with strongly curved nails.

by Cartier

If he had stood erect, on thick

legs with large, well-padded feet, he

would have topped two and a half

yards. Standing or sitting his mass

neared a quarter of a ton.

Yet his forehead rose in an unre-

stricted arc and his cranial capacity

did not stint. His enormous hand

dealt delicately with a pen, and his

mind droned comfortably on as he

bent over liis desk.
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lo fact. Ills wife, and most of his

fellow-Ainericans found him a fine-

looking fellow.

Which shows the alchemv of a
long displacement along the time-

axis.

Raph, Junior, wa.s a smaller edi-

tion of our typical American. He
was adolescent and had not >'et lost

the hairy covering of childhood. It

spread in a dark, close-curled mat

across his chest and back, but it was

already thinning and perhaps within

the year he would first don the adult

shirt that would cover the prottdly-

naked skin of manhood.

But, meanwhile, he sat in

breeches alone, and scratched idly at

a favorite spot Just above the dia-

phragm. He felt curious and just

a little bored. It wasn’t bad to come

with his father to the museum when
people were there. Today was a

Closed-Day however, and tlie empty

corridors rang lonosomcly .when he

walked along them.

Besides, he knew everything in it

—mostly bones and stones.

Junior said: “What’s that thing?”

“What thing?” Raph lifted his

head and looked over his shoulder.

Then he looked pleased. “Oh.

that’s something quite new. That’s

a reconstruction of Primate Pri-

meval. It was sent to me from the

North River Grouping. Isn’t it a

nice Job, though r” And he returned

to his work, in the grip of a momen-

tary twinge of pleasure. Primate

Primeval wasn’t to go on exhibition

for a week at least—not until he

prepared an honorable place for Jt

with suitable surroundings, but for
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the moment, it was in his office and
his own private darlii^.

Raph looked at the “nice Job”
with quite other emotions, however.

What he saw* was a spindly figure of

contemptuous, size, with thin

and arms, hair-covered and owning
an ugly, small-feature<l face, with

large, protruding e>'es.

He said: “Well, what is it, Pa?”

Raph stirred impatiently ; “It's a

creature that lived many millions of

years ago, we think. Tliat’s the

way we think it looks.”

“Why?” insisted the youngster.

Raph gave up. Apparently, he

would have to root out the subject

and do away with it.

“Well, for one thing we can tell

about the muscles from the shape

of the bones, and tlie portions

where the tendons \vould fit and.

w'here some of the nerves would go.

From the teeth we can tell the type

of digestive system the animal would

ha\e, and from the foot-bones, what

type of posture it would have. For
the rest, we go by the prindple of

Analogy, that is, by the outside ap-

pearance of creatures tliat exist to-

day that have the same kind of

slceleton. For instance, that’s why
he’s covered with red hair. Most
of the Primates today—^they’re little

insignificant creatttres, pradically

ectinct—arc red-haired, have bare

callosities on the i*ump
—

”

Junior scurried behind die figure

and satisfied himself on that score.
“—have long, fleshy probosces,

and short, shriveled ears. Their

diets are unspecialized, hence the

rather all-purpose teeth, and they

arc nocturnal, hence the large eyes.
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It's all simple, really. Now, does

that dispose of you, youngster.”

And then Junior, having thought

and thought about it, came out with

a disparaging; “He looks just like

an Eekah to me, though. Just like

an ugly, old Eekah.”

Raph stared at him. Apparently

he had missed a point: “An Ee-

kah?” he said, “What’s an Eekah?
Is that an imaginary creature you’ve

been reading about?”

“Imaginary ! Say, Pa, don’t you
fver stop at the Recorder’s?”

This was an embarrassing ques-

tion to answer, for “Pa” never did,

or at least, never since his maturity.

As a child, the Recorder, as cus-

todian of the world’s sjx)ken, writ-

ten, and recorded fiction, had, of

course, had an unfailing fascination.

But he had grown up

—

He said, tolerantly: “Are there

new stories about h'elcabs ? • I re-

member none when I was young.”

“You don’t get it, Pa.” One
would almost suppose tliat the

young Raph was on the very verge

of' an exasperation he was too cau-

tious to express. He explained in

wounded fashion : “The Eekahs are

real things. They come from the

Other World. Haven’t you heard

about thatf We’ve been hearing

about it in school, even, and in the

Group Magazine. They stand up-

side down in their country, only they

don’t know it, and they look just

like 01’ Primeval there.”

Raph collected his astonished

wits. He felt the incongruity of

cross-examining his half-grown

child for archaeological data and he

hesitated a moment* After all, he had

beard some things. There had, been

word of vast continents existing on
the other hemisphere of Earth. It

seemed to him that there were re-

ports of life on them. It was all

hazy—perhaps it wasn’t always wise

to stick so closely to the field of

one’s own interest.

He asked Junior : “Are there Ec-

kahs here among the Groupings?”

Junior nodded rapidly: “The Re-
corder says they can think as good

as us. They got machines that go
through the air. That’s how they

got here.”

“Junior!” said Raph severely.

“I ain’t lying,” Junior cried with

aggrieved virtue. “You ask the Re-
corder and see what he says.”

Raph slowly gathered his papers

together. It was Closed-Day, but

he could find the Recorder at his

home, no doubt.

The Recorder was an elderly

member of the Red River Gurrow
Grouping and few alive could re-

member a time when he was not.

He had succeeded to the post by

general consent and filled it well, for

he was Recorder for the same rea-

son that Raph was curator of the

museum. He liked to be, he wanted

to be, and he could conceive no

other life.

The social pattern of the Gurrow
Grouping is difficult to grasp unless

bom into it, but there was a loose-

ness about it that almost made the

word “pattern” incongruous. The
individual Gurrow took whatever

job he felt an aptitude for, and such

work as was left over and needed

to be done was done either in com-
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mon, or consecutively by each ac-

cording to an order determined by

lot. Put so, it sounds too simple to

work, but actually the traditions that

had gathered with the five thousand

years since the first Voluntary

Grouping of Gurrahs was supposed

to have been established, made the

system complicated, flexible—and

workable.*

The Recorder was, as Raph had

anticipated, at his home, and there

was the embarrassment of renewing

an old and unjustly neglected ac-

quaintanceship. He had made use

of the Recorder’s reference library,

of course, but always indirectly

—

yet he had once been a child, an inti-

mate learner at the feet of accuniu-

latcd wisdom, and he had let the

intimacy lapse.

The room he now entered was
more or less chokeil with recordings

and, to a lesser degree, with print^

material. The Recorder interspersed

greetings with apologies.

“Shipments have come from some
of the other Groupings,” he said.

‘Tt needs time for cataloguing, you
know, and I can’t seem to find the

time I used to.” He lit a pipe and
pitffed strongly. “Seems to me I’ll

have to find a full-time assistant.

What about your son, Raph? He
clusters about here the way you did

twenty years ago?”

“You remember those times?”

“Better than you do,’ I think.

Think your son would like that?”

“Suppose you talk to him. He
might like to. I can’t honestly say

he’s fascinated by archaeology.”

Raph picked up a recording at ran-

dom and looked at the identification
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tag: “Um-m-m—from the Joquin

Valley Grouping. That’s a long

way from here.”

“A long way.” The Recorder

nodded. “I have sent them some of

ours, of course. The works of our
own Grouping, are highly regarded

throughout the continent,” he said,

with proprietary pride. “In fact”—

•

he pointed the stem of his pipe at

the other
—

“your own treatise on

extinct primates has been distrib-

uted everywhere. I’ve sent out two
thousand copies and there are still

requests. That’s pretty good—for

archaeology.”

“Well, archaeology is why I am
here—that and what my son says

you’ve been telling him.” Raph had
a little trouble starting: "It seems

you have spoken of creatures called

Edcahs from the Antipodes, and I

would like to have such information*

as you havd on them.”

The Recorder looked thoughtful r

"Well, I could tell you what I know
offhand, or we could go to the

Library and look up the reference.”

"Don’t bother opening the Li-

brary for me. It’s a Closed-Day.

Just give me some notion of things

and I'll search the references later.”

The Recorder bit at his pipe,

shoved his chair back against the

wall and de-focused his eyes

thoughtfully. “Well,” he said, “I

suppose it starts witli the discovery

of the continents on the other side.

That was five years ago. You know
about that, perhaps?”

“Only the fact of it. I know
the continents exist, as everyone

does now. I remember once specu-

lating on what a shining new fidd
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it would be for archaeological re-

search, but that is all.”

“Ah, then there is much else to

tell you of. The new continents

were never discovered by us di-

rectly, you know. It was five years

ago that a group of non-Gurrow

creatures arrived at the East Har-
bor Grouping in a machine that

flew—^by definite scientific prin-

ciples, we found out later, t^sed

essentially on the buoyancy of air.

They spoke a language, were ob-

viously intelligent, and called them-

selves Eekahs. The Gurrows, of

the East Harbor Grouping learned

their language-^ simple one though
full of unpronounceable sounds

—

and I have a grammar of it, if

you’re interested
—

”

Ralph waved that away.

The Recorder continued: “The
Gurrows of the Grouping, with the

aid of those of the Iron Mountain
Grouping—which specialize in steel

works, you know—built duplicates

of the flying machine. A flight was
made across the ocean, and I should

say there are several dozens of

volumes on ail that—volumes on
the flying machine, on a new science

called aerodynamics, new geogra-

phies, even a new system of philos-

ophy based on the plurality of

intelligences. All produced at the

East Harbor and Iron Mountain
Groupings. Remarkable work for

only five years, and ^1 are available

here.”

“But the Eekahs—arc they still

at the E«rt Harbor Groupings?”

I*m pretty certain

they are. They refused to return to

7S

their own contiu^ts. They call

themselves ‘political refugees.'
”

“Politi . . . whatf’\

“It’s their own language,” said

the Recorder, “and" it’s the only

translation available.” *

“Well, why political refugees?

Why not geological refugees, or

oompah refugees. I should think a

translation ought to make sense.”

The Recorder shrugged : “I refer

you to the books. They’re not

criminals, they claim. I know only

what I tell you.”

“Well, then, what do they look

like ? Do you have pictures ?”

“At the Library.”

“Did you read my ‘Principles of

Archaeology?’
”

“I looked through it.”

“Do you remember the drawing

of Primate Primeval.”

“I’m afraid not.”

“Then, look, let’s go down to the

Library, after all.”

“Well, sure,” The Recorder

grunted as he rose.

The Administrator of the Red
River Gurrow Grouping held a po-

sition in no way different in essen-

tials from that of the Museum
Curator, the Recorder or any other

volimtary job holder. To expect a

difference is to assume a society in

which executive ability is rare.

Actually, all jobs in a Gurrow
(Rouping—where a “job” is defined

as r^ular work, the fruits of which

adhere to others in addition to the

worker himself—are divided into

two classes: one, Voluntary Jobs

and the other, Involuntary or Com-
munity Jobs. All of the first classi-
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fication arc equal. If a Gurrow
en^s the digging of useful ditches,

his bent is to be respected and his

job to be honored. .If no one en-

joys such burrowing and yet it is

found necessary for comfort, it bc-

come.«i a Comuiunit}’ Job, done by
lot or rotation according to con-

venience—annoying but unavoid-

able.

And so it was that the Adiuinis-

trator lived in a house no more
ample and luxurious tlian others,

sat at the head of no tables, liad no

I)articii1ai title other tlian the name
of his job, and was neither envied,

hated, nor adore<l.

He liked to arnuigc Inter-Group

trade, to super\-isc the common
finances of the Group, and to judge

the infrequent disagreements that

arose. Of course, he received no
additional food or energy privileges

for doing what he liked.

It was not. therefore, to obtain

permission, but to place his ac-

counts in decent order, that Raph
stopped in to see the Administrator.

The Closed-Day had not yet endetl.

ITie Administrator sat peacefully

in his after-dinner armchair, with

an after-dinner cigar in his mouth,

and an aficr-diuner book in his

hand. Altiiough tiicrc was some-

thing rather timeless about six

children and a wife, even they had

an ifter-dinner air about them.

Raph receivctl a multiple greeting

upon entering, and raised two hands

to his ears, for if the various Ad-
ministratelcts (Only applicable title.

^

Author.) had a job, it was noise-

making. Certainly, it was what

they liked to do, and certainly others

reaped most of tlic fruits tlierefrom,

for their own eardrums were ap-

parently Impervious.

The Administrator shooed thcan.

Raph accepted a cigar.

“I intend leaving the Grouping

for a time, Lahr,” he said. “My job

necessitates it.”

“We won’t enjoy your going,

Raph. I hope it will not be for

long.”

“I iiope not. Wliat have we in

Common Units ?”

“Oh, ample for your purposes,

l*m sure. Where do you intend go-

ing?”

“To die East Harbor Grouping.”

The Administrator nodded and
blew out a thoughtful puff of

smoke : “Unfortunately, East Har-
bor has a ^rplus in tlicir favor

register^ in our books—I can
verify that, if you wish—^but tlie

Common Units of Exchange on

hand will take care of transportation

and necessary expenses,”

“Well, that’s fine. But tell me,

what is my status on the Community

Job Roster?”

“Um-m-m— I’ll have to get the

rolls. You’ll excusc me a moment.”

He trundled away, heaving his

great weight across the room and

out . into the hallway. Raph paused

to poke at the youngest of the

children who rolled up to him.

growling in mock ferocity with

gleaming teeth—a black little bundle

of thick fur, with the long, childisli

snout that had not yet broadened

away from the shape of the animal

ancestry of half a million years

earlier.
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The Administrator returned with

a heavy ledger and large spectacles.

He opened the ledger meticulously,

ruffled the pages to the proper place

and then drew a careful finger down
the columns.

He said: “There’s only the ques-

tion of the water supply, Raph.

You’re due on the Maintenance

gang for this next week. There’s

nothing else due for at least two
months.”

‘T’ll be back before then. Is

there any chance of someone sub-

bing for me oh the Water Main-
tenance?”

“Um-m-m— I’ll get someone., I

ean always send my oldest. He’s

getting to job age and he' might as,

well taste everything. He may like

working on the, dam.”

“Yes? You tell me if he does,

then. He can replace me^ regu-

larly.”

The Administrator smiled gently

:

“Don’t plan on that, Raph. If be

can figure out a vvay of making
sleeping useful to all of us, he’ll

certainly take it up as a job. And
why are you going to East Harbor
Grouping, by the way, if it’s some-

thing you care to talk about?”

‘Wou’!! laugh, perhaps, but I have

just found out that there exist siich

things as Eekahs,”

“Eekahs? Yes, I know.” The
Administrator pointed a finger.

“Creatures from across the sea

!

Right?”

^‘Right I But that’s not all. I’ve

come from the Library. I’ve seen

trimensional reproductions, Lahr,

and they’re Primate Primemk or

almost. They’re primates, anyway,

78

intelligent primates. They’ve got-

small eyes, flat noses, and com-

pletely different jawbones—biit

they’re at least second cousins. Tve
got to see them, Lahr.”

The Administrator shrugged. He
felt no interest in the matter him-

self. “Why? I ask out of ignor-

ance, Raph. Does it matterj your

seeing them?”

“Matter?” Raph was obviously

appalled at the question. “Don’t

you know what’s been going on
these last years? Have you read my
archaeology, book ?”

“No,” said the Administrator,

definitely, “I wouldn’t read it to save

myself a turn at Garbage Disposal.”

Raph said: “Which probably

proves you more suited to Garbage

Disposal than archaeology. But
never mind. I’ve been fighting

singlehanded for nearly ten years

in favor of my theory that Primate

Primeval was art intelligent crea-

ture with a developed civilization.

I have nothing on nry side so far

hut logical necessity, which is the

last thing most archaeologists will

accept. They want something solid.

They want the remains of a Group-
ing, or artifacts, structures, books

—

get it. All I can give them is a

skeleton with a huge brain-pan.

Stars above, Lahr, what do they

expect to survive in ten million

years,. Metal dies. Paper dies.

Film dies.

“Only stone lasts, Lahr. And
Iwne that’s turned to stone. I’ve

got that. A skull with room for a

brain. And stone, too, old sharp-

ened knives. Ground flints.”
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“Well." said Lain', “there are

your artifacts.”

“Those are called eoliths., cla^vn

stones. They won’t accept them.

They call them natural products,

fortuitously shaped by erosion into

the shapes they have, the idiots.”

Then he grinned with a scien-

tific ferocity: “But if the Eekahs

are intelligent primates, IVc prac-

tically proven my case.”

Raph had traveled before, but

never eastward, and the decline of

agriculture on the road impressed

him. In early history, the Gurrow
Groupings had been entirely un-

specialized. Each had been self-

sufiicient and trade was a gesture of

friendliness rather than a matter

of necessity.

And so it was still in most Group-

ings. His own Grouping, the Red
River, was perhaps typical. Some
five hundred miles inland, set in lush

farm land, agriculture remained

centric. The river yielded some fish

and there was a wdl-developed

dairy industry. In fact, it was food

exports that provided cause for the

healthy state of the store of Com-
mon Units.

As they traveled eastward, how-
ever, the Groupings through which
they passed paid less and less miiul

to the shallowing soil and more and

more to the smoking factory struc-

tures.

In the East Harbor Grouping,

Raph found a trading center which

depended for its prosperity pri-

marily upon ships. It was a more
populous Groi^ng than the average,

more densely packed, with houses,
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on occasion, within a hundred yards

of each other.

Raph felt an uncomfortable prick-

ling at the thought of living in such

close quarters. The docks were
even worse, with Gurrows engaged

at the huge Community Jobs of

loadir^ and untoadii^.

The Administrator of this East

Harbor Grouping was a young man,

new at his job, overwhelmed with

the joy of his work, and beside him-

self with the {Measure of welcoming

a distinguished stranger.

Raph sat tbrot^h an excellent

meal, and was treated to a long

discourse as to the exact derivation

of each dish. To his provincial

ears, beef from the Prairie Group-

ing, potatoes from the Northeast

Woods Grouping, coffee from the.

Isthmus Grouping, wine from die

Pacific Grouping, and fruit from the

C^tral Lakes Grouping were some-

thing strange and wonderful.

Oyer the cigars—South Island

Grouping—he brought up the sub-

ject of die Eekahs. The East

Harbor Administrator grew solemn

and a little uneasy.

“The man you want to sec is

Lernin. He’ll be glad to help you

all he can. You say you know
something of these Elekahs?”

say I vrould Uke to know some-

thing. They resemble an extinct

species of animal I am familiar

with.”

“Then that is your field of in-

terest. I see.”

“Perhaps you can tell me some
of the details of their arrival. Ad-
ministrator,” suggested Ra|di, po-

litely.
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‘*1 was not Administrator at the

time, friend, so tliat I lack firsts

hand information, but the records

are plain. This group of Eekahs

tliat arrived in tlieir fiying-inachine

. . . you’ve heard about these aero-

nautical devices?”

“Yes, yes.”

“Yes. Well . . . apparently they

were, fugitive.^.”

“So I have heard. Yet they

claim not to be criminals. Isn’t that

so?”

“Yes. Queer, isn’t it. They ad-

mitted that they liad been con-

demned-^-this was after long and
skillful questioning once we liad

learned their language—but denied

that they were evildoers. Appar-

ently, they had disagreed with their

Administrator on principles of

policy.”

Raph nodded his head knowingly

:

“Ah, and refused to abide by the

common decision. Is that it?”

“More confusing than that. They
instist there was no common deci-

sion, They claim that the Admin-
istrator decided on policy of his

own accord.”

“And was not replaced?**

“Apparently those who believe he

should, arc considered criminals

—

as these were.*'

There was a frank pause of dis-

belief. Then Raph said: “Does
that sound reasonable to you ?”

“No, I merely rday to you their

words. Of course, the Eekah
Is quite a barrier. Some

of the sounds can’t be pronounced:

words have different meanii^s ac-

cording to position in the sentence

and according to tiuy differences in

inflection. And it happens often

that Edcah w'ords . even when best

translated are a complete puzzle.”

“They must have been surprised

to lind Gurrows here,” suggested

Raph, "if they are members of a

(.lifferent genus.”

“Surprised !” Tlie .Administra-

tor's voice sank : •T'll say they were

surprised. Now this information

has not been generally published

for obvious reasons, so I hope you
remember that it’s confidential.

These Eekahs killed five (lurrow's

before they could be disarmed. They
had an instrument that expelled

metal pellets at liigh speed by means
of a controlled explosive chemical

reaction. We have duplicated it

since. Naturally, under the cir-

cumstances, we are not branding

them criminals, for it is reasonable

to assume that they did not realize

we were intelligent beings. Ap-
parently,” and the Administrator

smiled ruefully, “we resemble cer-

tain animals in their world. Or so

they say.”

But Raph was galvanized into a

sudden enthusiasm; “Stars above!

They said that, did they ? Did they

go into details? What kind of ani-

mals ?”

The Administrator was taken

back: “Well, I don’t know. They
give names in their language. \Vhat

meaning has that? They called us

giant *bears.’
”

“Giant what?”

"Bears. I haven’t the slightest

idea what they are, except presum-

ably that they look like us. I kjiow

of no sudi in America.”

“Bears. Bears,” Raph stumbled
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over the word. “That's interesting.

It’s more than interesting. It’s stu-

pendous. Do you know, Adminis-

trator, that there is great depute

among us as to the ancestry of

Gurrows? Living animals related to

Gurrow sapiens would be of im-

mense importance.” Raph rubbed

his huge hands with pleasure.

The Administrator was pleased

at the sensation he had caused. He
said; “And a puzzling thing in

addition is that they call themselves

by two names.”

“Two n.'imcs?”

“Yes. No one knows the dis-

tinction yet, no matter how much the

Eekahs explain it to us, except that

one is a more general name, and

one a more specific. The basis of

the difference escapes us.”

“I see. Which is ‘Eekah’ ?”

“That is the specific one. The
general one is”—the Administrator

stumbled slowly over the harsh syl-

lables — “Chim-pan-zee. There,

that’s it. There are a group called

Eekahs and there arc other groups

with other names. But they are all

called Chim . . . what I Said before.”

The Administrator s o u g li t

through his mind for other juicy

items of miscellany with which he

was acquainted, but Raph inter-

rupted him.

“May I see T.eniin tomorrow?”

“Of course.”

“Then I shall do so. Thank you

for your courtesy, Administrator.

'

Lernin was a slight individual. It

is doubtful if he weighed more than

two hundred and fifty. There was

also an imperfection in his walk, a

slight lameness. But neither of

these facts made much of an im-

pression on Raph once the conver-

sation had begun, for Lemin was a

thinker who could impose hia vigor

upon otliers.

It was Raph whose eagerness

dominated the first half of the con-

versation, and I.emin's comments
were as luminous and as brief as

lightning flashes. And then, there

was a sudden whirl of the center of

gravity, and Lernin took over.

“You will excuse me, learned

friend,” Lernin said with a char-

acteristic stiffness that he could

make so amiable, “if I find your

problem unimportant. No, no”

—

he lifted a long-fingered hand

—

“not, in the uncomplicated talk of

tlie times, merely unimportant to

myself because ray interest lies else-

where, but unimportant to the

Grouping of all the Groupings—to
every single Gurrow from end to

end of the world.”
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The concept was staggering. For
a moment, Raph was offended;

offended deep in his sense of indi-

viduality. It showed in his face.

Lernin added quickly; “It may
sound impolite, crude, uncivilized.

But I must explain. I must explain

because you are primarily a social

scientist and will understand—per-

haps better than we ourselves.”

“My life-interest,” said Raph
angrily, “is important to myself, I

cannot assume those of others in

preference.”

“What I talk about should be the

life-interest of all— if only because

it may be the means of saving the

lives of all of us.”

Raph was beginning to suspect all

sorts of things from a queer form
of joking to the unbalance of mind
that sometimes came with age. Yet

Lemin was not old.

Lernin said, with an impressive

fervor; “The Eekahs'of the other

world are a danger to us, for they

are not, friendly to us.”

And Raph replied naturally

:

“How do you know?”
“No one other than myself, my

friend, has lived more closely with

these Eekahs who have arrived here,

and I find them people with minds
of emotional content strange to us.

T have collected queer facts which

we find difficult to interpret, but

which point, at any rate, in dis-

quieting directions.

“I’ll list a few. Eekahs in or-

ganized groups kill one another

periodically for obscure reasons.

Eekahs find it impossible to live in

manner other than those of ants

—

that is, in huge conglomerate soci-

ts

eties—^)'et find it impossible to allow

for the presence of one another.

Or, to use the terminology of the

social scientists, they are gregarious

without being social, just as we
Gurrows are social without being

gregarious; They have elaborate

codes of behavior, which, we are

told, are taught to the young, but

which are disobeyed in universal

practice, for reasons obscure to us.

Et cetera. Et cetera. Et cetera.”

“I am an archaeologist,” said

Raph, stiffly. “The.se Eekahs are

of intere.st to me biologically only.

If the curvature of the thigh bone

is known to me, I care little for the

curvature of their cultural processes.

If I can follow the shape of the

skull, it is immaterial to me that

the shape of their ethics is mys-
terious.”

“You don’t think that their in-

sanities may affect us here.’*

“We are six thousand mile.?

apart, or more, *long either ocean,”

said Raph. “We’have our world.

They have theirs. There is no
connection between us.”

“No connection,” mused Lernin,

“so others have said. No connec-

tion at ail. Yet Eekahs have

reached us, and others may follow.

We are told that the other world

is dominated by a few, who are in

turn dominated by their queer need

for security which they confuse

with an Eekah word called 'power’

which, apparently, means the pre-

vailing of one’s own will over the

sum of the will of the community.
What if this ‘power’ should extend

to, us?”

Raph bent his mind to the task.
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The matter was utterly ridiculous.

It stemed impossible to picture the

strange concepts.

Lernin said : “These Eekahs say

that their world and ours in the

long past were closer together. They
say that there is a well-known

scientific hypothesis in their world

of a continental drift. That may
interest you since otherwise you

might find it difficult to reconcile

the existence of fossils of Primate

Primeval closely related to living

Eekahs six thousand miles aw'ay.”

And the mists cleared from the

archaeologist’s brain as he glanced

up with a live interest untroubled by

insanities : "Ah, you should have

said this sooner.”

‘T say it now as an example of
what you may achieve for yourself

hy joining us and helping us. There

is another thing. These Eekahs are

physical scientists, like ourselves

here in East Harbor, but with a
difference dictated by their own
cultural pattern. Since they live in

hives, they think in hives, and their

science is the result of an ant-

society. Individually, they are slow

and unimaginative
;
collectively, each

supplies a crumb different from
that supplied by his fellow—so that

a vast structure is erected quickly.

Here the individual is infinitely

brighter, but he works alone. You,
for instance, know nothing of

chemistry, I imagine.**

**A few of the fundamentals, but

nothing else,” admitted Raph. “I

leave that, naturally, to the chemist.”

"Yes, naturally. But I am a

chemist. Yet these Eekahs, though

my menU.1 inferiors, and no chem-

ists in their own world, know more
chemistry than I. For instance, did

you know that there exist elements

that spontaneously disintegrate?”
,

“Impossible,” exploded Raph.

“Elements are eternal, change-

less
—

”

Lernin laughed : “So you have

been taught. So I have been taught.

So 1 taught others. Yet the Eekahs

are right, for in my laboratories, I

have checked them, and in every

detail they are right. Uranium
gives rise to, a spontaneous radia-

tion. You’ve heard of uranium, of

course? And turftaerraore, I have

detected radiations of energy beyond

that produced by uranium which

must be due to traces of elements

unknown to, us but described by the

Eekahs. And these missing ele-

ments fit well into the so-called

Periodic Tables some chemists have

tried to foist upon the science.

Though I do wrong to use the word
‘foisf now.”

“Well,” said Raph, “why do you
tell me this? Does this, too, help

me in my problem.”

“Perhaps,” said Lernin, ironic-

ally, “you will yet find it a royal

bribe. You see the energy produc-

tion of uranium is absolutely con-

stant. No known outward change

in environment can affect it—and as

a result of the loss in energy,

uranium slowly turns to lead at an
absolutely constant rate. A group
of our men is even now using this

fact as a basis for a method of

determinu|g the age of the #arth.

You see, to determine the age of a
stratum of rock in the earth then.
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it is but necesary to discover a

region in it containing a trace o£

uranium—a widely spread element
—^and to determine about it the

guantity of lead—and I might here

add that the lead produced from
uranium differs from ordinary lead

and can be easily characterized

—

and it is then simple to determine

the length of time in which that

stratum has been solid. And of

course, if a fossil is found in that

stratum, it is of the same age, am
I not correct

“Stars above,” and Raph rose to

his feet in a tremble, “you do not

deceive me? It is really possible

to do this

**It is possible. It is even easy.

I tell you that our great defense,

at this late date, is co-operation

in science. AVc are a group now
of many, my friend, from many
Groupings and we want you among
us. If you join us, it would be a

simple matter to extend our earth-

age project to such regions as you
may indicate—regions rich in fos-

^s. What do you say?’

“I will help you.”

It is doubtful if the Gurrow
Groupings had ever before seen a

communitj’ venture of such breadth

as now took place. East Harbor
•Grouping, as lias been remarked,

was a shipping center and certainly,

a trans-Atiantic vessel was not be-

yond the capacity of a Grouping

that traded along the full lengths of

both.-coasts of th€ America What
w<u unusual was the ^1istness of

the co-o{ttration of Gursov^ inun.

M

many Groupings, Gurrows of many
interests.

Not that they were all happy.

Raph, for instance, on the par-

ticular morning that now concerns

us, six months from the date of his

first arrival in East Harbor, was
searching anxiously for Lernin.

Lernin, for his part, ivas search-

ing for nothing but greater speed.

I'hey met on the docks, where

Lernin, biting the end off a cigar

and leading the way to a region

where smoking was permitted, aid

:

^*And you, my friend, seem con-

cerned. Not, certainl)', about the

progress of our ocean liner?”

“I am concerned,” said Raph,

gravely, “about the report I have

received of tltc expedition testing

4he age of the rocks.”

“Oh— And you arc unhappy
about it?”

“Unhappy I” exploded Raph.

“Have you seen them ?”

“I have received a copy. I have

looked at it. I have even read parts

of it. 'But I have had little time and

most of it bounced off. Will you
please entightra me?”

“Certainly. In the last several

months, three of the regions I have

indicated as being fossiliferous have

been tested. The first r^ion was
in the area of East Harbor Group-

ing itself. Another was in tlie

Pacific Bay Groujung, and a third

in the Central Lakes Grouping. I

purposely asked that tliose be done

first because they are the richest

areas and because th^ are widely

separated. Do you Imow, for in-

stance, what age th^r tell me the

rodcs upon which we stand are?’
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“Two billion years, I think, is

the oldest figure I noticed,”

“And that’s ,the figure for the

oldest rocks—the basic igneous

stratum of l)asalt. The upper strata,

however-—the recent sedimentary

layers containing dozens of fossils

of Primate Primeval—how ol^ do

you think these are supposed to be?

Five—hundred—trillion — years

!

How is that ? Do you understand ?”

“Trillion?” Lernin squinted up-

wards and shook his head. “That’s,

strange.”

“I’ll add to it. The Pacific Coast

Grouping is one hundred trillion

years old—so I am told—and Cen-

tral Lakes almost eighty trillion

years old.”

Lernin. said: “And the other

measurements? The ones that did

not involve your strata ?”

“That is the most peculiar thii^

of ail. Most of the chosen investi-

gations were carried on in strata

that were not particularly fossil-

iferous. They had their own criteria

of choice based on geological

reasoning—and they got consistent

results—one million to two billion

years depending upon the depth and
geological history of the particular

region tested. Only my areas give

these strange and impossible vaga-

ries.**

And Lernin said. “But what do
the geologists say about all this.

Can tfeere be some error?”

“Undoubtedly. But they have
fifty decent, reasonable m«isure-

ments. For themselves, they have

proved the method and are happy.

There are three anomalies, to be

sure, but they view them with

equanimity as involving some un-

knowm factors. I don’t see it that

way. These three measurements
mean everything.” Raph inter-

rupted himself fiercely: “How sure

are you that radioactivity is an ab-

solute constant.”

“Sure? Can one ever be sure?

Nothing we know of so far affects

it, and such is likewise the definite

testimony of our Kekahs. Besides,

my friend, if you are implying that

radioactivity was more extensive in

the past than in the present, why
only in your fossil regions? Why
not everywhere?”

“Why, indeed? It’s another as-

pect of a problem which is growing
more important daily. Consider.

We have regions which show a

past of abnormal radioactivity. We
have regions which show abnormal

fossil frequencies. Why should

these regions coincide, Lernin?”

“One obvious answer suggests

itself, my friend. If your Primate
Primeval existed at a time when
certsun regions were highly radio-

active, certain individuals would
wander into them and die. Radio-

active radiation is deadly in excess,

of course. Radioactivity and fos-

sils, there you are.”

“Why not other creatures,” de-

manded Raph. “Only Primate Pri-

meval occurs in excess, and he was
intelligent. He would not be trapped

by dangerous radiation.”

“Perhaps he 'was not intelligent.

That is, after all, only your theory

and not a proven fact.”
*

“Certainly then he was more in-

telligent than his small-brained

contemporaries.”

NO CONNECTION



“Perhaps not even that. You
romanticize too much.”
“Perhaps I do.” Rapli spoke in

half a whisper. “It seems to me •

that I can conjure up visions of a

great civilization of a million years

back—or more. A great power;

a great intelligence—that has van-

ished completely, except for the tiny

whispers of ossified bones which

retain that huge ca^’ity in w'hich a

brain once existed, and a bony five-

lingered hand curving into slender

signs of manipulative skill—with an

opposing thumb. They must have

been intelligent.”

“Then what killed them ?” Lemin
shrugged: “Several million species

of living things have survived.”

Raph looked up, half in anger:
**1 cannot accompany your group,

Lemin, on a \'oluntary basis. To
go to the other wPrld would be use-

ful, yes, if I -could engage in my
own studies. For your purposes,

it can be only a Community Job to

me. I cannot give my heart to it.”

But Lerain’s jaw was set : “That

arrangement would not be fair.

There arc man}' of us, my friend,

who are sacrificing our own inter-

ests. If we all placed them first

and investigated the other world in

terms of out own |«rticular pro-

vincialisms only, our great purpose

would be destroyed. My friend,

dicre is not one of our men that

we can spare. We must all work as

if our lives depended on our instant

solution of the Eekah problem,

which, believe me, it does,**

Raph’s jaws twisted in distaste,

“On your side, you have a

se

apprehension of these weak, stupid

little creatures. On my side I have

a definite problem of great intel-

lectual attraction to myself. And
between the two I can sec no con-

nection—no possible connection at

aU.**

*SNor can I. But listen to me a

moment. A small group of our

most trusted men returned last week

from a visit to the other world.

It was not official, as ours will be.

It made no contacts. It was a frank

piece of e^ionage, which I am tell-

ing you about now. I ask your

discretion on the matter.**

“Naturally.”

“Our men possessed themselves

of Eeloih event-sheets.”

“Pardon me?**

“It is a created name to describe

the objects. Printed records arc

issued daily in the various centers

of Eekah population of events and

occurrences of the day, and what

passes for literary efforts as well.*'

Raph was momentarily interested

:

‘Tt strikes me as an excellent idea.**

“Yes, in its essence. The Eekah

notion of interesting events, how-

ever, appears to consist entirely of

antisocial events. However, leave

that be. My point is that the ex-

istence of the Americas is well-

known there these days—and it is

universally spoken of as a ‘new

land of opportunity.* The various

divisions of Eekahs eye it with a

universal desire. The Eekahs arc

many, they are crowded, their

economy is irrational. They want

new land, and that is what this is to

them—new and empty land.”
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“Not empty,” pointed out Raph,
mildly.

“Empty to them,” insisted Ler-

nin terribly, “That is the vast dan-

ger. Lands occupied by Gurrows
are to them empty and they mean
to take it, all the more so since they

have often enough striven to take

the lands, of one another.”

Raph shrugged: “Even so,

they
—

”

‘Yes. They are weak and stupid.

You said that, and so they are. But

only singly. They will unite for a

purpose. To be sure, they will fall

apart when the purpose is done—
but momentarily they will join and
become strong, which we perhaps

cannot do, witness yourself. And
their weapons of war have been

keened in the fire of conflict. Their

flying machines, for instance, are

,sui>erb war weapons.”

“Bui we have duplicated it
—

”

“In quantity ? We have also

duplicatech their chemical explosives,

but only in the laboratory, and their

bring tubes and armored vehicles,

but only in experimental plants.

And yet there is more—something
developed within the last five years,

for bur own Eekahs know nothing

about it.”

“And what is that?”

“We don’t know. Their event-

sheets speak of it—^the names ap-

plied to it mean nothing to us—^but

the context implies the terror of it,

even on tlie part of these kill-mad

Eekahs. There seems no evidence

that it has been used, or that all

the Eekah groups have it—but it is

used as a supreme threat. It will

perhaps be clearer to you when all

the evidence is presented once our

voyage is under way.”

“But what is it? You talk o£ it

as if it were a bogey.”

“Why, they talk of it as if it were

a bogey. And what could be a

bogey to an Eekah? That is the

most frightening aspect of it. So
far- we' know only that it involves

the bombardment of an element they

call plutonium—of which we have

never heard and of which our own
Eekahs have never heard either

—

by objects called neutrons, which

our Eekahs say are subatomic par-

ticles without charge, which seems

to us completely ridiculous.”

“And that is all?”

“All. Will you suspend judg-

ment till we show you the sheets?”

Raph nodded reluctantly: “Very
well."

Raph’s leaden thoughts revolved

in their worn groove as he stood

there alone.

Eekahs and Primate Primeval. A
living creature of erratic habits and

a'' dead creature that must have

aspired to heights. A sordid

present of explosives and neutron

boml^rdments and a glorious, mys-
terious past

—

No connection ! No connection

!

THE END.
^
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THAT OHLY A MOTHER

ir luiim MEiRiL

A netc femhihie science-fiction author gives a

slightly different slant on one of the old themes

—and a hrilliantly hitter Utile story results.

Illustrated by Alejandro

Mrti^arct readied over to the

other side of the !)ed where Hank-

should have been. Her hand patted

the empty pillow, and then she canle

altogether awake, w'ondcring that

the old habit should remain after so

many months. She tried to curl up,

cat-style, to hoard her own warmth,

found she cxmldn't do it any more,

and diml>ed out of bed with u

pleased awareness of her increas-

ingly clumsy bulkiness.

Morning motions were automatic.

On the way through'tlie kitcheAette,

she pressed the button that would

start breakfast cooking—the doctor

had said to eat as much breakfast

as she could—and tore the paper

out of the facsimile machine. She

folded the long sheet carefully to

the "National News” section, and

proi>pecl it on the bathroom shelf to

scan while she brushed her teeth.

No accidents. ' No direct hits. At
least none that had been officially

•released for publication. Now,
Maggie, don't get started on that.

No accidents. No liits. Take the

nice newspaper's word for if.

The three clear chimes frc*m the

Idtchen announced tluit breakfast

was r^dy. Slic set a bright napkin

and cheerful colored dishes on the

table in a futile attempt to appeal to

a faulty morning appetite. Then,

w’hcn there was nothing more tr>

prepare, she went for the mail, al-

lowing herself tlic full pleasure of

prolonged anticii>ation, because to-

day there would surely be a letter.

TTiere vvas. There were, 'rwo

bills and a worricil note from her

mother: "Darling, why didu'i yon

write and tell me sooner? Tm
thrilled, of course, but, well one

hates to mention tlie.‘«c things, but

are you certain the doctor wa.s right ?

Hank's been around all tliat unuxium

or thorium or whatever it is all these

years, and I know you say he’s a de-

signer, not a technician, and he

doesn’t get near anything that might

l)e dangerous, but you know he used

to, back at Oak Ridge. Don’t you
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ble to tell with absolute certainty,

think . . . well, of course, Tm just at five months, whether the child

hein;; a foolish old woman, and I would be normal, or at least whether

don’t want you to get upset. You the mutation was likely to produce

know much more alwut it than I do, anything freakish. The w'orst cases,

and I'm sure your doctor was right, at any rate, could be prevented.

He should know . .
.** Minor mutations, of course, dis-

Margaret made a face over the placements in facial features, or

excellent coffee, and caught herself changes in brain structure could not

refolding the paper to the medical be detected. And there had been

news. some cases recently, of normal em-

Stop it, Maggie, stop U! The bryos with atrophied limbs that did

radiologist s<dd Hank’s job couldt^t not develop beyond the seventh or

have exposed him. And the bombed eighth month. But, the doctor con-

area we drove past . . . No, no. chided cheerfully, die worst cases

vsav oiriiT jl votbbk



could now be predicted and pre-

vented.

"Predicted and prevented*' We
predicted it didn't Hank and

the others, they predicted it. But

we didn't prevent it. We could

have' stopped it in ’.^6 and *

47.

Now ...
Margaret decided against the

breakfast. Coffee liad been enough

for her in the morning for ten

years
;
it would have to do for today.

,

She buttoned herself into the inter-

minable' folds of material that, the

salesgirl had assured her, was the

only comfortable thing to wear dur-

ing the last few months. With a

surge of pure pleasure, the letter

and newspaper forgotten, she real-

ized she w^ on the next to the

last button. It wouldn’t be long

now.

The city in the early morning had
always been a special kind of ex-

citement for her. Last night it had

rained, and the sidewalks were still

damp-gray inst^ of dusty. The
air smelled the fresher, to a city-

bred woman, for the occasional pun-

gency of acrid factory sme^e. She

wallted the six blocks to work,

w'at&ing the lights go out in the all-

n^ht hamburger joints, where the

plate-glass walls were already catch-

ing the sun, and the lights go on

in the dim interiors of cigar stores

and dry-cleaning establishmoits.

The office was in a new Govern-

ment building. In the rolovator, on

the way up, she felt, as always, like

a frankfurther roll in the ascend-

ing half of an old-style rotary toast-

ing machine. She abandoned the

air-foam cushioning, grate luliy at

the fourteenth floor, and settled

down behind her desk, at the rear

of a long row of identical desks.

Each morning the pile of papers

that greeted her was a little higher.

These were, as everyone knew, the

decisive months. The war might l)c

won or lost on these calculations as

well as any others. The manpower
office had switched her here when

her old expediter’s job got to be too

strenuous. The computer was easy

to operate, and the work was absorl>-

ing, if not as exciting as the old job.

But you didn't just stop worldng

these days. Everyone who could do

anything at all was needed.

And—she remembered the inter-

view with the psychologist

—

I'm

probably the unstable type. Won-
der what sort of neurosis I'd get

sitting home reading that sensational

paper . . .

She plunged into the work with-

out pursuing the thought.

February 18.

Hank darling,

Just a note—from the hospital,

no less. I had a dizzy spell at work,

and the doctor took it to heart.

Blessed if I know what Fll do with

myself lying in bed for weeks, just

waiting—^but Dr. Boyer seems to

think it may not be so kmg.
There are too many newspapers

-around h^. More infanticides all

the time, and they can’t seem to

get a jury to convict any of them.

It’s the fathers who do it. Lucky
thing you’re not around, in case

—

Oh, darlii^ tiiat wasn’t a very

funny joke, was it? Write as
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often as you can, will you? I have

too much tiirw to thinks But there

really isn’t anything wrong, and
nothing to worry about.

Write often, and remember I

love you.

Maggie.

SPECIAL SERVICE TELEGRAM
. February 21, 1953

22:04 LK37G
From: Tech. Lieut. H. Marvell

X47-016 GCNY
To: Mrs. H. Marvell

Women’s Hospital

New York City

HAI3 DOCTOR’S GRAM STOP
WILL ARRIVE FOUR OH TEN
STOP SHORT LEAVE STOP YOU
DID IT MAGGIE STOP LOVE
HANK

February 25.

Hank dear.

So you didn’t see the baby either?

You’d think a place this ske would

at least have visiplates on the incu-

bators, so the fathers could get a

look, even if the poor benighted

mommas can’t. They tell me I

won’t see her for another w^eek, or

maybe more—but of course, mother
always wafned me if I didn’t slow

iiiy pace, I’d probably even have my
babies too fast. Why mu.st she

always be right?

Did you meet that Isattle-ax of a

nurse they put on here ? I imagine

they save her for people who’ve al-

ready had theirs, and don't let her

get too near the pro.fpeetives—-but

a woman like that simply shouldn't

be allowed in a maternity ward.

She’s obsessed with mutations, can’t

seem to talk about anything else.

THAT ONLY A MOTHER

Oh, well, ours is all right, even il

it was in an unholy hurry.

I’m tired. They warned me not

to sit up so soon, but I had to write

you. All noy love, darling,

Maggie.

February 29.

Darling,

1 finally got to see her! It’s all

true, what they say about new
babies and the face that only a
mother could love—but it’s all

there, darling, eyes, ears, and noses

—no, only one !—all in the right

places. We’re so lucky. Hank,

I’m afraid I’ve been a rambunc-

tious patient. I kept telling that

hatchet- faced female with the mu-
tation mania that I wanted to see

the baby. Finally the doctor came
in to “explain” everything to me,

and talked a lot of nonsense, most

of which I’m sure no one could

have understood, any more than I

did. The only thing I got out of it

was that she didn’t actually have

to stay in the incubator; they just

thought it was “w’iser.”

I think I got a little hysterical

at that point. Guess I was more
worried than I was willing to admit,

but I threw a small fit about it.

The whole business wound up with

one of those hushed medical con-

ferences outside the door, and fin-

ally the Woman in White said:

“Well, we might as well. Maybe
it’ll work out better that way,”

I’d heard about the way doctors

and nurses in these places develop

a God complex, and believe me it

is as true figuratively as it is literally

•1



that a mother hasn't got a leg to

stemd on around here.

I m\ awfully weak, still. Til

write again soon. Love.

March S.

Dearest Haiik,

Well the nurse -u-ti? wrong if she

told you tl^t. She's an idiot any-

hov^-. It’s a girl. It’s easier to tell

with babies than \vith cats, and I

knozc. How about Henrietta?

I’m home again, and busier than

a betatron. They got everything

mijffid up at the hospital, and I had

to teach myself how* to bathe her

•and do just about G\*erj'thing else.

Sire's getting prettier, too..- V¥heu

call you gel a leave, a real lea^•e ?

Love,

Maggie,

May 26.

- Hank dear,

You should see her now

—

:uk 1

3'ou shall. I’m sending along a red

of color mode. kl\- mother sent

her those nighties with drawstrings

all over. I put c.i3c on* nnd right

now she look? like a snow-white-

potato sack with that. teuUiful.

beautiful fiower-face blooming on

top. Is that me talking? Am I a

doting mother; Put wait till you

her !

July 10.

- . . Believe k or not, as you Hkc.

but your daughter can talk, and J

don't mean baby talk. Alice di.s-

covered it—she’s a dental assistant

in the WACs, you know—and when

^

she heard the bab\- gh-ing out wlmt

n

I thought was a string of gibberish,

she said the kid knew w*ords and

sentences, but couldn't say them

clcarh' because she has no teeth yet,

I'm taking her tn a speech specialist.

Se,ptenil>er 13.

. . . Wc have a prodigy for real!

Now that all her fiT>nt teeth are iu,

her speech is porfectU' dear and—
a new talent noW'—she can sing! 1

mean really carry a tune ! At seven

months! Darling my world would

be perfect if you could only gel

home.

Nuvcinbcr Ik

... at last. The little, gcjon -wa-s so

busy being cler'cr, it toolc her all this

time to learn to crawl. ''L'h<i doctor

says development in these cn.scs

always erratic * , .

SPITCIAL SKUVra* TULEGKAM
Decendjcr 1, 19.5.3.

' m:47 r.091?
Froiu: Tech. Lfeat. H. Marvell

X47-1H6 GCKY
‘ To: Itrs. TI. iLi-vrll

Apt. K-17m K
XAk N.’s;.

WTBK’S LJLWK STAK'l'S TUMOK-
ROW STOP WILL ARRDT. AIR-
PORT TEN OH miC STOP
DON’T MEET Ml? .STrtP T.OVE
LOVE T.OVE HANK

Margaret let the water run t>ut

of the bathinette until only a few

inches were left, and then loosed her

hold on the wriggling bab}',

“1 think it was better when you

were retarded, young noman,” she

informed her daughter happily.

“You canH crawl in a bathinette,

you know.”
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'Then why can’t I go in the

bathtub?’’ Margaret was used to

her child’s volubility by now, but

every now and then it caught her

unawares. She swooped the resis-.

tant mass of j)ink flesh into a, towel,

and began to rub..

’Because you’re too little, and
your head is very soft, and bathtubs

are very hard.”

”Oh. Then when can I go in the

bathtub ?”

“When the outside of your head

is as hard a.s the inside, brainchild."

She reached toward a pile of fresh

dothing^. ”7 cannot understand,”

she added, pinning a square of cloth

through the nightgown, “why a

child of your intelligence carl’t learn

to keep a diaper on the way other

babies do. They’ve l)een used for

centuries, you know, with perfectly

satisfactory results."

The child disdained to reply; she

had heard it too often. She waited

patiently until she had been tucked,

clean and sweet-smelling, inta a

white-painted crib. Tlien she

favored her mother with a smile

that inevitably made Margaret think

of the first golden edge of the sun

bursting into a i-osy pre-dftwn. She
remembered Hank’s reaction to the

color pictures of his beautiful

daughter, and with the thought,

realized how late it was.

“Go to sleep, puss. When you
wake up, you know, your Daddy
will be here."

“Why?" asked the four-year-old

mind, waging a losing battle to keep

the ten-month-old body awake.
Margaret went into the kitchen-

ette and set the timer for the roast.

She examined the table, and got her

clothes from the closet, new dress,

new shoes, new slip, new everything,

bought weeks before and saved for

the day Hank's telegram came. She

stopped to pull a i>aper from the

facsimile, and, with clothes and
news, went into the bathroom, and
lowered herself gingerly into the

steaming luxury of a scented tub.

She glanced through the pa^xr

with indifferent interest. Today at

least there was no need to read the

national news. There was an ar-

ticle by a geneticist. The same
geneticist. Alutations, he said, were
increasing disproportionately. It was
too soon for recessives; even the

first mutants, born near Hiroshima
and Nagasaki in 1946 and 1947

were not old enough yet to breed.

But my baby's all right. Appar-
ently, there was some degree of

free radiation from atomic explo-

sions causing the trouble. My baby's

fine. Precocious, but normal. If

more attention had been paid to the

first Japanese mutations,.he said . .

.

There troj that little notice in the

paper in the spring of '4^. That
was when Hank quit at Oak Ridge.

“Only two or three per cent of

those guilty of infanticide are being

caught and punished in Japan to-

day .

.

But MY BABY'S all right.

She was dressed, combed, and
ready to the last light brush-on of

lip paste, when the door chime
sounded. .She dashed for the door,

and heard, for the first time in

eighteen months the almost- forgot-

ten sound of a key turning in the

lock before the chime had quite died

away.

THAT ONLY .4 MOTHER



“Hank!”

“Maggie
!”

And then there was nothing to

say: So many days, so many months,

of small news piling up, so many
things to tell him, and now she just

stood there, staring at a khaki uni-

form and a stranger’s pale face.

She traced the features with the

finger of memory. The same high-

bridged nose, wide-set eyes, fine

feathery brows
;
the same long jaw,

the hair a little farther back now
on the high forehead, the same

tilted curve to his mouth. Pale . .

.

Of course, he’d been underground

all this time. And strange, stranger

because of lost familiarty than any

newcomer’s face could be.

She Imd time to think all that

before his hand reached out to

touch her, and spanned the gap of

aghteen months. Now, again,

there was nothing to say, because

there was no need. They were

together, and for the moment that

was enough.

“Where’s the baby?”

“Sleeping. She’ll be up any nwn-

ute.”

No urgency. Their voices were

as casual as though it were a daily

exchange, as though war and sq>a-

ration not exist. Margaret

picked up the coat he’d thrown on

the chair i^ar the door, and huf^

it carefully in the hall closet She

went to check the roast, leaving him

to wander through the rocxns by

himself, rem^bering and arniing

iNidc. SIk found him, finally, stand-

ii% over the baby’s crib.

SIk- coul''n‘t see his. face, but she

load no need to,

“I think we can wake her just

this once.” Margaret pulled the

covers down, and lifted the white

bundle from the bed. Sleepy lids

pulled back heavily from smoky
brown eyeg.

“Hello.” Hank’s voice was ten-

tative.

“Hello.” The baby’s assurance

was more pronounced.

He had heard about it, of course,

but that wa^’t the same as hearing

it. He turned eagerly to Margaret.

“She really can— r”

“Of coursd she can, darling. But

what’s more important, she can even

do nice normal things like other

babies do, even stupid ones. Watch
her crawl!” Margaret set the baby

on the big bed.

For a moment young Henrietta

lay and eyed her parents dubiously.

“Crawl?” she asked.

“That’s the idea. Your Daddy is

new around here, you know. He
wants to sec you show .off.”

“Then put me on my tummy

“Oh, of course.” Margaret obl^-

tngly rolled the baby over.

,

“What’s the matter?” Hank’s

voice was still casual, but an under-

current in it began to charge the air

of the room, '^thought they turned

over first”

“This baby,” Margate would not

notice the tension, 'TAw baby does

things when she wants to
”

This baby’s father watched with

softening eyes while the head ad-

vanced and the body hunched up,

propellii^ itself across ffte bed.
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“Why the little rascal,” he burst

into reUeved laughter. ^^She looks

like <Mie of those potato>sack racers

they used to have on picnics. Got
her arms pulled out of die sleeves

already.” He reached over and
grabbed the knot at the bottom of

the long nightie.

“I’ll do it, darling.” Margaret

tried to get there first.

“Don’t be silly, Mag^e. This

may be your first baby, but I had

five kid brothers.” He laughed her

away, and reached with his other

hand for the string that closed one

sleeve. He opened the sleeve bow,
and groped for an arm.

“The way you wriggle,” he ad-

dressed his child sternly, as his

hand touched a moving knob of

flesh at the shoulder, “anyone

might think you were a worm, using

your tummy to crawl on, instead

Of your hands and feet.”

Maigaret stood and watched,

smiling. “Wait till you hear her

sing, darling
—

”

His right hand traveled down
from the shoulder to where he

thought an arm would be, traveled

down, and straight down, over firm

^all muscles that writhed in an at-

tempt to move against the pressure

of his hand* He let his fingers drift

up again to the shoulder. With in-

fiju'te care, he opened the knot at the

bottom of the nightgown. His wife

was standii^ by the bed, saying:

“She can do Bells,* and—**

His left hand felt along the soft

knitted fabric of the gown, up to-

wards the diaper that folded, flat

and smooth, across the bottom end

of his child. No wrinkles. No
kicking. No . , .

“Ma^e.” He tried to pull his

hands from the neat fold in the

diaper, from the wriggling body.

“Maggie.” His throat was dry;,

words c^e hard, low and grating.

He spoke very slowly, thinking the

sound of each word to make himself

say it. His head was ^nning, but

he had to know before he let it go.

“Maggie, why . . . didn’t you . . .

tell me?”

“Tell you what, darling?” Mar-
garet’s poise was the immemorial

patience of woman confronted with

man’s diildish impetuosi^. Her
sudden laugh sounded fantastically

easy and natural in that room; it

was all clear to her now. “Is ^e
wet ? I didn't know."

She didn*t know. His hands, be-

yond control, ran up and down the

soft-skinned baby b^y, the sinuous,

limbless body. Oh God, dear Go4—
his head shook and bis muscles con-

tracted, in a bitter spasm of hysteria.

His fingers tightened on his child

—

Oh God, she didn't know .

,

THE END.
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INVERTED ALCHEMY

Or how—-and rchy!—to

Uirn gold Into quicJmher!

For centuries, alchemists —sup-

ported in their researches by hope-

ful princes—attempted to transmute

base metals to gold. Not until De-

cember 2, 1942, when the first

chain-reacting pile went into action,

was it possible lo transmute any
visible quantity of one element into

another.. But now, with the aid of

the chain-reacting atomic pile, the

interchange of mercury and gold -

the alchemists ahvays siisi>ccted

that mercury could be changed into

gold, you remember- -has been ac-

complished commerdaUy, with a

net profit. Only—the alchemists

"with reverse English that are doing

tile job make gold into mercurv.

The reasons, and the methods, as

described in the National Bureau of

Standards report No. 1165 printed ;

below, show how such a transaction

can be profitaiile to Man.

LIGHT \VA\T, OF MKRCURV
198 AS Tlfl- ULTIMATE
STANDARD OF T.ENGTH

A ne^y and better standard of

leTigth now exists in the' wave length

of green radiation of mcrcurj’ 198.

an isotope transmuted from gold

by neutron bomlvardmcnt. In pre-

cision, reproducibility, and con-

venience, the new standa/d

sujicrior to both the standard mctci

and the red line of cadmium, ac-

cording to recent in\estiga;tions b>

Dr. William F. Meggers of tlu

National Bifreau of Standurcls

Preliminary measiu'cmeuts by Ur
Meggers have shown an accuracy

of one part in a hundred million oi

relative values and one part in s

billion is theoretically possible.

Since 1889 the world's standLuV*

of length has been the “meter” dis-

tance between two lines on s

platinum-iridium bar at the Inter-

national Bureau of Weights and

Measures in France. Fumhumcntal

measurements througbom all of

science and industry arc based on

this standard, but it has sevcnil

disadvantages. First, line stand-

ards are unsuitable in certain fields

of measurement. Second, the in-

trinsic nature of lines ruled oti

surfaces—such linos arc in effect

small furrows—limits the prccisiot>

attainable. Third, the meter is not

readily reproducible.

Primarily because the sumdard

meter docs not afford sufticient pre-

cision in some fields, the red line

of cadmium lias been universally
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used for immy years for precise

measurements. However, the cad-

mium standard also has serious

disadvantages. First, there is a line

-stnicture in the red radiation which
prevents the line from being as

<hari> as dt'sirable and thus limits

the precision |>os.>il>le. Second, the

cadmium standard requires excita-

tion in a furnaix which entails un-

wanted broadening of the spectral

line liecause of relatively high

icmperature.

’1‘hc green line of mercury 198

has none of the disadvantages of

either the meter or the red line of

cadmium. The normal human eye

is far more sensitive to gre.cn than

to red, an. important consideration

in visual afljustmeat of the inter-

ferometer witli which lengths are

measured and compared. All other

characteristics desirable in a light

wave standard—such as ability to

be reproduced, absolute sharpness

of the wave length, intensity of the

spectral line, life and convenience

of maintenance—are possessed to

a greater extent by mercury 198.

The future refinement of {^ysical

optics—for example, an accurate

determination of the velocity of

light—and the improvement of me-
chanical processes—for example,

the ruling of better diffraction grat-

ings—are dependent on the produc-

tion and adoption of an ultimate

standard of length superior both to

the meter bar and to the wave
length of red radiation from cad-

mium. The nuclear reaction that

now makes possible large scale

transmutation and manufacture of

pure elements not found in nature

INVBBTRD ALCH1SMT

will also produce any desired quan-

tity of the pure mercury from gold,

and thus .provide a material . for a

spectroscopic light source that emits

light waves much more monochro-
matic than any emitted by natural

elements. Theoretically, mercury

isotope 198 should show interfer-

ence patterns with retardations ex-

ceeding a million weaves, and because

it is pos.sibIe with monochromatic
Hues to measure one-one thousandth

of a wave, it is probable that the

relative ^•a^ue of wave lengths

may eventually be determined with

an accuracy of one part in a billion.

As long ago as 1927, the N'ationAl

Bureau of Standards recommended
that the International Conference

of Weights and Pleasures adopt a'

light wave length, that of red radia-

tion from cadmium vapor, as the

primary standard of wave length,

and that the meter be . defined in

terras of this wave length. The
Conference objected that such a

definition of the meter would men-
ace the metric system, and explained

that it was not a question of giving

a true relation betw een the meter

and the wave length, but only a
metric v^lue of the latter whidi

could be modified by future ex-

periments. Strictly speaking, the

world’s primary standard of length

is still the distance between two
relatively wide lines drawn e» a

metal bar, despite the fact that

practically all precise measurements

of lengths in the Twentieth Century

have been made, and will continue

to be made, with light waves.

The most monochromatic spectral

lines are emitted by massive slow-

•7



moving atoms., and because mercury

atoms are nearly twice as heavy as

cadmium atoms and can be excited

to radiate at less tl^n half the ab-

solute temperature, mercury lines

arc less than half as wide as cad-

mium lines, other things being

ecfual. Wave lengths from natural

mercury cannot be used as stand-

ards of length because natural

mercury consists of a fixed mixture

of seven isotopes with atomic

masses of 196, 198, 199, 200, 201,

202, and 204, and each isotope emits

one or more spectral components

none of which are exactly coinci-

dent. Consequently, the green line

of natural mercury has sixteen

components.

B^ause the effective wave length

of such a comple.x line observed

interferentially varies with the

phase relations of the ^'arious com-

ponents, it is imperative to avoid

complex lines in selecting a natural

standard of length. This objection-

able feature of merairy lines could

be remov’od if a single isotope, for

example Hg*®*, could be separated

from the rest, but up to the present

it has not been practicable to isolate

an isotope of natural mercury in

sufficient quantity to make satis-

factory lamps. However, this goal

has now been achieved transmut-

ing gold— into mercury

—

Hg^**. The feasibility of doing

this was first demonstrated in 1940

Ity J. Wiens and W. Alvarez

who reported that bombardment of

gold by neutrons from a sixty-inch

cyclotron at tlie Tjoiverwly of

California produced enough mer-

ury to be detected spectroscopically.

fS

In 1942, the National Bureau of

Standards purchased forty ounces

of proof gold and enlisted the co-

operation of the University of

California to expose this gold to

neutrons for one or more year.s.

Unfortunately, World W'ar II in-

terrupted the experiment and only

sub-microscopic quantities of arti-

ficial mercury were made. The
prospects were very discouraging

until, near the end of the war, there

were rumors of a secret source of

neutrons thousands of times more
effective than the large.st cyclotron.

In 1945, the National Bureau of

Standards gold was transferred

from California to Tennessee. Tlie

treatment this gold -received was

not disclosed but a year later the

Bureau distilled from it about sixty

milligrams of mercur}\ which was

found from spectroscopic tests by

Dr. Meggers, Chief of the Rui-eau’s

Spectroscopy Section, to be pure
Hgios. Anticipating a considerable

demand for lamps the Bureau

has requested the Atomic Energy

Commission to bombard some more

gold with neutrons to produce one or

more grams of Hg*** within a year.

In the meantime, the available Hg'®*

has been used by Dr. Meggers in

the preparation of several types of

lamps which are being studied to

determine the one most suitable for

adoption as a standard.

In the design of a Hg“* lamp

that will emit radiations suitable as

ultimate standards of length a maxi-

mum is desirable in each of the

following five • characteristics

:

(1) monochromaticity, (2) repro-

ducibility, (3) intensity, (4) life.
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LENS LENS LENS

A schematic diagram of the train of optical instruments for observ-

ing interference patterns of spectral radiations emitted by the

source lamp and collected by a lens to illuminate a Fabry-Perot

interferometer. Light transmitted by the latter is focus^ by a

corrected lens upon the slit of a prism spectrograph. The latter

disperses the light into a spectrum and produces, at its focus,

images of the interference patterns that are focused on the slit.

The Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of two flat glass plates

with adjacent parallel faces silvered or aluminized. Multiple re-

dactions and partial transmissions at the plates produce inter-

ference patterns. In the lower diagram, light from one point of

an extended light source is traced through the interferometer to

its image on the slit. This image will be either light or dark

accordingly as the retardation of reflected rays is an even or odd

multiple of half wave lengths. The symmetry of this condition

about the optical axis forms circular fringes. The total number

of waves between the interferometer planes is determined, with-

out counting, from as approximate value, the relative values of

their wave lengths, and measurements of their interference patterns.

and (5) convenience. It is perhaps

obvious that some of these require-

ments conflict with others, and that

it will be necessary to make com-

promises. It appears probable that

either electrodeless tubes or Gcissler

INVaSTSD ALCHBHT

tubes—similar to the ubiquitous

luminous signs—containing several

milligrams of Hg’®* and a small

amount of argon gas will be useful

for accurate measurements.

Employing an electrodeless lamp
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excited . by high frequency radio

waves, preliminary values of the

wave lengths of a dozen Hg^®® lines,

ranging from the ultraviolet—3341

A

—

to the yellow

—

5791 A—have

been measured by Dr, Meggers.
Though publication of the observed

waA-e lengths of will be de-

ferred until final A-alues are in hand,

these preliminar}- values, when
tested by the combination principle

of spectroscop}^ appear to be correct

within one part in one hundred
million, whereas the best measure-

ments made with natural mercury
exhibit deviations of one part in

one hundred thousand, due, no
doubt, to the falsification of the

wave lengths by the complexity of

the lines.

Although cadmium and mercury
are divalent chemical analogues, and
therefore exhibit relatively simple

and similar atomic spectra, what-

ever differences exist are invariably

in favor of mercury. For example,

the brightest line in the cadmium
spectrum occurs in the blue-green

—5C^ A—whereas the mercuric

anal(^e is in the green—5461 A

—

nearly coincident with the maximum
sensitivity of the normal human eye.

The red wave of cadmium—6438 A
—is intrinsically only one-tenth as

intense as the strongest line—5086
A—and is further handicapped by
the fact that the eye is only one-

seventh as sensitive for red as for

green. Thus for the visual adjust-

ment of interferometers the green

line of mercury is seventy times as

intense as the red line of cadmium.
The mercury analogue of the cad-

mium r^ line is a yellow line

—

IM

5791 A—which is always, accom-

panied by another yellow line of

shorter wave length—5770 A—but

nearly equal intensity. This yellow

pair of mercury lines produces

interference coincidences at inter-

vals of 275 waves, and is happily

heuristic for the whole order of

interference without counting any
fringes; it has no convenient

counterpart in cadmium.
Mercury is the only heavy stable

element that has an appreciable

vapor pre.s.'iitrc below zero degrees

Centigrade, and therefore is unique
among all elements in radiating, at

low pressure ami tenqierature, a

relatively simple spectrum of ex-

tremely sharp lines provided iso-

topic structure is eliminated. The
green line of mercury, rejected iiy

Michelson fifty years ago on ac-

count of complex structure, has

finally, by the production of mer-
cury 198, been freed of its seven-

isotope curse, and the green line ol

Hg^®* now stands alone as the most

nearly ideal standard wave length

that can ever be obtained from any

atoms, natural or artificial. Coupled

with, the fact that adecjuate quan-

titi^ of absolutely pure Hg^*® are

now obtainable by neutron bom-
bardment of gold in chain-reacting

piles, the unique properties of Hg^®*

force the conclusions that a pro-

gressive scientific world will eventu-

ally adopt the wave length of green

radiation—5461 A—from Hg'®® a*

the ultimate standard of length.

The meter unit, the present unit

of length, was created about 1790 to

represent one-ten millionth of the

carth^s quadrant. In 1^7, some
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natural philosophers meeting in

Paris agreed that the meter could

not be reproduced if tlie form of

the eartli were changed by. collision

with a comet. A Frenchman,

Jacques Babinet, then proposed a

liglit wave in a vacuum as a nature

unit of length independent of the

earth’s dimensions. I’-atef the same

thought was expressed by Cierman,

Dutch, and .British scientists, but

the first practical results must be

credited to Americans, A. A. Micli-

elson and E. W. Morley, who, in

outlined method of mak-
ing the wave length of sodium light

the actual and practical standard of

length.” Their method, involving

the use of the optical interferometer

devised by them for their celebrated

experiments on the relative motion

of eartli and etiier, consisted of the

measurement of a length and the

counting of an etjuivalcnt number
of interference fringes.

In 1889, I^lidielson and Morley

described in detail a method of

measuring, the meter in light ^vavcs,

and predicted that the brilliant mer-

cury green line would in all prola-

bility be the wave to be used as the

ultimate standard of length.

Searcliing sysletnatically for the

radiation best suited as an ulti-

mate standard, Michelson dis-

covered in 1892, that the green

light of mercury is complex, and

discarded it in favor of the red

light of cadmium. These classic

investigations promptly led . to

Michelson’s invitation to the Inter-

national Bureau of Weights and
Measures, where he perform«i his

edebrated determination of the re-

lation between the meter and the

wave length of cadmium red radia-

tion. In the succeeding forty years

Michclsoii’s experiment was re-

peated a half-dozen times and liis

result has been amply confirmed,

considering the fact that the lines

on the meter bar are ten to twrivc

wave lengths wide.

Indeed, it is the character of

ruled lines themsch’es whicli limits

the accuracy of wave length-meter

intercomparisons and there is, there-

fore, hardly any point to measuring

the wave lengths of ITg’®* lines

relative to the meter. The wave
. length of Hg’*® green light can
readily be measured relative to

cadmium red light from ten to one

hundred times more accurately tiian

either relative to the meter. Adop-

tion of the -preset provisional

relation as exact, and subsequent

substitution of green for

cadmium red appears to be the

logical and expeditious approach to

a better standard of length.

THE END.
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THE ELECTRICAL

ROBOT BRAIN

BY E. E. LOCKE

Part II of cin article discussing (in automatic course-computer

for robot missUes—-the M-9 Fire Directory a de-t^e that has aU

the essentials of an automatic spaceship naxngaiion computer!

We now know the matljematical

problem the robot must solve. The
next question is, what mechanism
must we build into it to solve the

equations ? To answer this, two
other questions must 'be answered]
first, what is the precision required

;

and. second, what are. the mathemati-

cal operations to be j^rformed ?

The question of precision logically

comes first because conceivably the

various mathematical operations

could be handled in a number o£

ways. To be really useful the

mean error of the computer should

really not exceed, say, one tenth of

one per cent. As a statistical prop-

osition, this means that the indi-

vidual components should be within,

say,, thre^ one hundredths of one

per cent of the design values! To
mass-produce components of this

accuracy is no mean feat under tlie

best of conditions. It can become

impossible if the components are

too tricky.

The mathematical operations re-

quired are easily enumerated after

looking over the problem. The most
obvious ones are addition, subtrac-

tion, and multiplication. (It is curi-

ous that division does not occur

although this can also be done quite

easily.) The operation of differen-

tiation is also needed for the calcu-

lation of target rates. Another
necessary feature is the ability to

store functions and to look up their

values, not only for such simple

functions as the sines and cosines

of the angle, but also for. the more
complicated ones of two variables,

such as the superrange and super-

altitude data shown in Figure 4.

Let us not, however, overlook the

most obvious and yet the most im-

portant process. This is the busi-

ness of solvmg equations. It is not
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enough to be able to perform the

various operations^ for these do not

give the answer by themselves. The
pmnt is that the equations to be

solved are the scKralled implicit

types. Hence something is needed

to force the system to come to an

answer.

Lastly, tliis forcing process must

be continuous. This immediately

dictates that the variables must be

represented by quantities capable

of continuous variation. One possi-

bility is to use shaft position, an-

other is to use voltages. Actually,

both are used since this results in

the simplest arrangement. This

comes about because the primary

<lata at the radar exist as sliaft mo-
tions and the Bnal answers are also

wanted in the same form for easy

transmission to the guns. Voltages

are used in between because electri-

cal circuits can perform the mathe-

matical operations much more easily

tlian the mechanical devices.

<ictting'downto brass tacks, what
kind of voltage shall we use, AC or

DC ? Surprising as it may seem, it

turns out that DC is the answer.

Tlie basic reason for this has to

do with the fact that differentiation

is a much easier process with DC
tlian with AC. Why this should be

so is not difficult to understand.

Earlier we liave mentioned the fact

that the problem of the gun director

was akin to the general communica-
tions problem. In any such problem

the “intelligence” or data is trans-

mitted by modulating a carrier of

some sort with the data. This gives

rise to the so-called sidebands which

comprise the frequencies that actu-

TBB BLRCirRICAl, ROBOT BBAIN

ally contain the impressed informa-

tion. In the gun director, these side-

bands are very narrow, generally

less than one cycle in width. If we
use AC for the carrier, the differen-

tiation rwjuires very sharply sdec-

tive circuits. It is difficult to build

these circuits, in the first pla(x, to

the required initial precision. To
have them stay put once they are

built is even harder because of the

effects of temperature variations and
aging of the elements. Finally, the

oscillator which supplies the carrier

must be made to track very pre-

cisely with these tuned circuits. The
combination of these factors made
the problem of precise -\C differ-

entiation unmanageable. Fortu-

nately, the other possibility, the use

of zero frequency carrier, proved

to be quite easy and accordingly DC
was chosen even though this car-

ried some other penalties.

One of these is the matter of

amplifier drift. This cannot be

eliminated but can be minimized by
various dodger. One helpful trick

is to use relatively high ‘voltage levels

for the signals. In the M-9, for

instance,'the signals may swing from
“ 140 volts to + 140 volts. By
proper design the amplifier drift was
brought down to a few millivolts,

and thus the per<^tage error from
this source was kept at a negligibly

small value. A second way by
which this drift situation was im-

proved was by making the voltage

sources very stable, to say a few
millivolts out of about three hun-

dred volts for a period of an hour
or so. Such stability was undreamed
of before the' war, but then so were

tn



Shaped potentiometers allow electrical circuits to yield sine, cosine,

tangent, or logarithm functions directly as functions of angular or

linear movement.

accuracies of three one hundreths

of one per cent for imss-produced

components

With these preliminaries out of

the way, let its now see how voltr

ages can be added with the required

precision. Suppose we look at

Figure 5 which shows the skeleton

of a d-stage DC amplifier with a

voltage gain of about thirty thou-

sand. The amplifier is so designed

that when no signal voltage is apr

plied to the first grid the plate

current in the last stage is balanced

out. Now apply the two voltages to

be added, say E and e, to the grid

through equal resistances R and tie

the grid to the last plate through

a resistance of the same value. It

is obvious that to produce an output

voltage V of, say, ninety volts across

the lead, the voltage v r^uired at

the first grid amounts to only three

millivolts. Hence, the curr«ais

flowing through the three resistors

will not be sensibly influenced by

this small grid voltage. Therefore,

to a high degree of precision, the

currents are respectively E/K, e/R,

and V /R. But Kirchoff’s well-

known law stales that the sum of

all the currents flowing into a junc-

tion is zero. Let us. therefore-, add

up these currents and apply this

law. We then get

V“- fE-he)

which shows that the output \‘oltagc

is the negative sum oi the iii[)Ut

voltages. This scheme obviously

works for more titan two input

voltages and, of course, they need

not all have the same sfgn.

To the reader this result may
look peculiar. He may uell ask

what lias happened to the gain of
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Underside of calculator unit of M-9 £re director, showing the mul-

tiple precision potentiometers that are the essential mechanism.

tlnrty thousand we talked about,

and anyhow, why should one want

an amplifier that does not amplify?

The answer is tliat the internal gain

is still there but the external gain

was thrown away when wc fed back

most of the output. This, however,

has Ijought us a great deal. For

one thing, the amplifier is now higldy

linear within its overload limits. It

is also very stable. If the gain of

tlio tubes should somehow decrease

by ninety per cent you would hardly

notice it, for the feedbadk has

ironed it out. Within quite broad

limits the ^pUfier perfomance

now depends only on the stability

THK Br.ECTEICAT/ KOBOT BRAT-N

and precision of the external re-

sistances and not on the tubes 1

The amplifier also has remarkable

voltage regulation. It is possible to

hang several loads on the output

with the voltage remaining substan-

tially invariant. This comes about

because the feedback lias reduced

the plate impedance from its normal

value of, say, fifry thousand ohms

to less than two ohms. Incidentally,

another interesting result product

by the feedback is that the. apparent

impedance between the .first grid

and cathode has been reduced to

about thirty ohms from its normal

value of a megohm or so.

lee



The amplifier is also very useful

in isolating circuits froni one an-

other and for obtaining negative

copies of the input signals. It should

also be noted that by making the

ratio of feedback and input resist-

ances other than unity we can pro-

duce either a gain or, a loss, which

is another way of saying that we
have an easy way of multiplying by

a fixed constant.

These amplifiers are also used as

precision differentiators. To see how
this is done, look at the circuit of

Figure 6. The triangle is meant as

a shorthand symbol for the high

gain amplifier previously described.

The only other difference is that

the input voltage is now applied

through a condenser instead of a

resistance. Using exactly the same

arguments as above, the current,

through the condenser can be shown

to be proportional to the time rate

of change of the driving voltage.

Since this current has to be exactly

cancelled by the current through

the feedback resistance, the load

voltage is constrained to be pro-

portional to the time derivati^ of

the input. By the way, if the re-

sistance and the condenser are in-

terchanged, the gadget will integrate

vary nicely.

As a practical proposition the

circuit of Figure 6 is not entirely

satisfactory, because if a shot of

noise gets in with the driving volt-

age a short pulse of extremely high

amplitude will come through. This

not only jmralyzes the amplifier- but

will also give a terrific to the

load. However, by putting a small

. resistance in series with a condenser

las

this trouble can be eliminated al-

though at the expense of a slight

loss in precision.

Because of the small random
fluctuations in the incoming data

it is desirable to smooth out the out-

put of the differentiator. This can

be done by what is called a data

smoother, a rather elaborate circuit

involving resistances and conden-

sers. This is quite a subject in its

own right, but lack of space requires

that we skip it here.

Let us now take a look at the

problem of multiplying two variable

factors. As mentioned before, we
have shaft motions available. This

suggests that we represent one of

the variables by the angular displace-

ment of the shaft of a circular

potentiometer and the other by tl»

voltage we apply to the potentionv*.

eter. To see how this works out,

let us look at Figure 7. It shows a

thin form or “card” of insulating

material of — nearly — constant

width, uniformly wound with fine

resistance wire. One end is grounded

and the ^^riable factor, e, is ap-

plied at the offier end. When the

brush is at some angular distance

from the grounded end, which is

p per cent of the total angle sub-

tended by the potentiometer, the

voltage at the brush will clearly be

p X e, which is just what is wanted.

To do this with a precision of one

part in three thousand or better

would have been unheard of before

the v^ar. Prewar commercial poten-

tiometers were good if they had an

accuracy of one per cent. Yet, un-

.der the pressure of ne<%ssitjr thS
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FIG. 4-: BALLISTIC DATA

technique of winding and mounting

potentiometers was so well devel-

oped that we can rely on the dial

reading agreeing with the brush

setting within one turn out of several

thousand.

There is another iwint to note here

wlv^h might escape the reader. The

load draws current from the poten-

liometci and hence the result wfll

not be precise Unless we do some-

thing about it. This something is to

make the width of the potentiom-

eter slightly non-uniform as indi-

cated in the developed view in Figure

8. This process is called **sh^ing.”

’The amount of sliaping depends on

TWK MTiKOTRICAIi ROBOT BRAIN

the ratio of the load resistance to

the resistance we \^nt in the po-

tentiometer. It is not a very difficult

matter to figure this out, but we
cannot go into it here.

Let us see whether this idea of

shaping the card can be further

exploited. Suppose we give it a

cosine shape, ground the center jMsint

and apply equal and opposite signals

to the ninety degree points. What
kind of voltage variation'' will the

load get as the brush angular dis-

placement, A, is varied ? When the

brush is at the center, the load gets

no voltage. Now move it to the

right in steps of one turn. Tlie
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load voltage rises, but the farther

we move the brush the slower is

its rate of rise because the length

of eadi succeeding turn of wire

is getting shorter in accordance w'ith

the variation of the function cos A.

Since the rate of rise is proportional

to this function, it is clear that the

load voltage will vary as sin A. If

the experiment is repeated on the

other side of the center tap, the load

voltage variation wnll be found to

be the negative copy of the first

result.

This particular e>cample- may be

pushed somewhat farther with

profit. Suppose we adjoin to one

end of tlie card shown in Figure 9.

a second card identical with the

first, and wrap the pair around a full

circle as showm schematically in

Figure 10. If we attach four insu-

lated brushes to the shaft ninety

degrees from one another, then one

pair of brushes will give rt e sin A
tog

and the other pair will give dr e cos

A. As the shaft rotates through a

complete revolution, the signs of the

brush voltages will vary precisely

in the way trigonometry requires

them to.

From this description of the

means for getting trigonometric

functions we can infer a broad
principle. This is that we can du-

plicate any weil-beh.aved function

by making the width of the card

proportional to the slope of the

function, corrected, of course, for

the effect of the load current,

W'hat about functions like super-

range and superaltitude shown in.

Figure 4? These arc functions of

two variables while the cases we
have described were functions of a
single variable. Since no one has

yet figured out how to liiake three-

dimensional potentioraeters. some-

how or other we must do the job

writh two-dimensional ones.

To see how this can be done think

of the ordinary multiplication table

that 3’ou memorized in grammar
school, of which a sample is sliown

below.

(.'oluimi

1

2

4

TABT.E I

1 2 3 4 Bow

12 3 4

2 4 8

3 6 9 12

4 S 12 16

This table has the property that

any number in the table is the prod-

uct of one number taken from the

“Rovy’’ and another nunlber token

from the “Column.” This may be
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I>aiiifully obvious, but its generaliza-

tion is certainly not. What we pro-

pose to do is to take any table of

numbers, such as a double entry

table for superrange, and assume

that the numbers in it were ob-

tained by multiplying together a
certain unknown row and a certain

unknown column in exactly tlie same

way as the above multiplication table

was obtained. The real trick, of

course, is to find this row and this

column. The details of doing this

would take us too far afield, but

the reader is assured that it can be

done.

Of course, no set of physical data

is likely to be a perfect multiplica-

tion tabic, and the assumption may
not lead to a very good fit. Fortu-

nately, however, the generalization

can be carried farther. Why not

regard the data table as having been

made up by superposing two or

more tables, each of which can be

assumed to be a perfect multipfica-

tion table? Tlie answer is tliat this,

too, can be done. The more such

elementary tables we brealc up the

data into, the better we can fit it.

Of course, the row and' column
for a given table or a sub-table arc

not 'identical as in the case of Table

I. I'hus, if we were to apply the

process to, say, the superrange data,

we would eventually obtain a set of

two or more different factors which

are functions of time of flight only,

mid associated with each, another

factor which dejiends on gun eleva-

tion only. When these factors are

multiplied together and the products

arc
.
added, the numbers will be a

very close approximation to the

TJiR nr.RCTEicAr, robot brain

numbers in the data table we started

with. The superaltitude function

can be treated similarly.

If the data vary principally with

time of flight and only moderately

with gun elevation, we can chisel

a little and set one of the elevation,

factors to unity. The reader will

observe that the plots in Figure S

act like this, and advantage can be

taken of it in the design.

Without worrying about the

actual shapes of tlie functions, it is

ckiar that we now have the means

at liand for generating functions like

superrange which depend on two
^ar^ables. Suppose tliat the data

have been analyzed in the manner
indicated and were found to break

up into a time-of-llight factor fi

plus the product of a second time-

of-flight factor is and an associa^

gun elevation factor gs. These fac-

Pf6 7 P0r5Wi0M£Tc<> USS&4S* MutTiPUEP
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tors can be realized physically by

taking a potentiometer as shown in

Figure 11 and shaping it to give the

fi function. This potentiometer is

enci^ized with a positive battery and

its brush Bi is connoted to the

amplifier input. Now we take a

second potentiometer shaped for the

{j function and use the voltage at

its brush Bg to feed the third poten-

tiometer. This one is shaped to give

the g* function. The output volt-

age from its brush B, is also fed to

the same amplifier. If the brushes

Bi ^and Bg are ganged together and

set to the position called for by some
specific value of time of flight, and

if the brush Ba is set independently

to the gun elevation in question, the

firet potentiometer will give fi, and

tiie second pair will give the product

fa X ga. The amplifier adds these

up and reverses their sign. Hence
its output will be the negative of

no

the value of the superrange functi<Mi

for the specified values of time of
fl^bt and gun elevation.

Now that an the computing tool]

are at hand, let us see how equa-

tions can be solved. What is it

that forces the solution of the im-

plicit equations we have described!

Tlie answer is the servomechanism.

Instead of giving a complicated and

confusing definition, a typical il-

lustration will make clear the work-

ings of this gadget.

Suppose we wanted to build a

device to answer the quite trivial

(|uestion : What is the angle whose

sine is any given decimal fraction!

Stated in mathematical terms, we
want to solve the implicit equation

y — sin z = 0

for the value of z when y is given.

If a human computer were asked

this same question, he would take

a trigonometric table, enter it^with

some arbitrary angle and look up the

sine of this angle. He would then

note whether the value he just found

was larger or smaller than the num-
ber y. Depending on which way it

was, his eye would skip to either a

smaller or a larger angle. He would
continue to make such comparisons

until he found the angle for which

the sine was equal to the given num-
ber. The point to note is that in

tliese preliminary trials the quan-

tity y — sin z was not equal to zero,

and the direction in which the hu-

man computer would look depends

upon the size and sign of the error.

A machine of the type we have
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been talking about would follow

exactly the same procedure. In this

device, we would represent the given

number y, the ‘‘signal/* by an ap>

prq>riate positive voltage and the

sine of the unknown angle by a

negative voltage. This voltage will

come from the sine table which in

this case is a properly shaped poten-

tiometer energized "by a negative

battery. If we let the brush posi-

tion correspond to the angle z, the

brush voltage will represent - the

—

negative—sine of this angle. As the

next step, we feed the brush and
signal voltages to a summing ampli-

ticr as shown in Figure '12. As ex-

plained before, the output voltage V
of this amplifier is the—negative

—

.sum of the input voltages. It repre-

sents the error between the given

number y and the sine of the first

trial of tlie unknown angle z.

Mow how are wc going to reduce

this error voltage to zero ? Suppose

we take a motor with the lightest

armaiurc that will handle the me-
clianical load involved and couple its

shaft to the brush. Let this motor

be driven by the output of a power
amplifier whose input is this error

voltage. If the motor is properly

poled, it will run in the direction

which will reduce the error voltage

to very nearly zero. (It will not be

exactly zero Ijccause of motor fric-

tion, but this error can be made very

small indeed.) Uut this is the same
thing as saying that the circuit has

satisfied the equation and conse-

<|ucntly the position of the brush

shaft will be a measure of tlie un-

known angle z. If now the signal

y should be changed to a different

Tm3 RT,>:c'rnTCATi sobot brain

value, the error voltage will suddenly

increase and the process will be

repeated. If the signal varies con-

tinuously with time, the brush

position will likewise vary and
continuously give the solution. Tkc
reader will note that there is a lag

in this process which, however, can

be made quite small by proper

design.

We now see how a computer can

be made to have the “inner urge”

that will force it to seek a solution

and why it is tliat the farther away
the device is from the true answer
the greater the urge to get the

answer. In circuit terms all this

means is that if the error is large

the voltage applied to the motor will

be large, and hence the motor will

run very fast to get away from the

incorrect answer.

Of course, no one would build

such an elaborate device for such a

trivial problem. The point to note

is that exactly the same principles

can be applied to the actual equa-

tions occurring in the M-9 Director.

These differ from the example dis-

cussed only in being more compli-

cated and hence will require more
elaborate circuits. For.instance, the

signal may be comprised of the

contributions of several circuits.

More than one function table may
have to be looked up, and each table

may require more than one poten-

tiometer to represent if as we have

seen in the case of the superrange

and superaltitude datli.

THE THOUGHT PROCESS

Now tliat we know what con-

stitutes the brain cells of our robot,

ui



FIG. 11= CIRCUIT FOR GENERATING A FUNCTION

OF TWO VARIABLES

let us see how: these are int^rated
to do the tliTnkfng'.

The pattern of crmnections be-

tween groups of brain cells is shown
in the block diagram of Figure 13.

This shows a number of boxes con-

taining assorted circuits whose
exact nature is of no consequence at

the moment. All of the boxes re-

ceive electrical inputs, while some
receive mechanical ones as well. The
outputs of the liOxe.Sj however, are

always electrical.

To see wdiat go«:s on, we recall

that the radar gives up polar co-

ordinate data on tltc, target’s -present

position, and from this we wish to

a^rrive at the* values of the polar

angles which will define the proper

orientation of the gun. -In between

we w’ish to work iih rectangular

eo-ordinafos for convenience of

design. Finally, w'^e have seen that

the key to the problem lies in the.

comparison of superrange comput-

ed by two different methods and

the readjustntent of the circuits un-

til these values agree.

To this end, we provide in addi-

tion to the boxes containing the

circuits, three servo motors whose

function is the rcadjustnicnt of the

various circuits until the desired

equality is obtained In the super-

range computations. These motors

are labeled A, K and T in the dia-

gniHi and are used re.specrively in

the gun azimuth, gam elevation, and

tmie-of-lligiit circuits.

\\T are now ready to follow the

flow of information in the com-

puter. Tlie ‘T.o-ordiiiate Convert-

er’’ liox at the extreme left takes

tlie sliaft motions from the radar

and converts their polar data into

rectangular co-ordinates in voltage

form. These in, turn are operated

on by the “Rate . and f.ead Com-
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pater’' to produce tluj ‘‘tentati\e'’

future co-ordinates of the target,

again in form of voltages.

The horizontal co-ordinate volt-

ages now undergo a transformation

under the action of the gun azimuth

motor. Two things result from this

manipulation
; the gun azimuth mo-

tor shaft assumes a tentative set-

ting, and a voltage representing the

corresponding ground range is ob-

tained.

Txt us now .skip to tlie box

marked ‘‘Ballistic Tables.” 'fhe cir-

cuits here arc under the control of

tlie gun elevation and time-of-dight

motors. One of the outputs is a

superaltitude voltage. This, togeth-

er with tlie future altitude and the

ground range voltage, goes through

another conversion process. This

results in a tentative setting of the

gun elevation servo and an estimate

of the corresponding superrange.

Plaving this estimate, we recall

that a comparison \aluc for tliis

quantity is obtainable directly from
the “Ballistic Tables” box. These
two estimates go into a comparator

and the difference is used to drive

tlie time-of-flight motor, precisely

as explained for the simple servo

circuit of Figure 12.

As this motor turns in its at-

tempt to eliminate the discrepancy

between tlie two estimates of super-

range, all the circuits undergo

simultaneous changes. For conven-

ience of description we may, how-
ever, consider them serially. In

this sense tltcu, the hrst thing tliat

happens is that the target lead es-

timates are changed, thus clianging

the estimate on the future co-ordi-

nates. This in tuni alters the azi-

muth motor setting and the ground

range. An altered value of super-

altitude comes out of the “Ballistic

Tables,” which in combination with

the altered ground range and fu-

FIG.K: SERVO-MOTOR CIRCUrrf=OR SOLVING THE
EQUATION Ij-Sina-O
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ture altitude voltages results prim-

arily in a new setting for the gun
elevation servo motor. The esti-

mated superrange coming out of this

process is not changed radically. It

is the other source of this quantity

that is apt to be clianged violently,

at least at the start. Thus the proc-

ess goes on, with the alterations in

the values decreasing rapidly, until

in a few seconds all circuits are in

balance. The fact that while this

readjustment is going on the radar

data is changing is of relatively

small importance. It is merely an-

other source of vadability to be

taken care of automatically.

Now that we have seen the gen-

eral pattern of operation of the

computer, let us look into the con-

tents of the boxes.

The first box receives a mechani-

cal input from the slant distance

shaft of the radar. On this shaft

we mount a uniform potentiometer,

which is energized by a battery.

Then as this shaft rotates, the brush

voltage will at all times be pro-

portional to the slant distance that

the radar has just measured.

Next, we apply this voltage to a

180 degree sinecosine potentiometer

mounted on the horizontal or ele-

vation shaft of the radar antenna.

There are two brushes on the po-

tentiometer ninety degree apart.

The “sine brush” will then deliver

a voltage proportional to the present

altitude and the “cosine brush” will

yield the present horizontal range.

As the last step, we put a three

hundred sixty degree sine-cosine

potentiorheter on the vertical or

114

azimuth shaft of the antenna. This

we feed with the horizontal range

voltage and again use two brushes

at right angles to break this down
into the co-ordinate distances X and
Y. Now we have the present posi-

tion data in the desired form.

These co-ordinate voltages now
go into the “Rate and’ Lead Com-
puter.” It will be sufficient to trace

through only one of the co-orcU-

nates, say X, because the circuits

for the other two arc identical. Tlie

first thing to do is to put X tlirough

a differentiator and a data smoother,

to get the target rate along the X
direction. This is applied to a uni-

form potentiometer whose brush is

driven by the time-of-flight servo.

The brush voltage is the product of

the X rate and the time of flight.

Physically, this is the lead predicted

along the X axis. Now, by adding

this to the original X voltage we get

the future or predicted X co-ordi-

nate of the target. In exactly the

same way the predicted Y and Z
co-ordinates are obtained in a pair

of identical circuits.

At this point, the block diagram

calls for the determination of the

gun azimuth angle. From the

geometry of Figure 2, it can be

worked out that the tangent of this

angle is X/Y, the co-ordinates be-

ing, of course, the predicted values.

However, it is more convenient to

solve this in the form

X cos A — Y sin A = 0.

This will be recognized to be a

slightly more complicated version of

the implicit equation we have pre-

viously used to illustrate the work-
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ings of the servo. To solve it, we
mount a pair of sine-cosine poten-

tiometers on the shaft of the A
motor. One is energized by the X
voltage and the other by the Y volt-

age. A cosine brush on the former

anJ a sine brush on the latter will

generate the separate terms. Their
difference is then used to drive the

motor to equilibrium in exaedy the

manner described before.

It turns out that if we put a
second brush on each potentiometer,

ninety degrees away from the first,

and add their voltage, we get out

ground range as a voltage.

The gun elevation motor setting

is obtained by applying precisely

the same principles. The two volt-

ages that are used are ground range

and the sum of the altitude and
superaltitude voltages. The super-

range voltage is obtained in a man-
ner entirely similar to the way the

ground range voltage was obtained

THK >LECTRTCAT< ROBOT BRAIN

previously. How the second estimate

to this voltage is obtained can be

seen from inspection of Figure 11.

The actual transmission of the

solution to the gun is easily accom-
plished. All that has to be done is

to put transmitter selsyns on the

gun azimuth and gun elevation servo

shafts and corresponding receiver

selsyns at the gun. The receiver

selsyns follow the motion of the

transmitters, but they cannot deliver

any power. The necessary power to

move the gun is applied by other

servos at the gun which follow up
on the receiver selsyns. These are

powerful brutes which can swing

the heavy gun weighing many tons

about as easily as a man can swing

a walking stick. It is these servos

that keep the gun pointed to the

correct spot continuously.

Before the advent of the prox-

imity fuse, it was neces^ry .to trans-

its



mit aiiotiier piece of infoniiation to

the gun, namely the fuse number of

the * shell. The fuse used was a

meclianical one, and it essentially

consisted of a small clock on which

the “alarm” could be set off aftec

a predetermined number of seconds.

That is to say, if the computer solu-

tion came out tliat the time of flight

to the target was to be thirty

seconds, this information was sup-

plied to the fuse setter. This then

set the little clock so that the shell

would explode thirty seconds from

the time it left the gun.

This business of setting fuses was
quite a headache. First of all, since

no one has yet figured out how to set

the fuse after the shell has been

loaded into the gun, it had to be done

before it was loaded. Now the

physical act of transporting the

shell from the fuse setter to the gun
might take four seconds. This

meant that an extra prediction liad

to be made by the computer which

ranged ahead of tlie main prediction

by this four seconds, expressively

called dead time. This would not

have been so bad except for tlie fact

that with most antiaircraft guns the

shell is transported from the fuse

setter to the gun manually. Since

human beit^s never perform exactly

the same under repeated trials, par-

ticularly during long and exhausting

engagements, the dead time of gun
crew would vary by appreciable

fractions of a second from roimd

to round. Thus there was a strong

likelihood that the shell would burst

either too soon or too late. Even a

variation of only one tenth of a

second might be enough to cause a

miss because in tliis time' a four

hundred m.p.h. target would travel

twenty yards which is somewhat
more than the letlial radius of the

shell. The advent of the proximity

fuse has put an end to all this

trouble. For this reason it did not

seem worth while to go .into the

rather elaborate matter of fuse cal-

culation. It is interesting to note

that the remarlcable score made
against the V-1 bombs was obtained

with proximity fuses.

Another mater of importance that

we can touch on only briefly is the

matter of tlie ballistic corrections.

The muzzle velocity of the gun
does not stay constant ; it varies with

the temperature of the propellant

and also decreases slowly with the

number of rounds fired.. The varia-

tions ill the density of the air also

exert large influences on tlie trajec-

tory of the shell. Then there’is tlie

lateral drift of the shell, caused

by its spin, and the effect of the

wind. These ballistic effects are

large, and each of them can amount

to hundreds of yards. Their inclu-

sion in a practical director is, of

course, of paramount importance.

The material we have covered

gives only the barest outlines of the

principles, structure and operatic«i

of the director, 'flie fields of knowl-

edge which were drawn on to bring

this director into existence were

many and varied. In turn, it may.

be confidently expected that the

techniques developed will find im-

portant applications in industrial

process control and in new types of

computing devices.
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Editor's Note

:

No inacliine yet deviled is capable 0 i

true thought—though a definition of that

term would be exceedingly difiicult. Cal-

culating machines of immense complexity,
however, have been built. Yet most of

the more illustrious 'calculators—Eniac,

difTercntia! analy^'er. the Harvard-
Kavy-IBM digital calculator—are simply
multiple repetitions of relatively simple

individual units. The ordinary office ma-
chine calculator is, essentially, a mechan-
ical way of counting on your fingers

—

save that by using gear teeth instead of

fingers, you get more “fingers’’ in less

space, and can count them faster. The
Digital Calculator at Harvard is a super-

super finger-counter. Ju.st a gadget with
more fingers that can count faster.

The M-9 fire director was an unusual

sort of calculator in many ways. Unlike
most calculating machines, it picked up its

own data, fed that data into itself continu-

ously, figured out the answers, and did

something about the answer when it had
it—it pointed the guns at the target. It

was strictly a military robot; at its height,

in full application, it was the master robot

of a large team. The principle members
of the team were a sensory robot, the M-9
executive robot—which cemsidered the re-

ports from the radar sensory robot,

reached conclusions, and ordered appro-

priate action—and the gun itself which
was its l<Hig, strong, and deadly right arm.
The most numerous type of robot in the

whole team, though, were the little suicide
rcihots that rode the noses of the anti-

aircraft shells, the little proximity fuse
robots.

This deadly team did its most telling, its

most important work against a very stupid,

but also very dangerous enemy rotet. The
M-9 robot team was advaiic^ as far be-
yond the almost brainless V’-Ts as a cat
is beyond a wasp.

But of more general, more long-term
interest, is this discussion of how mathe-
matical data can be fed into a machine
calculator, and how that mathematical data
can be handled eiectromechani<ally. Com-
plex data tables can be built into tlie

machine as memorized material which the

circuits can consult as needed—tables of

sines and cosines, tables representing the

change in explosive power of a given type
of propellant W’ith changes of temperature
and humidity.

Each of these devices is a basic concept,

applied in this instance to a specific task.

But the principle is general; instead of

calculating how to make a suicidal robot
follow a collision course to an interfering

body, the M-9 could, as readily, be re-

designed to calculate non-collision courses

for spaceships in meteor-infested volumes
of space.

This, gentlemen, is—in full working de-
tail—an inverted description a radar-

sensing, automatically reac^ng meteor
avoider I

THB END.
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BY ERIK FENNEL

One of those strangely delicate, strangely deadly situations where

the co-operation of two bitterly hostile enemies is essential

to the success of the plan of each—and each fully knotrs it!

Illustrated by Orban

The helicar's wheels touched and
automatic brakes hushed the whir-

ring rotors. The girl stretched her

slim body as she climbed out, flexing

her muscles, for all during the tiiree

hour flight from War Center she

had leaned forward in her seat as

though cramped posture could hurry

the machine through the air.

A year before the trip would
have been a matter of microseconds,

but the NRT unit in the vehicle had

been dismantled and conflscated in

compliance with the Proserv’s de-

cree. Teleportation within the great

invisible warp-shield protecting the

hemisphere had been strictly for-

bidden ever since the Eurasian

Combine's first attack.

The house was a ligbtless blacker

blotch in the sweltering midsummer
night, but a line of brilliance showed

beneath the door of the barnlike

laboratory nearby. Above the chirp

of crickets she could hear music, the

brooding bass viol theme from
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Tchaikovsky's “Swan Lake.*' That
meant Pen and his—fri«id—were

still at work despite the late hour.

The girl kept to the grass beside

the gravel path, walking quietly.

•She was ill at ease, more than half

ashamed of the doubts and suspi-

cions that had impelled her to make
the trip, but a sense of duty .lent

her determination.

Without warning she stepped into

a supersonic barrier. Pen had
changed the alarm system since her

last visit weeks before and the pins-

and-needles effects of the soundless

vibration locked her muscles in pain-

ful partial paralysis. In the labora-

tory a gong clanged. The music

broke off in the middle of a note, the

light !>e.neath the door winked out,

and seconds later a spotlight found

her face.

“Oh, it's you !” Pen’s voice w^as

unsteady, irritated yet alarmed.

The light shifted to her helicar,

and with it no longer in her eyes

she could see Pen in the doorway, a

heavy blast pistol ready in his hand.

“Sorry you walked into that,

Doris," he said coldly as he cut off

the vibration barrier, “but I've told

you to call me first."

"So you could tell me not to

come?" She was still astonished at

her own lack of personal pride aiKl

restraint in following a man to his

home, a man who had told her lie

was through. But it had been a com-
pulsive urge.

He did not answer and they

watched each other in strained

silence.

“It’s hot out here," Doris said at

length.

Pen shrugged ungraciously and
motioned her to enter, closing the

door and switching on the glaring

overhead lights.

The—whatever it was—filled the

center of the big room. The shining

ovoid huU resembled a spaceship in

miniature, except that the rocket

nozzles were disproportionately

small. Whatever work was in prog-

ress was being conducted inside,

,

hidden from her stare, and the parts

and supplies stacked nearby were
unrecognizable. She gazed at it in

uneasy dread, realizing it was stupid

to hate a machine. But this—thing

—

held the key to Pen's conduct. It

—

and the other man.
Harold Kalkan laid aside his

murderous flame rifle slowdy, as

though with regret.

“So. The propaganda peddler

again." His voice was heavy and
guttural, fitting his huge fleshy body.

Pen made a jerky gesture for

him to be quiet.

"Well?" he asked impatientl3^

"Alone, please," the girl said

tightly, repelled by the way Kalkan’s

beady eyes roamed over her filmy

blouse and brief skirt. It was liot

desire. A butcher might look at

cattle that way.

Pen inclined his head toward his

cubbyhole office, Doris followed

him, slamming the door behind her-

self harder than necessary.

He slumped into one of the two
chairs while she remained standing,

watching him apprehensively. Stub-

ble covered a face that had grown
gaunt and deeply lined in recent

weeks, and he was badly in need of
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a liaircut. His eyes were bloodshot

and a tiny muscle in his right eye-

lid twitched spasmodically. He
needed three attempts to bring his

lighter and cigarette tip together.

For a moment tender concern

overcame even her angry sense of

Ijetrayal. She laid one hand on his

shoulder.

“Arthur Pendragon Tilford,*’ she

scolded, “you’re killing yourself.

Voii can’t stand much more.”

His face tightened and hardened.

“Won’t liave to,” he said.

That startled her. It made no

sense. Her eyes widened as she

waited for other symptoms of in-

cipient breakdown to show them-

selves. Subconscious synthesis was

a nerve-wracking process, and she

had suspected for a long time that

Pen was once again engaging in

it. But he only sat there, sunk
once more in a glitm lethargy of

fatigue.

“I don’t supfKisc it’s any use ask-

ing you agaui to come to War
Center ?” she inquired.

He sighed wearily. “We’ve been

over all that before.”

“.'Vnd a^ut tomorrow night. You
siiid^” she persisted.

“That’s ofL” He shook his bead

slowly. “All off. No time.”

'Hie nervous anger born of strain

too long continued, the flickering

anger that was becoming so common
throughout the Hemisphere as the

war dragged along, sparked within

her and her lips parted in the be-

ginnings of a bitter remark.

But Kalkan’s booming Voice pene-

trated the closed door. “Arthur,

can you come here a minute?”

“Pretty quick,” I’eii answered,

his arms pushing against the cliair

to help him up.

Then suddenly the anger was

gone and there were tears in Doris’

gray eyes. She buried her face on

ills shoulder and after an almost un-

noticeable hesitation he held her

close in the way that had once been

so delightfully familiar.

"(.)h. Pen!” she solihed. “What’s

happened to us r”

ilis lips were close to her ear.

“( ict out!’’ he hissed. “For God’s

sake get out and don’t come back!”

'i'lien lie pushed her away, speak-

ing harshly aloud as he took her

arm and hurried her toward the

door.

“()ur interlude was a mistake, as

Pve told you Ixjfore. You’d better

go now.”

As she climbed into her helicar

she turned and looked back at him,

frustrated and disturbed. She had
learned notlu'ng, and nothing had
Ix'on settled.

“J’en ?”

“Yeah.”

“C'ome on down anyway if you
change your mind. You need the

Uluc Ray.”

\Vilhout waiting lor an answer
she started the rotors.

lien’s fists clenched, tie iiated

him.self for causing the unhappiness

so plain on her face, and her taunt

alKiut the Blue Ray had hurt.

( )vcrhead and to the south a

rocket flamed into sparks as the dis-

grid caught it high in the strato-

sphere. They still fired occasional

projectiles, probing for flaws in the

marerial defenses, just as they were
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still testing teleported w^pons
against the warp-shield in hopes of

breaking the deadly balance.

Pen winced and closed the door,

“Let’s get to work, Harold,” he

said. “Time grows short.”

Pen laid down his tools and his

face assumed the masklike fixity of

transition. Then he stood up, his

movements awkward and disco-

ordinated with fatigue.

Kalkan raised bushy eyebrows.

“Hrain-fag,” Pen explained. “Too
many irrelevancies sneaking in.”

“Yes,” Kalkan agreed reluc-

tantly. “We can not afford to

chance a subconscious dissociation

now. Any progress ?”

“Like your Delta,” Pen responded

laconically. “Coming, but slowly.

The McKetrick equations, I’m sure

they fit in.”

Pen watched him narrowly for a
a reaction, the tic in his right eye-

lid making him look as though hfe

were sliaring some huge joke. But
his mood was far from jovial. He
knew his reactions were becoming

erratic from exhaustion just when
the period of greatest danger was
approaching.

“But they're complex stuff,” he

continued. “McKetrick went really

deep before his brain blew up. No
more tonight"

At the house they ate a silent

meal in the dusty kitchen, using all-

in-one food packets that w«-e

quickly prepared. Kalkan ate

quickly, methodically. He finished

first, threw the empty plates into the

disposer while Pen lighted a cig-

arette, and sat down again.
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“Tilford.” He leaned forward.

“That girl l»ecomes a problem.”

Pen straightened in his chair. He
had gone half asleep sitting up.

“Who ? Doris r”

Kalkan’s smile was mirthless. “A
woman who finds herself no longer

w-anted is the most deadly creature

on Earth.”

“Huh?”
“Besides, she has come to believe

her own propaganda. At any time

she may report us to the Proserv.

Then we would die with all the

others in the coming collapse, if not

sooner.”

“Doris wouldn’t do anything like

that.”

“No?” There w’as a sneer in

Kalkan’s Yoiee. “Don’t blind your-

self. She less than half believes

your story that our work is not on
the forbidden list, and she hates me,

You want to live, don’t you?”

Pen’s face showed something that

looked like craven fear.

“What would you suggest?” he
asked quickly. “But remember she's

important enough to be missed.”

“That appointment for tomorrow
evening,”

Pen’s eyes squinted.

“I couldn't help overhearing,”

Kalkan apologized hastily. “I

would go to War Center, shower
attentions upon her, make love to

her if that is what she wants, help

her believe. That should give us

another week or two, time enough,

“Besides, an evening of rela^^-

tion would allow the McKetrick
equations to settle themselves better

in your own subconscious. You

m



would be assuring our escape in two

ways.”

Pen considered all facets of the

complex Situation. He hoped it

would not do too much harm at this

stage to allow Kalkaii to prowl the

laboratorj' alone. And it was a

temptation.

“I think you’ve got something

there,” he agreed.

'file ijatterii liad had its begin-

nings in the chaos that followed the

inconclusive Atomic War thirty

years before. The first disruptor-

grids had put an end to the effective-

ness of rocket-driven missiles,

atomic and otherwise, and ended the

war in a deadlock which came too

late to stop widespread destruction.

And so the Eurasian Combine had

cenne into being amid radiation-

blasted ruins, a warped politico-

technological autarchy pandering to

the desperate hunger of the surviv-

ors for some form of order, ce-

mented into unity by envy of the

W’estem Hemisphere which liad

escaped more lightly.

The outlines of the pattern liad

emerged with the invention of the

psycho-compeller, the story of

whicli was still a mystery. But the

power-craving autarchs of the Com-
bine had gained control of it and

used it. with maximum effectiveness.

Purely human civilization on two
continents had ended the day the

psycho-compeller mechanism was
installed in the domes of Inner Cita-.

del, replaced by a termitelike social

organization in which the individual

was no longer a free agent. The
separate particles of the Eurasion
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entity.had not objected to their low-

ering living standards. They had'

gloried in it—as they were psycho-

compelled to do—^because that meant

greater military power.

For a long time, while the Euras-

ian Combine prepared for the con-

flict its leaders considered inevitable,

the rest of the world had not even

dreamed of the existence of a device

which could control the mind and

will. Visitors to Eurasian territory

were psycho-compelled without

realizing it to see only what the

leaders wished them to, and to re-

port eveything serene and pros-

perous. The leaders allowed only

enough criticism to sidetrack sus-

picion.

When Pen Tilford liad‘been little

more than a child a well-known

newsman had returned from a trip

to Eurasia with sensational reports.

He had been injured the year be-

fore in ail explosion aboard one of

the experimental moon rockets, had

undergone extensive brain surgery

and carried a large tantalum plate in

his skull, and so his disclosures and

accusations were discounted as

products of mental injury. Shortly

after his first articles appeared he

had died in a fire which l^urned his

home to the ground. The meaning

of these events had not become ap-

parent until years later.

The next factor to shape the pat-

tern had been the discovery of

subconscious synthesis, more funda-

mental than any mechanical inven-

tion. Subconscioifs S3‘nlhesis was

an entirely new method of thinking,

utilizing the ninety-odd per cent of

the brain that ordinarily lay idle or
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at least uncontrolled. But it was not

for everyone. It had as prerequisites

certain subtle and indehnable quaii-

ties of mind and a high stage of

autohypnotic training. And it was
dangerous, extremely dangerous. It

originated in the Hemisphere, and

was not kept secret.

One of the first triumphs of the

method was to correlate the theo-

retical work on subtronics, postu-

lated materions, space T.varp and the

variable helix of time, entropy

shifts, the reversible transformation

of matter into broad or unavailable

energy, concepts that had been

merely the intellectual playthings of

mathematicians, and translate them
into practical shape.

Teleportation had been the result,

in the form to become known as

NRT, no-receiver teleportation.

Receiver and transmitter were a sin-

gle unit, and the instrument itself

as well as matter within its field

could be teleported to any prese-

lected destination -and reconstituted

there. It was received by the pub-

lic with an utter lack of understand-

ing and unlimited enthusiasm, mak-
ing obsolete all other forms of

transportation within a year or two.

But it had not been without cost

to its discoverers. Both men who
had taken part in its subconscious

development had died puling idiots

without being able to explain or re-

duce to writing the complex theories

behind it. That was a fate only too

.common among the pioneers of sub-

conscious synthesis.

Military minds had been quick to

grasp the possibilities of teleporting

atomic bombs and similar examples
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of frightfulness into the midst of

enemy territory, into places that

could not be reached by rocket-paw-^

ered weapons on account of defen-

sive disrupter grids. So while the

world was hastily revising its habits

of living a feverish race for counter-

weapons went on in secret.

The Eurasian Combine, as soon

as its leaders thought themselves

immune from retaliation, had been
the first to unleash teleported war-
fare. But they had been too late.

Without understanding them fully

the Hemisphere scientists, too, had
learned to modify NRT princi-

ples to produce a warp-shield, and
except for the initial strike the Eu-
rasians’ teleported attacks had been

shunted into some unguessable

limbo. But defense had been possi-

ble only by abandoning all teleporta-

tion within the warp-shield, and the

shield covered both continents of the

Hemisphere. The dis-grids com-
pleted the isolation, making it im-

possible to enter or leave the area by
any normal means of transportation.

And so the military technicians of

the Hemisphere and Eurasian Com-
bine had filled in the details of a

pattern of almost-stalemate that had

endured for an interminable, intoler-

able year. Whichever side could

first learn to penetrate an arltitele-

port shield Could destroy the other

at will.

Hemisphere casualties had been

limited to mental breakdowns of

technicians from overwork and ordi-

nary citizens from strain and worry,

and the execution of the few Comps
a vigilant Proserv had detected.

Weapon matched counterw’eapim
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with perfect precision and the stale-

mate would have been complete

—

except for the deadly phycho-com-

peller which was the heart and soul

of the Eurasian Combine.

Eurasian leaders did not share the

morale problems that plagued the

Hemisphere. Their people were ro-

bots, supremely confident of victory,

unable to worry, selflessly devoted

to the Eurasian cause.

Although the psycho-compeller

was not tmiversally effective at the

extreme range between continents,

with terrifying frequency some
hitherto trusted Hemisphere citizen

went Comp under its influence and
became a creature of the Eurasian

staff, a traitor. It was subtle and
unpredictable in its action, and its

intangible shadow lay heavy and
malignant across the Hemisphere.

A single Comp in the right place

might sabotage the tenuous balance

of forces in the shield, breach the

entire defense.

All attempts to duplicate or neu-

tralize the psycho-conipcllcr had re-

sulted only in the mental collapse of

many of the Hemisphere’s subcon-

scious synthesis adepts.

During the flight Pen tried to

keep his mind clear of the McKet-
rick equations. Conscious thought

about their possible applications

could only set up undesirable nega-

tive conditioning. The trip bored

him, tcK)k time he could ill afford,

lie wished he could set the NRT
controls and arrive over War Center

in split millionths of a second. Or
perhaps if the variables were exactly

right a fraction of a microsecond

m

earlier than he had departed. He
started to consider the signific^ce

of those occasional arrivals ahead

of departure, but deliberately forced

his mind away from tliat subject

also.

The clustered lights of War Cen-

ter appeared aliead, huddling be-

neath the towering black cloud-pile

of a summer thundersquall. Pen’s

Ups twitched wdth distaste. A city

agaiiUi

Telcpoitation had finished the

process of decentralization that

atomic power had started. When
the time inteia-al between traveling

a single mile and ten tliousand could

be detected only by the most elab-

orate instriuncnt.s there was no

longer any need for men to crowd
together in cities. Men had found

a new’ freedom, a more spacious

mode of life.

War Center was a reversion bom
of necessity, and the very- unsub-

stantiality of its architecture pro-

claimed that it was intended only ^
a temporary expedient. With tele-

portation imjx)ssible under the warp-

shicld it was necessary that all the

selected brains responsible for

prosecution of the war be concen-

trated within easy reach of each

other. And so War Center had been

hurriedly thrown together.

Pen oriented himself by the pro-

jecting multiple antennae of Viz-

audio ('entral, from which all propa-

gandized news and entertainment

went out to the entire Hemisphere,

and lowered his helicar deftly to the

roof of a nearby residence building.

Doris was still at work, buc when
he held his identity di^ against the
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contacts on her door the latch

clicked. That meant she had ex-

pected him after all, or at least

hoped. She was a persistent woman.
He could not lielp noticing the

individualizing changes she had

made in the standard quarters as-

signed her. Curtains at the polariz-

ing windows. Ornaments. A cou-

ple of good-pictures. Reading lamps

and a shelf of books. The homelike

atmosphere depressed him, for he

knew he could have no part in it.

He turned off the overhead lights,

mixed himself a drink, selected a

music reel. Then he settled himself

in an easy-chaif and tried to relax

his wire-taut nerves as he waited.

But his mind refused to remain

blank. A subtle trace of sandal-

wood perfume in the air triggered

a stream of almost unbearably

poignant memories.

. . . the days when Doris had

produced her vizaudio shows for en-

tertainment instead of the official

propaganda line . . . their first

meeting . . . she had known almost

from the start that he was an S-S

adept, but she had understood . . .

and despite tlie widespread notion

that adepts were peculiar and un-

stable she had trusted him . . . the

too-short days of their trial mar-

riage and those few wonderful

weeks together on that small and

still primitive island near Samoa
... the sense of irreparable loss

that had overwhelmed him as they

listened to the -vizaphone announce-

ment of war ... the white, shocked

look Ml her face when he told her

that it was all over between riiem,

that it was no good and he was
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through . . . the hardest thing he

had ever done, and Doris had made
it still harder by refusing to accept

his words at face value . . . but he

had known \vhat was necessary.

Finally he dozed.

The dick of the latch brought him.

to his feet, his hand moving instinc-

tively to his armpit for the blast

pistol he had left behind.

“Pen! You came!’’ Doris cried,

and put her arms around him.

For a moment she clung, then

pushed herself away.

He grasped her shoulders. “Why
are you looking at me like that?**

he demanded.

She buried her face in her hands

and shuddered.

“They caught a Comp in Vizaudio

Central today. Right in my depart-

ment, a man I’ve talked with often

and even eaten lunch with. And all

the time he’d been making unnotice-

able little changes that altered the

whole psychological reaction, pro-

moting ncurotidsm and disunity,

undoing all our work. The Proserr

liquidated him right there. Oh Pen,

it was horrible!”

He mixed an extra strong drink

and handed it to her. “Try not to

think of it,” he advised.

She gulped it straight down, and
after a few minutes recovered con-

trol of herself.

“I know all about the microtimer

and special equipment you had on

your helicar’s NRT unit,” she re-

minded him, returning to the subject

she had brought up so many, many
times. “And one night you told me
some of your theories.”



Tension started building within

him again. She guessed too much.

“I was just talking that night.

Mostly nonsense,” he broke in

quickly.

“No you weren’t,” she contra-

dicted. “You had ideas that right

now might mean—the difference.

Darling, we need you here in War
Center. You can’t be a slacker, not

with your brains and S-S ability.

Unless
—

” She left that thought

unfinished.

Tliere was no such thing as con-

scription. It was a war of tech-

nicians and advanced technologies,

and all that was expected of the

mass of the population was that they

remain calm, follow their ordinary

pursuits in so far as possible, and

avoid hysterical demonstrations.

War Center technicians w'ere all

volunteers, the pick of the Hemi-
sphere’s brains.

Doris was almost crying again.

,

Pen’s eyelid began to twitch.

“You need the Blue Ray,” he

declared coldly. “You’re develop-

ing a psychosis.”

Her eyes blazejl scornfully. Then
she sighed. “Let's not quarrel to-

night.”

She left the bedroom door open

as she went to change. He heard

the shower start, and then a few
minutes later she called something

to him about fixing himself another

drink. He looked up automatically

as she passed the doorway, her

tanned, unclothed body unhurrying

and unashamed. She was delib-

erately using the ancient feminine

weapon that had remained effective

from the stone age to the teleporta-

12«

tion era, but he knew instinctively

that it was not for personal reasons

alone. Doris was too Iionest to play

it that way.

It was a lure, and even through

the* haze of fatigue that had become
chronic he could feel the old desire

for her rising again. But he would

not allow himself to respond.

She dressed quickly and pirou-

etted so he could inspect her l)ricf

costume of shorts, halter and woven
metal sandals. Her ring-curling au-

burn hair was casually arranged, for

she had learned long ago that over-

elaboration only annoyed Pai with-

out impressing him. Still the femi-

nine weapon, but more subtly now.

He held up a thumb and fore-

finger circled in the old signal of

approval, and she smiled.

“Let's try to forget everything

and just have fun tonight,” she said.

They ate dinner under an air-con-

ditioned plastic dome atop one of the

higher buildings, and for a while

it was almost like the old days.

Almost. Then they wandered hand

in hand through the steaming,

humid streets, stopping occasionally

in bars as much for the relief of

indoor coolness as for the drinks.

He noticed how War Center had

grown during recent months, but

still it was overcrowded and incom-

plete, uncomfortable with a frantic

sense of hurry and impermanence.

At Doris’ suggestion they visited

a night club. Couples were swaying

in the soft light that came up
through a translucent floor and the

music was strongly rhythmical and

satisfying, although somewhat loud
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to cut through the hum of deter- and sense of guilt she aroused in

•minedly gay conversation. The him made him regret his weakness
place was much too crowded for in coming to See her again. It

Pen’s tastes. would have been better— . Doris
He raised his eyebrows. “Total was a well enough integrated per-

war effort?” he asked cynically. sonality to endure the suspense of
Doris turned on him fiercely, the deadly war situation without

“Without these the neurotic index cracking. It was her emotional in-

would triple in a week.” volvement with him that produced
Pen eyed her sharply, disturbed the overstrain,

by her sudden vehemence. And then alt at once she began to

. I didn’t mean to break cry, tried to stop herself, failed. No
over like that,” she said shakily, one so much as looked up as Pen
“Come on, let’s dance.” paid the bill and escorted her out-

For an hour she was a gay and side. War Center had become ac-
apparently carefree companion, and customed to such outbursts,
if he had not known her so inti- At the door of the Blue Ray sta-

mately he would never have guessed tion down the street she grasped his
the gallant effort it required. She hand.
was doing her best, but the deep pity “Won’t you— ?" she pleaded.
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Impossible, When repressions

had more than a personal survi^•al

value

—

“ril meet you here,” he declined.

He picked up his helicar from the

roof, landed in the empty street and

satthcre smoking thoughtfully. He
jumped, startled, as the man in the

uniform, o-f the minor Proserv

tapped on the cabin window.

“You can’t park here,” the Pro-

serv declared with a frown.

“She ought to be out any nliimte

now,” Pen argued, watching the

doorway across the officer’s shoul-

der.

The Proserv’s sternness, relaxed.

“Oh. Like that. My wife cracked

wide opeji too, just the other morn-

ing. Great stuff, this Blue Ray, but

how I wish the whole mess would

end one way or another ! Anything

would be better than this waiting
!”

“It is hell,” Pen agreed fervently.

Doris came oiit with a sleepy,

half-smile on her face and snuggled

close beside him.

“Hope your wife makes out all

right,” Pen called as he started the

blades.

“Same about yours,” the Proserv

answered.

Doris giggled. ^T’m a shameless

kussy,” she whispered to Pen.

Tliey flew aimlessly out over the

surrounding countryside while

gradually the first lethargy o£ the

Blue Ray wore off.

After a while she straightened on

the seat.

“That Harold Kalkan,” she said

suddenly, shivering as though with

a chill. “He*s not what he’s sup-

I9t

posed to Ixi. ,.\nd he hates you, Pen.

I can feel it.”

Woman’s intuition. Pen thought

angrily, could be dangerous.

“He’s a good technician iii his

field and 1 need his knowledge.” he

snapped.

“For what?” Her - question

slashed like a, whip.

"That's ncMte of your business,”

he retorted roughly.

Her next words could ne\^er ha\'e

passed her Ups witliout the inhibi-

rion-relaxi.ng effects of the lillue

Ray.

“Last night I . . . that one

of you . .. . w^as a Comp!”
Pen blinked. Jde reached for-

ward to adjust tlie throttle, shaking

her hand from his arm. He didn't

want her feeling tlie chaitge in his

pulse.

Then he lied to her slowly and

thoughtfully and thoroughly.

Finally she settled back again and
he hoped she ^^'as really convinced.

But he had doubts. .She knew him

too well.

Doris had failed to warn him that

the drinks they had had all contained

the new relaxing synthetics in addi-

tion to ethyl alcohol. That mixing

had become standard practice amid
the tensions of War Center, with

official approval. Now Pen began

to feel iiiat his laboratory was in

another world and for the first time

in months he was completely at ease.

And so tired.

Doris cushioned his head on her

shoulder and reset the autocontrols.

Only when she switched to manual

operation for the landing did he stir

and yawn.
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^'Conie on down, Pen,” she in-

vited softly.

He followed her docilely.

"No sense of you flying back to-

night," she said as she closed the

door.

The sun was. a high purple disk

through the polarizing windows.

Doris had dressed and gone to work
without awakening him, despite his

sleepy mumble that he had to get

back to his laboratory.

He was filled with a sense of loss

as he looked around for wdiat must

be the last time at the clothes she

had worn, all the little personal pos-

sessions that were such intimate re-

minders of her.

He started to leave, paused to

scan the note fastened to the door-

knob.

"Co right back and fix younself

some breakfast before you leave,”

she had written in her neat, dear

hand, "And come down again

soon.”

But he knew he n-ould not return.

.

She had helped him immeasurably

without knowing it. Without, this

interval he had been unwilling to

snatch for himself he would most

certainly have botched the final syn-

thesis on the prediction-analyzer,

that last vital link.' Now he had to

hurry, but he wished with all his

soul that he could stay. Pen had

no martyr complex.

Kalkan demanded.

"She won’t bother us. any more,”

Pen declared with a confidence he

did not feel.

Kalkan grunted. "You should
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never have let her come here in the

first place,”

Pen smiled thinly, “Ever try to

stop a redheaded woman?”
Kalkan muttered under his

breath, and Pen pretended to miss

his w'ords about the spoiled women
of the TIemisphere. The time was
not ripe.

"How’s the Delta coming?" he

asked.

The tight, colorless lips that

looked so out of place on Kalkan’s

heavy jowled face quirked. "Fin-

ished," he said. "Completely, en-

tirely. How soon will 5^ou have

doner with the prediction-analyzer?”

“Perhaps tonight, with any luck,

Let’s get to work.”

Kalkan held back.

“Tilford, do you not think we
should each put our completed for-

mulae in writing, in case something

should happen to one of us. In that

way the other would still have a

chance.”

Pen shook his head. Somepne
w'as getting overanxious.

"That’s impossible. You know
an S-S job won't reduce to symbot.s.

and besides it's not finished."

Kalkan nodded, his lips tight with,

exasperation. Hut lie -was not

through with questions.

"Connected to the analyzer—as

much, as you have finished—is some-

thing I do not completely under-

stand, It is siniilai' to the main
NRT transmuter. but with capaci-

tors of improper balance, and it will

produce an unfamiliar wave form.

A cross between <a sine curve and a
sawdooth—what one might call a

bulge-sided sa-wtooth^—with periodic
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varations of amplitude. Subtronic,

of course. Its field of influence, I

should judge, would fall not within

the hull but ahead of it. How does

it function ? Can you explain ?”

Pen thought fast, wishing he

dared lie. He was unwilling to re-

lease another shred of information,

particularly about that. He liad

taken too many risks already, -s^'ith

lives that were not his with wliich to

gamble. l>ut the other member of

their strange partnership was not a

fool. And besides— Somewhere
in the picture would be a subcon-

scious synthesis adq)t, more prob-

ably a co-ordinated staff of

And already they had the McKet-
rick basic.s. He had to stick to facts

—but withhold a few.

"Oh, the inaterionic corrector,”

he said. "If you split a high-energy

meson—say of above 3 X- Hec-

tron volts—in the brief period be-

fore spontaneous degeneration Into

an electron of like sign and a pair of

neutrinos takes place—you get a

startling effect. Part of the energy

seems to disaj^ar without being re-

placed by an ctiuivalent of additional

mass. That is an anomaly, accord-

ing to the accepted E = me- basic,

unless you take into account the ex-

istence of bound or unavailable en-

ergy, and materiiios of zero mass
iuid neutral charge.

"That is the basis for XRT, a
transformation of <a portion of ac-

tual matter—a portion, small enough
to be rq^rcscntcd Ijy the fraction

. -ry—. into potential matter in the
infinity

form of bound or unavailable en-

eigy associated with matcrions. But
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this fraction lias been an uncon-

trolled variable rather than a con-

stant, which accounts for arrivals,

or reconstitutions, higher in the

time scale than their accompanyii^

departures.

‘‘Spa<» warp and the time helix

are interdependent, and both are in-

fluenced by planetary mass. That’s

elementary radiation theory, and
when properly applied explains why
no off-planet NRT lias ever been

successful, why the moon ships and
exploratory expeditions to and
Venus before the war had to use

reaction drivers, rockets. The dis-

tortion is a variable, uncontrollable

until now I)y man liccause its origins

are on a cosmic scale.

"A war[>-5liicld is in effect a de-

vice for shunting bound energy to a

different position” in time-space

airvature, so matter teleported into

a shield arrives at some destination

quite different from the intended

one, missing in space or time Or

size-reference or perhaps dimen-

sionally.

"So the materionic corrector is

part of the necessary counterfactor,

just as the prediction-analyzer is.

'To penetrate the licmisphere shield

without d<‘stroyii.ig it and displacing

ourselves, we must lie ahead of our-

selves not only across the time helix

Inu across space as well, beiaig po-

tentially in d« infinite number of
places and times at once, by Earth’s

re ference frame.

"Of course as you increase the

fraction f matter present in poten-

tial form only, you increase the haz-

ards. I.eakage in reconstituting

might cause disastrous bodily and
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mcchaiio-structural omissions at the

end of teleport. And if the energy-

equivalent of even a few molecules

should revert from bound to avail-

able state you would have pure

atomic destruction. Not merely fis-

sion of the nucleus but complete

energy liberation, with God knows
wliat results.

“That's where your Delta field-

stasis work enters the picture. Dur-
ing the transitions to and from the

state in which we will be approach-

ing a hundred per cent matter in

its potential, bound-energy-plus-

materion phase, the Delta will have

to hold the localized time field.

Otherwise it would be—the end.”

Kalkaii’s face was wrinkled in a

frown, and I’cn did not blame him

at all.

“Of course words will not carry

the concept with any accuracy. Too
much lost in semantic vagueness.

But when tve’re no longer working

against ’ time for our very lives,

when we don’t have to worry about

imminent destruction, I’ll give you
the basics and you can run the sub-

conscious synrhe.sis yourself. It’ll be

a long job but you'll find it interest-

ing. although the concept itselt is

al.)surdly sim]>lc when you once hit

the track-.

“ \nd Td like to give your Delta

(le^•elopnlent an S-S going over,

too, when wc have a charice.”

"Certainly. Xaturally. Of course,”

Kalkan agreed too quiclcly and far

too heartily.

];hni wondered when Kalkan

—

ami those behind him—would make
iheir move and what form it would
take. One man, and a desperately

tired man at that, against—^how

many?

A couple of hours later Pen.w-as

prepared for the final session. Every-

thing he might need, tools and sup-

plies, had been assembled at hand,

for it was vital that results be inter-

preted into concrete form without

an intermediate stage of paperwork,

Letters and numbers were a con-

scious-mind cr^tion far too inflex-

ible to record subconscious con-

cepts.

That was the chief drawback of

tile subconscious method, the im-

possibility of reducing its findings

to writing or two-dimensional dia-

grams. Some day, Pen confidently

expected, a new “language” would

evolve in which the subtly complex

infoi*mation could be transmitted

from one individual to another with-

out complete repetition of its devel-

opment. But he was deeply grateful

that that day had not yet arrived,

that subconscious .synthesis was still

largely a matter of individualism..

He entered the egg-shaped hull

through the round port in the side

of the nose, edged through the

cramped control section, and

s(jueezed through a narrow hatch

into the windowlc3,s compartment

which occupied most of the space,

'^e ship was- stripped to essentials.

The tic in his eyelid had begun

all over again and his palms were

sweaty. He wiped them on ,his

coveralls and tried to force his mind
into blankness. Bur that was diffi-

cult when the slightest luisjiidginent

now would result in disaster—and

not to himself alone. Kalkan tvas
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no fool ... it must go so far and

no ’further ... his wrist watch was
ticking too loudly ... the others . , .

the McKetrick equations meant , . .

if Kalkan suspected that he sus-

pected . . - the rising wind was
whistling around tlie eaves of the

laboratory ... no. use.

“Harold." he called through the

open hatch. “Ihit a reel on the

machine.’’

“What do you want:’’

“Anything. But turn it up loud.”

The crashing, thu.videring chords

of “Gdttefdqiitmcrufjg.'' that pro-

phetic musical saga of tlie collapse

0 f an era, filled the laboratory. Pen's

mouth twisted in a wry smile. There

was sonietMng appropriate about

the music Kalkan had selected.

Somebody was going to get it, but

good ... if only he dared . , .

now . . . but . - . only Kalkan had

data for the Delta . . . data for the

Delta . . . not through synthesi.s . . .

must be co-ordination . , . matcrionie

corrector . . . humbug ... it he

guessed . . . Doris . . . Kalkan was
dangerous, even if ... if only Doris

cciuld know ... so at least she would

not hate his memory ... if she

' were alive ... if any were. . . .

Pen stared fixctlU at the «-ork-

light on the end of it? cable, Hi.s

pupil.-i contracted to pinpoints. Then,

abnormally, they dilated again.

se\eral minutes he sat absolutely

inotionle.ss, atid when he moved at

last his hands no U>nger trembled.

His mind bad shifted to the over-

running subconscious drive and his

maiiual dexterity was supernormal.

Almost as fast as a Comp's enor-

mously speeded reHe-Kes.
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The sweltering heat had broken

in a night storm and rain was drum-
ming on the metal roof, but Pen
was only dindy aware of it as he

staggered from the hull of the

escape machine. Kalkan helped him

to a cot. ,
'

“Complete he asked eagerly,

his pale c\es avid.

“Water." Pen croaked, giving

himself tinie to think.

•'Nothing left but co-ordin.'itiou,’’

he said at last. "Yrmr part and
mine. We can luin<ilc that ti^etber

without S-S. Then vvc'll see.”

He \vante<l the idea of incomplete-

ness fi.ved firmly in Kalkan's mind

—and those beliind him— for upon

it dei>ende(l his temporary safety.

After this last and most mind-

wracking session he needed a rest

I)efore the showdown.
.

“One hour, Ffarold," he said.

“Wake me then.”

Kalkan shook him at exactly the

appointed minute. Pen bathed hi.s

face in cold water and surrepti-

titmsly gave hi.s system the powerful

and unaccustomed slutck of a stimu-

lator pill. He was well aware of the

price he must pay, of the depressive

kickback sure to follow, but any-

thing could liappen now. Kalkan

—

or the others—might grctw over-

an.\ious. tie must l)e ready. And it

was worse than futile to make fixed

plans. Such preconceptions would

only liinder his mental flexibility.

Together they began connecting

the .sej>arate imit.s of the complex

mc'chanism to form an integrated

whole, the knowledge of each sup-

plementing that of the other but

each unable to explain completely
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even if he liad wanted to. Pen
gave the exterior of Kalkan's field-

stasis Delta only a cursory glance,

knowing he could never understand

it without tedious and painstaking

S-S study for which there was no

time.

Together they placed the last unit,

'file compact welding head winked

once more. Pen shut it off and

raised liis dark goggles with a ges-

ture of finality.

‘‘VVeU?’* Kalkan broke the si-

lence.

‘‘Tliat’s it. Now to calibrate.”

“No tests?”

j^cn looked pained. “Inside the

shield? We built this thing to es-

cape, not commit suickle. The first

time power goes on it’ll be make or

break.**

Kalkan looked doubtful but un-

ready to argue the point.

Their side-by-side position as they

walked toward the meter cabinet was

not as accidental as it appeared.

Soon, very soon tiow, one of tliem

must act.

The alann bell clanged stridently,

its barsh vibrations seeming to pene-

trate every fiber of Pen’s body and

;5bakc him into a shocked alertness

surj)assing anything before. Kal-

!can, too, was not the nerveless robot

he had appeared. A large meter

slipped through his hands with a

1 inkle of shattering glass as he

whirled. With sttrj:)rising speed for

one of his bulk he snatched up his

name rifle and raced toward tlie

door, muttering a foreign-sounding

lath Pen bad never heard before.

Kalkan—or someone—liad slipped
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again. Was it anxiety or overcon-

fidence ? Pen wondered in that

small corner of his brain that re-

mained apart and detached.

“Tilfordl” Kalkan growled, his

^•oice gutteral with rage. “It’s that

meddling woman again 1” He raised

bis weapon to the i>cephole beside

the door and leered across the sights.

“No !” Pen yelled. “Don’t shoot !*’

Kalkan’s. face was twisted witli

disgust as he turned, and he still

held his rifle ready.

“What matter? We can be gone

before the Proserves arrive.”

Pen thought quickly and pointed

to the wrecked meter.

“No duplicate here. Want to go

out with an. uncontrolled beta fac-

tor?”
,

Kalkan scowled. “Then send her

away.”

“Pen!” Doris’ voice came thinly

tlirough the wall.

“Go away!” Pen yelled. “Go on

home!”

“I won’t! You let me in or

else—!”

Pen looked meaningly at his angry

companion.

“If she comes in. she stays,” Kal-

kan declared.

“Until we leave,” Pen assented.

“By force if necessary.”

Pen knew that Kalkan would

do his utmost to see tliat she did

not leave alive. More tlian strategy

was involved. There was in addition

one of those inexplicable but potent

hates that sometimes spring up be-

tween two individuals as though by

instinct. But there w-ere things more

important even than Dori|.



Kalkan sneered openly as Pen.

unlatched the door.

A burst- of wind-driven rain

swept in with the girl. Her clothes

clung revealingly to her skin and
.water drippeci from the black plastic

case in her hand. A double frown-

wrinkle crossed her forehead and

her lips Were compressed. There

was. no warmth in her eyes, only

aversion and lurking fear, and in

her movements a desperate resolve

contesting nith nervous near-hys-

teria.

“What brought you out in this

storm ?” Pen asked, his voice sound-

ing unnatural even to hiinseif.

“This.” The girl set down the

box she carried and with a decisive

njovement raised the lid.

Pen whistled. “Where’d you get

it ?” he demanded, instantly on

guard. He recognized it as a testing

device recently developed by Pro-

serv technicians. ‘

She ignored his question.

Pen laughed mirthlessly, filling in •

the silence. “iMe? A Corap? Don't

be stupid, Doris.”

Tears gathered hi her eyes; “I've

got to Pen. Ganh you under-

stand ho.w I hate all this?”

“What are you going to do ?” he

asked -uneasily. Her presence made
the .situation more unpredictably e.x-

plosive than ever, and the sight of

her had done something to him,

disturbed his single-minded concen-

tration.

Once he had thought the entire

matter through calmly, even coldly,,

and had reached an inescapable de-.

eision, But now lie was confused by

her nearness and the danger in

which she had placed herself.

But Kalkan must still be made
to believe that his only motivation

was a fear-driven desire to escape

death.

“Put It oh,” she said, holding out

the headpiece of the brain-wave

tester. “If you’re not a Comp, 111

go away and never’ bother you
again.”

Then she, turned and stared at

Pen’s companion, and her purpose

showed in her expression. Concern
for her lover had made her under-

estimate Harold Kalkan,

Pen saw the change in the big

man’s stance. He dropped the head-

piece and lunged across the few in-

tervening feet just as Kalkan's

riile came up. His uutflung arm
.struck the stubby barrel and the

sizzling blue bolt shricke<l a hole

high in the wall. Kalkail gave a

hoarse cry of pure rage and tried

for another shot as Pen struggled

with him.

“Run. Doris!” Pen shouteel. She
had precipitated the showdown and
there could be no more sham.

But instead of racing for the

door she fumbled a compact explo-

sive pellet gun from a wet pocket and
stood indecisively in the middle of

the floor. Her tiny weapon was
half raised and her intentions were
obvious, but she had no chance to

fire without hitting Pen, too. Kal-

kan saw to that.

She was still standing there when
tlie lock. a«(i handle of the outer

door disappeared in a shower of

sparks.
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The Praserv who appeared in the

doorway did not" call for surrender

or pause to investigate ; in total

warfare such scruples led only to

defeats

Ile raised his gun, but Kalkan was

faster, tearing away from Pen and

unleashing a flame bolt A g^ing,

blackened hole appeared in the

Prosery’s chest and with a last con-

vulsive movement he squeezed his

trigger. His shop spattered in a

searing flash against the resistant

alloy hull of the machine beside

Pen.

Through the needles of flame that

danced before his eyes Pen saw

Doris struggling in Kalkams heavy

arms. -\nd he glimpsed another

Proserv who threw himself down
In the doorway behind the body of

his dead companion.

Kalkan fired again, holding Doris

as a shield, and although the Ixjdy

of the dead man absorbed most of

the blast the second Proserv

screamed in agony, his clothing

charred and his skin blistered. ICal-

kan backed toward the ship, his

beady eyes flicking from side to

side on watch for more enemies.

Pen knew that this was no chance

encounter. Doris must have called

in the securit}" force in response to

what she considered her higher

loyalties, and he did not blame her

or hold it against her even though

he saw nothing but deatli ahead-
death without victory, all his work
useless.

But perliaps it could be. without

defeat either. The Proservcs might
kill Kalkan, too. And Doris would

—

Pen staggered toward the port,,

knowing Kalkan must not reach the

control panel alone. Better that all

be destroyed.

Kalkan released Doris just long

enough to swing a stunning blow to

her head, and as she slumped he

scrambled through the circular port.

]''or an instant the opening was
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obscured in white scintillations as a

Proserv’s flan)e sliell exploded on

its rira, but Pen dived blindly head-

first in pursuit, knocking Kalkan

aside just as he started to swing the

heavy door shut* S>'iucihing struck

his head, hut even as- he slipped

mto luicoiisciousness he heard a

-scranihiing noise and two voices

raise<I in anger. A thud, popping

sound. Thci^

—

The door ^d^che^ clicked and the

power packs ga\x their deep-

throated himu

A Proserv slashed his way
through one wail oi the laboratory'

with a cutting torch and' raised the

powerful rocket projector that could

breach even the hull of a space-

ship. Then slowly he lowered it:

The big room was empty. The
target Imd ^at^isherL Teleported.

The 1‘roserv stotnl in stricken

motionlessness, expecting at any in-

stant the deadly Kiirasian attack-

diat -vvnuM mean the warp-shield

liad ccdlapsed.

Pen groaned and tried to rub his

burning eyes. But there -was resist-

ance. With quickening heartbeat he
discovered that luT hands were held

behiiid his back- I)v Miiuething thin,

and .shaq-) and mnielding that bit

into his wrists. "Wire. Pain Fully he
struggled to a sitting po.sition. TTi=;

ankles were wired, too.

The taking of prisoners was not

an F.urasiait custom, but a.s hi's Itrain

cleared he guessed with a siukitig

shock why he was still alir'e. Even
disassembling the prediction-analy-

zer without ftili undei'standing of

i.is:

its principles would not be enough

to reproduce it, and he, Pea Tilfotd.

was the only living person who held

answers;

Somewhere in the .darkfiess the

analyzer ducked like a roostii-ig hen

disturbed at night, cj'rrcctiiig hir a

major distortion, then vvent silent.

That told him lie had been uncon-

sciotLs an tinbcliexably short time—

^

or that there had ficen diiliciilty in

the waqi^shield and Ikirth's own
time-helix displacement- .‘\nd that

he- was in the power compartment.

Concussion, fillwl the air -with

shrill protests of straining metal and
Peti was tossed helplessU: about,

unable- to protect himself from the

bruising, gouging corners of ma-
chinerv', An<l then his breatii was
knoclced out a.s a body caromed into

his chest in the darkness. Instinc-

tively he swung his iKumd bauds as

!>est he could to grapple for a throat,

and for an instant hope rtqdaced

black despair, if he cnulcl kill Kal-

kan, before—

^

But the l»ody was too small, too

soft,.

'Hie ship pitched to anuth<-r tre-

mendous cf*ncussk>n and Doris wat^

whirled an ay before lie could de-
cide if she were dead or uiicoii-

sciou*:. Tie rememhercfl the scram-

bling soimds, the voiec.s. Ir musr

be Doris. So Kalkan wa^--
Then all other sounds were

drowned in tlie shrill wJii'-tlc of the

suhironk capacitors building up a
teleport charge. He forced ht.s

scorched eyelids aj«irt—^a'nd sau.

The plates and heave tubular leads

of tlte Delta glowed momentarily

a lambent green, as they should.
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He sighed witli relief that the

]?jroserv’s blast had not blinded him
permanently, but as the same time

that detached portion of his mind
tittered ironically. What matter now
whether lie were blind or not ? Kal-

kan held the winning liand.

The ship whipped into teleporta-

tion witli halt charged capacitors as

Kalkan liit the discharge button in

panicky haste. I'bc outlinc.s of the

glowing plates blurred and even the

darkness itself seemed to writhe

sickcniiigly. There was no sensa-

tion of time, whether instants or

ages, no reference frame for judg-

ing time.-

The writhing ended and Pen

found Iiimself plastered against the

floor as though he weighed a ton,

barely able to wriggle. The ship

buck^ and twistal, completely out

of control in the grip of tremendous

gravitational or pseiidogravitatiomil

forces.

1'he cax>acitors whistled, and once

more there was a period of writhing

emptiness. The oppressive weight

diminished, disappeared.

With rematerialization a surge of

radiant energy crashed through the

heavily insulated hull. Pen gasped

for breath in the stifling furnace

atmosphere and felt his skin prickle

strangely. Mixed-wave radiation,

'fhe power packs guttered omin-

ously as a bombardment of sub-

atomic partides brought them dan-

gerously near the effective critical

mass meant chain flssion and

explosion. Pen discovered he fdt

no fear. He was almost ready to

welcome the fladi and shodc that

would end every'thing. At least it

would end Kalkan, too.

But once again the capacitors

sang, and when the wracking, strain

vanished this time the ship hung
quietly. The heat was gone. Pen
had a chance to think, to wonder
where they had been, what had

happened to them, and where they

were now. But he found his brain

working slowly and vaguely, reject-

ing tlie wild surmises that flashed

like a series of di.sconneoted pictures.

They bad gone out uncontrolled

in Kalkan’s hurry to evade the heavy

weapons of the Proserv, without

destination settings. Now they were

—somewlierc. Pen wondered if the

psycho-compeller were caixible of

reaching across time and space and

dimensions to - - here — wherever

here was.

His shoulder muscles bulged as

he strained to free himself. Blood

oozed stickily around his hands as

the wire bit through skin and fledi,

but that was all. It did not even

loosen. He rolled over, tried to saw
it against a projecting comer, and
gave that too up as useless. From
the feel of the wire, the peculiar way
it grated against the steel corner, he

recognized it as frewite alloy of

high tensile strength and almost un-

believable abrasive resistance. There
bad been a coil left over from
the final work on the intercontrol.

Inside Pen’s head something

slipped, and for a full minute he

struggled and squirmed in a frantic,

terror-ridden and utterly undirected

effort to break free. Too much
subconscious synthesis at too fra^
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quent intervals had left his brain

oversensitized and vulnerable, and
claustrophobia, the blind panic of a

trapped animal, moved in and took

possession so that for a while he was

scarcely human. But at last his

body exhausted itself and he sub-

sided into shamed quiescence. Gradu-

ally there was a return of rational

thought, and with it came fatalism.

There was one more hope, a mil-

lion-to-one chance. But it could at

least ioW—them. Doris also would

die—if she-were not already dead

—

which was sad but unavoidable.

They would at least be dead to-

gether.

Entirely by sense of touch he

inched along until he encountered

the upright cylinder of a power con-

vertor. He felt its warmth and tlie

slight vibration of its whirling in-

ternal parts as he locked his knees

around it.

Then slowly, holding his breath,

he leaned backward with out-

stretched fingertips feeling for the

bare* copper bars that curved up

five inches apart. He touched one,

and from memory knew where the

other would be.

He pressed his wrists tightly to-

gether so the oozing blood would

form some electrical contact be-

tween them, and then -with an effort

of wtU plunged his metal-bound

hands between the conductors.

The wires vanished in a burst of

fire and vaporizing metal. Crimson

agony burned through bis arms and

wrenched at his chest But it was
over in a split second as the gal-

vanic effect threw him clear.

When his head cleared and he was

able to move, the remaining shreds

of wire fell away. He sat up,

alive, and began to claw at his

ankle bindings although each move-
ment sent knives of pain through, his

burned, tortured hands.

Blue-white, blinding light flooded

the power compartment as the hatch

opened. Instinctively Pen turned,

his eyes away from the glare. A
stray beam fell on Doris, huddled

and inert in a corner, her long bare

legs somehow pitiful in the way her

dress, still wet from the rainstorm,

was twisted high around them. Pen
thought he saw her chest move
slightly, but he could not l)e sure

and did not dare investigate.

“Tilford 'f Kalkan croaked from
the hatchway.

“Yeah?” Pen said dully, shielding

his eyes.

“We’re — lost! We’re — n-no-

where !” Kalkan was openly fright-

ened. “And the controls are dam-
aged. She did it.”

Pen blinked, using Kalkan's hesi-

tation to finish untying his ankles

but puzzled by the big man’s at-

titude. But if they were really lost

—

"She shot at me,” Kalkan ex-

plained. “Shock knocked me dizzy.

Then she tied you up before I re-

covered. Then I took care of her.”

It sounded plausible. Kalkan
must have been very busy at the

controls, too busy to tie him up.

Doris could have killed him, prob-

ably should have, but women^had
moments of irrational softness. Men,
too. He glanced at her motionless

body.
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“0eadr” he asked as though it

iv ere a matter of minor importanee.

Kalkaii shrugged, a noncommittal

gesture, and it took the full measure

of Peri'S self-control to keep from

leaping at his throat.

The window ports of the control

room were full of glaring brilliance,,

and Outside was an expanse of

luminous, hXlnimg nothingness with-

out \'is)bfe source. There was some-

thing completely alien to human
experience, something terror-inspir-

ing, about the light. It hurt not only

the eyes but the brain too> submerg-

ing Pen's normal scientific curiosity

in a passionate desire not to know
the, nature of this ahenness.

Dclilierately Pen ignored the out-

side and turned to the control board.

Instrument glasses were shattered

and lit one place the plastj^c panel

itself had been ripped, disclosing

the I'u.rcfully calculated maze of

wiring and tnbing beneath. It looked

like the result of an explosive pellet

from a gun siu'h as Doris had car-

)'ied.

ICalkan waited anxiously for Pen’s

verdict. His eyes -strayed to the

Delta field-stasis section of the

Imrd. but with a startling lack of

UTidcrstanding. Pen kept him wait-

mg longer tlian necessary while he

sludied tlie damage.

‘The iiitercontrol arid automatic

field stabilizer arc clear gone,” he

announced at last. "Beyond repair.”

Ivalkan made a rasping soimd in

his throat. "Hut we can get back?

]'o our own world? I did not mean
m bring u.s to—this. Or those other

— )3laces.”

Ther6 was something different

about Kalkan’s iiiovements, the

way he held his x>owerful body, even

about the way he spoke, something

hesitant and unsure, and slower.

Pen guessed the answer to one ofliis,

iinuttered questions about the

psycho-compeller. It wopld not

reach into this—place.

He frowned as he studied the

cluster of instruments transferred

from his helicar, the special record-

ing iristruments that had first put

him on the track of this concept.

They had been designe-d only lor

use within the Earth’s normal field,

without the artificial distortion of

the warp-shield. And they definitely

had not been intended for extra-

terrestrial or iriterdiinensional use..

There had beeit no time to develop

a suitable set. But lie hoped their

tracings in reverse might provide a

track, blazed trees in a. cosmic forest.

Otherwise

—

”Did you use ilie materionic cor-

rector at all?” he asked.

“Yes,” Kalkan admitted. “Wlien

the other controls failed to remove

us. from that great burning ball I

pressed the corrector stud in 'des-

peration.”

Fen wondered in what time and

what unworldly dimension that solar

mass nmv was. It must have been

a solar ma.ss in whose intense radia-

tion field they !iad materialized.

He watched Kalkan’.s face, al-

most refusing ro believe tliat the

man had been blind—and- still was

—to the full .signijicance of the

single adjusting handle and activat-

ing button of wliat he bad called

the materionic corrector. But the
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fleshy face showed only worry ana

fear, .without a trace of understand-

ing. Pen could imagine the turmoil

in the big man’s, mind. He was

imaccustnmed to being le.ft entirely

on his own and had missed the ob-

vious clues.

Ouickly, before his scrutiny \ras

noticed, l^en turned liack to the

recording instruments.

’dt's too complex tor straight

calculations. We’ll have to use S-^b

to figure power settings. You run

it, too, and we'll compare results."

He could ucjf resist making that

jibe. KalkauV e\es widened and

he opened his ruouih to protest.

"Irs our only chance. I'll stay in

here and bring the girl in with me.

I'm- used to her brain-wave pattern^

so she won't interfere, if she's still

alive.*'

Pen hoped this would go os'cr.

although it was stretching the con-

cepts of subconscious syntliesis

rather thin. It uh.ii lie Inal gucs>L(I

about Harold Kalkan were wrongs

—

“But it would l>c easier-—" Kalkan

remonstrated with callous hrutality.

and Pen felt sudden relief. Kalkan

was no adept.

“Yon’ie heard cd liMvtjtn," J’en

cut him off.. "We ma.c need her.

It—'*'

He half considered punciiing the

controls in a patteni that would

destroy the ship, at least keeping it

out of Eurasian hands. That would

be safe.st. Put it would onlc stave

oft defeat and eveuuialh- some

Comp would succeed in wrecking

the Plemisphere’s delicate defenses.

A stalemate that was slowlv but in-

evital'dv slipping not good

enougn. Now that detached, ob--

servant sector of hig mind was hum-
ming

.

ivith emotion, telling him

that the time for calculated, limited

risks had p»asscd. Win-or-go-busi.

Ihus It must be.,

Doris was lying exactly as he had

ki''t '-eeri tier, hut as be picked her U]>

her eyelids finttered. hniuediateU'

l.'tn swung .so that his bcxly blocked

Kalkaii's view and one burned,

lacerated hand damjicd across her

mouth. Her ewes looked up at him

in w(<rdk“ss ap]ieal and he was sure

then, in that instant, that he ivould

fight this tiling through to the end.

]-le waited until Kalkan had gone

reluctantly into the power compart-

ment and the hatch between them

was. closed, readjusting the valve of

the oxygen tank while he stalled.

1 hen he dropped ro tlie floor beside

the girl.

“.He's out of contact now,” tie

\^hi.^pe^ed. “A bit at lon>e eiuP
’

Her eves askesl a question.

“He has to handle the l>elta. or

we won’t make it l.tack, WY can’t

d,ti anything until then."

While iiTspetting- the tianiage be

bad found hi.^ blast pistol, drop|i<-d

from its holster a.s be diveil intti the.

.ship. I’le held it toward her limi

,fir-'<t, but still bcviaid her reach.

“You don't still think i'lna Comp,
too?” he asked anxiously.

“( )t course not ” Doris breathed

But rile 'iwnud a little too anxioui

to get !ier hands on the gun.

“Then whv did you tie me up?”
“You -were going to teleport in-

side the shield."

Pen undenstood the outraged hor-
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fur in her voice. For months every

program emanating from Vizaudio

Central had harped insistently upon
the theme that the use of a single

XRT unit would mean disaster, and
it was virtually impossible to work
with propaganda day after day with-

out being at least somewhat affected,

t'vven thinking of using NRT within

the Hemisphere was rank treason.

“AH they lacked was the proper

evahiatioii of the McKetrick equa-

tion.s, and they were on the track

of those. And we had to get at

least the basks of their Eklta ffeld-

stasis. We knew nothing about it.”

“Pen! You' knew?” She smiled

uncertainly, wanting to believe but

with doubt still nagging her mind.

He nodded soberly. “Yes, I

knew. But we had to string along

with that Comp and outguess the

whole J^urasian staff. They were
after our McKetrick data.”

His face grew grim and bleak.

"Only two of us knew, and Fritz

Qarvey’s death was no accident.

They got to him witli that infernal

tnachine of theirs and I had to kill

him before he could give away any
of our information.”

Doris gasped. Fritz Harvey and
Pen had been friends for years.

“I seem to be one of those natur-

ally immune people, but I couldn’t

trust ev'cn the Proserv after that.

Or you. Now play dead and shoot

fast when I give the word.”

lie gave her the gun. He had to

take the chance.

Her hand reached out to his. “Oh,

Pen! I’m so sorry!” She remem-
bered how Fritz had been almost

like a brother to Pen and knew what

anguish it must have cost him. But

the only cure for a Comp, as long as

the psycho-compeller remained in

operation, was death.

His lips set in a hard line.

“It’s done,” he declared.

Kalkan slipped somefiiiiig into his

pocket as Pen opened the hatch.

Pen guessed what it was but did not

dare make an issue of h. Not at the

moment. They still depended too

much upon each other.

“-Any answers?” he asked.

“I . . . had difilculiy.” Kalkan ad-

mitted ruefully.

Pen suppressed
, a smile. Kalkan

tvas bluffing, had been, all along. Plis

data had evidently come direct from

the Eurasian staff, and so far they

had given more than they had re-

ceived. He imagined there must
have been some heated arguments

about the advisability of risking their

licld stasis developments. Now if

only—

-

“That’s understandable.” He pre-

tended sympathetic understanding.

“Conditions are far from ideal.

We’ll liave to use my settings then,

without check. Ymu keep the Delta

stabilized and I’ll handle rransmuter

ixiwer. With the intcrcontrol

wrecked it’ll tal<e !)oth of ns on the

hoard.”

Kalkan ignored Doris as she lay

against the bulkhead, and Pen dared

not even glance at her for fear of

attracting his attention.

They strapped themselves side by

side in the twin chairs. Kalkan’s big

hands hovered tensely over his con-

trols as Pen called the power set-

tings obtained from liis instruments.
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Then Pen's hand caiiie down on the

discharge button.

The glaring nothingness was re-

placed by an utter unrelieved black-

ness that extended inside the ship as

well as surrounding it. Even the

luminous dials were invisible, hid-

den in the tangible negation of light.

Pen felt his body and mind degener-

ating in some hellish way that was

beyond al! understanding. His elbow

jabbed at Kalkan’s ribs.

The other man grunted and Pen
heard the switches of the Delta

begin clicking. The blurring sensa-

tion vanished but the darkness re-

mained.

“Watch it!" he complained. “That

was too close to total instability.”

He reset the power controls by

touch and memory and waited while

the capacitors recharged.

“Again,” he barked, and hit the

discharge button.

This time they were in a universe,

but not their own. Miniature plan-

ets shot hither and yon at tremen-

dous speeds on utterly improbable

looping orbits. The ship and their

bodies were huge and nebulous be-

side the system, and once a planet

passed in and out through the walls

as though they were nonexistent.

“Size reference wrong. Once
more.”

Both men breathed a sigh of relief

as the teleportation shock died away.

Far to one side floated the bluish-

yellow hall of a famiUar sun and a

few hundred miles below was a

globe that could only be Earth.

Through the shifting cloud shreds

they recognized the outlines of the
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Eurasian land mass. It was like

coming in from a moon rocket trip.

“Safe!” Kalkan muttered with

relief and satisfaction.

They were falling, and .the dis-

tance was too short to risk tele-

portation in this superpowered but

unpredictable machine. Pen knew
he could never make accurate desti-

nation settings by guesswork' alone.

He had a healthy fear for the Eura-
sian disruptor network and anti-

teleport shield below.

He reached toward another sec-

tion of the control board, until then

unused, and cut in the rocket tubes

which on this craft performed the

same functions as the rotors on
teleporting helicars, for short range

travel where there would be danger

of teleporting into a solid object.

Quickly he adjusted the throttles to

slow their drop, riding the jet dis-

charges against gravity,

Kalkan’s
.
head snapped around

suddenly as though he were awaken-
ing from a daze. He reached toward

a pocket.

“Now!” Pen shouted.

But from the corner of one eye

Kalkan saw Doris move and raise

her pistol. The ship lurched vio-

lently as one big hand chopped down
across the rocket throttles and under

unbalanced power the ship spun
violently end over end. Without
the support of seat belts Doris was
flung headlong against the wall be-

fore she could aim and fire.

The tiny explosive pellet weapwi
Kalkan produced looked like a toy

in the man’s huge fist, but it was a

deadly toy. He must have taken it
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from Doris. I’cii lunged for the

larger man’s wrist—and missed as

Kalkan anticipated the action and

drew back. The gun swung to

cover him and he could see Kalkan’s

finger tightening on the trigger. The

thin lips were parted in a snarl.

But then an intent, listening look

o^-erspread Kalkan’s face and slowl}-

he pocketed the gun while hate and

indecision mingled in Ihs eyes.

That lasted only a second, and

then with two quick motions he

nnsnapped the quick- release buckles

of his seat belts. His fists lashed

out. Ten’s liead rocked to the im-

pact of the blows and his sight

blurred. Delplessly, dizzily and

with a growing sense of defeat, be

realized what had happened. He had

waited an instant too long. Kalkan

had become a full Comp again, and

the Eurasian technical staff wanted

him alive in order to pick his sub-

consciou.s mind. of its knowledge.

If they succeeded

—

Deliberately he let himself go

limp: before he was beaten into un-

consciousness.

Kalkan struck him one liiore for

good measure and turned his atten-

tion to the controls. He changed

the settings, not fumblingly this

time but with .skill and speed, and
pressed the discharge button.

The strain was slight, for they

were teleporting without reference

to time-curve corrections or multiple

dimensions. A shield was the only

disturbing factor, the Eurasian

shield, and through the psycho-com-

peller Kalkan responded to its shift-

ing TO-ordinates.

Pen slitted one c.vc and glanced

through the forward port as air sud-

denly screamed around the ship.

Atmosphere. A few miles below as

they fell, looking- from this, height

like an exquisitely detailed model,

lay the multiple domes of the Eura-

sian Inner Citadel, that almost

legendary center from which the

autarchs controlled their realm,

nerve trunk of the Eurasian Com-
bine. Kalkan, guided by the opera-

tors of the p.sycho-compeller, had

brought them, through the hitherto

impregnable shield, something Pen

himself could never have accom-

plished.

Every hair on his body stood

erect and tingled as a disrupter ray

set at search focus brushed the

hurtling ship. Kalkan screamed

something aloud in a foreign lan-

guage, and as though in answer the

ray swept by without concentrating.

A trio of faint golden tractor

beams lanced iipward. The ship

jarred slightly and. steadied as they

took hold.

Kalkan’s reflexes were quicker

than those of any normal man.' He
saw Pen’s first movement of des-

peration and Ids hands closed vise-

like around Pen’s wrists. His fleshy

face -wore a malicious sniirk of

triumph now, a reflection of the

mood of his masters below. He had

only to maintain his grip a few

minutes longer, keep Pen helpless

until the tractor beams brought the

ship to ground. Then would come

—questioning—and after that quick

destruction of the Hemisphere.

Pen tried to jerk free and the skin

of his right wrist, att by the wires
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and burned by the electric current,

split and peeled away in Kalkan’s

iron grip. He winced as blood oozed

again from the raw flesh.

Blbod was slippery. That pecu-

liary detached portion of his mind
took note of the fact, ev’aluated it,

and the curtain of bleak despair

lifted slightly.

He twisted both wrists again in

Kalkan’s grasp,, enduring the nau-

sejiting pain as he deliberately re-

opened and deepened the wounds.

Then, his knee came up sharply.

Kalkan twisted his body aside but

the momentary diversion and slip-

pery blood were' enough. Pen
wrenched one hand free.

Before Kalkan could interfere liis

fingers had closed around the ma-
terionic corrector control and jerked

it full dowm.
Something stabJ>ed out from the*

ship as it hung tilted nose down in

the grip of the tractor beams. An
upward rush of force caught the

hull., hurled it end over end and
sent the Comp sprawling as the

tractor beams winked out. hie ut-

tered an inarticulate cry ofrage and

once more raised the pellet gun.

But by then Pen hafl nnsnapped

his s«it belts. They met in the

middle of the heaving floor, and
thi.s lime Kalkan lacked his abnormal

speed.

They grappled. Pen striving to

force Kalkan's weapon aside,, aiul

at last there was an instant in which

the tiny black muzzle pointed di-

rectly at Kalkan’s own chest. Pen's

fingers clawed for the big nerve at

the junction of Kalkan's shoulder

and fleshy neck.

They found it, dug in, and Kal-

kaii’s hand muscles clenched in

involuntary contraction.

Through the nose port, just as

Kalkan’s warm blood showered over

him, Pen caught a glimpse of a

ragged, raw scar in the earth where

Inner Citadel liad vsto(Kl, hall

shrouded in a fading cloud of bluish

luminescence.

The sobbing disturl)ed him. He
groaned.

The irritatingly repetitious souml

broke oflf.

“Pen!”

He opened one eye. The other

was sw'ollen shut. He moved and

pain told him he was alive, and so

she must be, too. But it meant
nothing. He remembered the blue

mist and knew he should be feeling

the*elation of victory. But instead

there was only exhaustion and de-

pression and the blind, unreasoning

anger he had known would follow

that stimulator pill taken earlier in
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the evening-—or had that been a

million years ago?

Doris glanced over her shoulder

from where she crouched at the

simple rocket controls. There was
a nasty cut across her forch^d and

iier clothing, like everything else in

the control room, was sprayed with

lCalkan‘s blood. But there was a

smile, on her face. That made him
furious.

‘'They’re destroyed,” she said in

an awed, small voice. “Shield,

psycho-compeller, Inner Citadel,

everything ! Pen, you did it
!”

The ship yawed and veered al-

tliough it was on an approximately

level course. She was a 1-ousy

rocket pilot. The air stank acridly

from the explosive pellet that bad

tom Kalkan to quivering shreds.

It Iiad been a nitro-type explosive

and the fumes were giving him a

violent headache. And the oxygen

was getting low.

“Not destroyed," he corrected

with irrational insistence upon ab-

solute correctness. “Transported,

To some forsaken dimension I’m

sure not going looking for—if they

reinaterialized at all. That thing

was a high-energy meson stream

modulated for energy level and in-

cidence velocities. Sort of a tele-

lx)rtation transmitter—without any

receiver. And now watch out for

our own dis-grid.”

“It's off," she announced. “Our
forces were coming through even

before we leveled out. Pen, the

war’s over
!"

That didn’t seem to matter either.

“Pen. Oh, Pen!”

He grunted sourly. Her \oice
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was keeping him from the blessed

balm of sleep.

“Pen, can you ever forgive me?
I know I made a mess of things,

interfered with all your careful

plans. But I didn't know. I \x2s
trying to save }ou from yourself.”

Her N’oice was tearfully appeal-

ing, but right then he hated her.

He hated her and the Jiarth and

this ship and the Itard door plates

and himself. He sensed some of

the possibilities in this thing the

enemy had helped him to create, and
be Imted those, too. Fast inter-

planetary travel without rocket

drivers, rnterstellar flight. Perhaps

even controlled tim.e travel, though

tliat was uncertain. *A.nd it meant

that when this riling was fully

understood a warp-shield would no

longer provide any defense against

teleported weapons—his mind shud-

dered away from the sheer com-
plexity.

This thing ^\ ould be a basic, upon
which thousands of new develop-

ments could be founded, and he

hated that idea, too. He hated

everything, liverjtliing was dis-

gusting. He remembered poor Fritz

Harvey.

But that one corner of- his mind

was still functioning clearly enough

to realize all this was a temporary

condition. That mental separation

was a warning of his overuse of

subconscious synthesis. He’d have

to leave it striHly alone for a long

^^b^e. There would be work to be

done, but he would have to turn

it over to others or go the way piwr

McKetrick had gone, into idiocy.

>Vliat he most wanted right now
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was the hammock slung between the

two trees behind his house, to relax

and sleep forever and ever in the

warm sunlight. But he would first

have to burn down hisr laboratory.

Othenvise impatience would get the

better of him and he would

—

That queerly active brain sector

was whispering strange and dis-

quieting suggestions about the things

that had happened. There had been

a. pattern, something more than mere
chance or luck. The workings of

Doris’ subconscious mind, active aK
though untrained in S-S tech-

niques? Possible. Probable.

Without her interference he
would have had little IE any chance,

too aware of what was at stake to

take the final risks. P.ut she had

forced his liand with all her actions.

giving him no diance to freeze up.

The subconscious mind was a
strange thing^and a woman’s suts-

conscious was twice as strange.

‘‘Can you forgive, me?’^ she re-

peated.

"No I” he said gruffly through

swollen lips. ‘T will not forgive

you. Not here. and noiv/'

.She gasped as thcaigh he had
slapped her.

“Later.” he said. “P>ack on that

little island near Samoa. When I

can use these hands again. Now
s'hut.-aip!” '

She made a strangled little sound

and the floor plates tilted under him.

She was a lousy rocket pilot.

But he was sound asleep before

she disccn'eretl she was actually

laughing.

THE END.

THE ANALYTICAL LABORATORY

With short space available this issue, we. will present simply the figures

—

and the brief comment that Jack WiUiam.son's yarn is obviously an outstanding

success. It garnered practically a unanimmi? fi?~t-plare vote.

Place, Story Author Points

1. . . . And Searching Mind (1), Jack Willhcmson U3
2. West Wind ^Murray Leinster 2.G1

3. Film of Death J. Scott Campbell 3..D

4. Her Majesty’s Alierration .Rene Lafayette 3.63

5. The Incredible In\'asion George 0. Smith 3.91

But we must mention that the ‘Tliiotimoline" article was miich discussed I

Asimov’s little hoax was both praised, enjoyed, and cursed.

The Edito*.
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NOTE ON THIOTJMQLINE

The essence of a poker-face
“shaggy dog'’’ type yarn is that it be

delivered ivith a straight face

throughout. The reader must grad-

ually, as he progresses, come
.to the

realization that lies been had. Be-
cause of this, the thiotimoline article

would hcpi’c been ruined by a

straight-fonvard statement ‘‘This is

a hoaxT But, gentlemen, 1 insist

that there ims fair warning to all

who read the heading 1 put on it!

And many letters indicate the item

zvas appreciated.

While I cannot promise that we’ll

give warning in bold-face type on

any future hoax articles, considera-

tions of the headings imli gwe a less

obvious warning. If you doubt any
article, check on the editoBs*head-

ing comment. The legitimate arti-

cles will have straight-forward com-
ment; the hoax-articles will have a

definitely tongue-in-cheek crack.

On thiotimoline, remember, I said:

TACKS

“This, one seems to have escaped

from the J.A.C.S.—probably by re-

questN That, I submit, was not a

comment to make on a legitimate

article discussing a discovery of such
immense philosophical importance

as thiotimo^ne would be if it were
real.

The Editor.

Dear Sir:

All references below are to the

article, “The Endochronic Proper-

ties of Resublimated Thiotimoline”

in the March 1948 Astounding
Science Fiction,

For twenty years I have been
reading your magazine to the ex-

clusion of all others of the type. I

am firmly convinced that many of

your writers belong to the same
fraternity that I do. The ideas

show in the stories. Never before

have I bothered you witli an epistle.'

Now, however, you must bear the

brunt of one.

I have sincerely enjoyed your
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vaiious artidcs tluit delved Into little

out of the way crannies of science,

Crannies which I seldom came in

contact with in any other way. It

gave food for thought. Truth is

stranger than fiction, I know, and I

believe that most of these articles

iiave been authentic.

So, in an accepting frame of mind
I struggled through the alxjve

named “article/' It- being some-

what out of my field, I did not rea-

lize it as being fishy until I started

checking. Needless to say I soon

discovered that it was an admirable

piece of double talk, l^xcellent, as

suoh. I and a librarian checked for

au hour on the bibliography—and
the library is eight miles from nly

home,

.

I love good double talk, but when
it makes as much sense as this one

did, it needs a warning, A quarter

I pay for the magazine. That is

enough. Four hours I should not

have to spend to prove I have been

took.

Also, -it makes me wonder, “Were
the other articles straight?’’ or did

I accept some for gospd? How
about the article on “R” time and
“T” time a while ago?—John C.

Ilackett, R. R. No. 5, Grand Rapids,

Michigan.

Dear Mr, Campbell

:

I must congratulate you On the

March, 1948, issue of Astounding

Science Fiction. Especially with

respect to—listed in order of pref-

erence— : Asimov’s “Endochronic

Properties” ; 2, Williamson’s “And
Searching Mind” ; 3, “Film of

Death,” by J. S. Campbell.

lit

Also for }^our editorial. I buy the

magazine each moiHh knowing that

the editorial will be of great interest,

regardless of the other contents,

1 found “Children of the Lens”

unreadable, Pos.sibly it is jny fault,

but within the admittedly great

framework, the novel seemed like

an endless succession of “and then

•—and then—and thens/’ Insuffi-

ciently reasoned or connected.

Now for my question: Is

Asimov’s “Endochronic Properties”

a hoax? If so, fine. It was thrill-

ing and thoiight jjrovoking. But if

it is not a hoax, please follow up
with an explanation of the negative

limes of solution. Do not know
when I have read anything so grip-

ping.

Williamson’s piece is simply su-

j>erb, and so is the “Film of Death.”

CoA-er, one of A-otir best. Picture of

buzzard, gaunt horse and broken

windmill by Pat Davis, outstanding.

Re your editorial : Has the C02
and H20 synthesis been tried with

various catalysts at varying- heats

and pressures ? Should be a promis-

ing line of research, and of great

importance.^—^Paii! Bergen, Box 216,

Clearwater, Florida.

Dear IMr. Campbell:

The most “astounding” thing in

the March issue of Astounding

Science Fiction was Mr. Asimov's

article, “The Endochronic Proper-

ties of Rcsublimated Tliiotimoline
!”

Despite the impressive title, I was,

at first, only casually interested in

the article but I read it. I read it

again and then a third time and
then a fourtfi. Itvas'dazed! I was

astounding SCinXOK-FIOTlON
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astounded I I sliowed the article

to a half-dozen different people and

discussed it with them. They^ too,

were dazed, amazed, inci*edulous.

'Hiere were the references, graphs,

tables, ct cetera.

Not one of us even considered the

possibility that it might be a joke!

However, at a meeting of the Los

Angeles Science Fiction Society one

of the members gently pointed this

possibility out. Still dazed, 1 de-

cided to check further : Displaying

my usual brilliance, it took me but

an hour’s research at the library to

discover tliat the references were

entirely fictitious

!

What a relief ! Although, it is

not immediately obvious, the whole

structure of science and mathe-

matics would crumble if such a little

**fact” were true.

I’ve been wondering about the

other article' in the magazine.

DeCamp even has photographs in

his, but still

—

This was a good issue : William-

son, Hubbard, T-einster, Smith, de-

Camp, Asimov, Ley, your editorial,

and—Sliades Of The Past!—John

Scott Campbell. I would have called

it if yon had had stories by

Don A. Stuart, A, E. vanVogtt, and

Lewis Padgett, but tliat would re-

quire a good deal more pages.

If oidy Astounding were bi-

weekly—or, at least, Iiad another

hundred pages

!

Xew^s travels fast among sciencc-

Iktioii fans. Especially, good news

so by now almost everyone knows

about Street & Smith’s intention to

issue an Unknown Annual. Let’s

hope it’s an omen of things to come.
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—Arthur Cox, 1203 Ingraham

Street, Los Angeles 14, California.

Sony on the title duplication. But

a hoax article,- to he delivered

%oith the necessary poker face,

must be camouflaged as an article.

Dear Hr. Campbell:

Please allow me to be included

among tliose who will write you to

this elTect:

“T..0 I How liave the m%hty fal-

len ! O Dy-an ! O Kolia ! O, divine

Rad ! O, for shame ! for shame
!”

.All of which refers to a slight

editorial aberration in allowing

Author G. O. Smith to entitle his

story “Incredible Invasion” when

that title liad already been used in

tlie 1936 rerial by Mr. [.einster.

Secondly, it was probably an over-

sight to include the story by Mr.

Asimov in the '“Articles” section,

when its obvious place was in the

“Probability Zero” section. Mark
Twain is alleged to liave inserted a

l^an^^ph of nonsense right iu die

middle of a narrative, but in this

case the effort by Mr, Asimov was

apparently much more noticeable.

Needless to say, I enjoyed the at-

tempted dissertation of fact and do

not doubt that many will have been

led astray.

Some of the best science stories

have apiicared as a result of these

articles in the past, so please con-

sider this a request for more. How
aljout the latest reports on Venus

and Mars as an aid to the fiction-

ccr.s?—Tom Lovejoy, 536 Merri-

mac Street, Oakland 12, California.
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If Thiotimoline were put on a flea’s

off hind leg, and the flea placed

near water, would the thiotimoline

be able to know which way the

flea would jump?

Dear Mr. Campbell

;

I wish to take the trouble to make
some additions to the information

given in the article about thiotimo-

line by Mr. Isaac Asimov. I have

been in communication with Dr. P.

Krum and with Prof. G. H. Freud-

ler for several months over the

effects of psychological states of the

experimenter on the solution times

of the chemical.

It has been discovered that the

plateau volume, i. e„ the volume at

which the solution times cease to

increase, is not a true plateau. The

curve changes direction continu-

ously at 1.09, 0.04 seconds short of

the figure given by Mr. Asimov, in

the case of water, and flattens into

a more slowly rising curve that may
be obscured by impurities in the

chemicals. The thiotimoline used

by Krum, Freudler, and me is of

the fourth resublimation instead of

the second, being just that much
purer. The water purified especially

for these experiments had the mini-

mum of impurities. The endo-

chronometer was built with ail

electrical circuits super-cooled to

reduce resistance, thus gaining

greater accuracy of recording. The
thiotimoline tube was kept at the

constant 25.00*. The maxima of

the curve obtained in these experi-

ments is, or, I should say, would be,

1.157 at infinity.

It should be noted that these ex-
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periments were performed by only

a few ardent researchers. In order

to discover the effects of psycho-

logical states of the experimenter on

the solution times, a group of chem-

istry of definite temperament types

were chosen and indoctrinated with

certain statements in order to make
certain that their reactions, anticipa-

tions, feelings, et cetera, would be

known at the times of the experi-

• ments. Solution times varied defi-

nitely witii the type of individuals

doing the experiments. The relaxed

individuals liad the greatest solu-

tion times ; the tensest, the shortest

;

the assertive individuals had average

or mean times. Different degrees of

relaxation, tenseness, and assertive-

ness liad different degrees of effect

on the solution times. There also

appeared to be a co-relation between

these psychological states and the

somato-t3?pes formulated by Sheldon

in his “Varieties of Temperament”,

with fat students being most re-

laxed and getting the longest tunes,

the muscular ones being most as-

sertive and getting the aver^^
timeSj and the leanest ones being

tensest and getting the shortest

times. There were, of course, ex-

ceptions, the most significant being

one student who is definitely of the

I«m, tense type. This student is

thoroughly trained in the methods

of Korzybski’s general semantics.

He obtaiti^ solution times 0.002

greater than those of the student

who got the next highest. Of course,

there must be many more experi-

ments before such 'information can

be accepted into the body of sdeii-

tific knowledge.—Kenneth H. Bon-

i«i

iiell, 4749 Baltimore Street, Los

Angeles 42, California.

The True (f) story of the mys-

terious Reelfoot Lake.

Dear Sir

;

I read with interest 3’our recent

article, “The Endochronic Proper-

ties of Resublimated Thiotimolinc,”

by Isaac Asimov, It was very in-

teresting and quite thought provo-

cative. However, the amount of

material presented was barely

enough to whet an enormous appe-

tite. I should like to see more re-

search conducted and presented on

this fascinating subject.

From the sketchy information

about the chemical make-up of

thiotimoHiie available in Mr. Asi-

mov’s article, the chemical seems to

be very similar in composition to a

substance developed a few years aga

by “Micran Research, Inc.,” a com-

pany tlien. situated in Reelfoot,

Tennessee.

We had been investigating for

some time the properties of hydro-

philes in hopes of finding some

method of fertilizing to combat the

drought conditions then prevalent

over the entire Mississippi V’allcy.

Our substance—-we never named it

other than its laboratory designa-

tion, R-23—seemed to hold the most

promise so our investigations soon

centered around R-23. We had

hoped 'to find a hydrophylic com-

pound which would attract and con-

dense moisture about itself. PUu»i

about the roots of a plant, it would,
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in effect, water the plant continu-

ously. How disasterously well we
sttcceeded remains to be shown.

We discovert 1 tliat, with the ad-

dition o[ a certain coinpoiind, R-23

lost its dry flakiness and became

hard—metal hard. This fact dis-

^torted our purpose and changed our

research to new lines. We made
wire, rods, and various otlier shapes

and extrusions of the new R-23.

It was now that we made an im-

portant ohservation.of the properties

of the compound. It attracted mois-

ture at a tremendous rate and ab-

sorbed this moisture in through the

sides and ends of the wire. Well,

the tejidency to absorb this mois-

ture created terrific head inside the

wire. The ends had obviously less

absorbing area and therefore less

l>re.ssiire. The result of this was a

needle-fine jet of water, the dianieter

the same as that of the rod and a
velocity equal to the theoretical

\/2GTi, where H was found from
H=6.27 times the diameter of the

rod squared. It was here that about

five of the company engineers—in-

cluding mySel f—had—simultane-

ously—the “Great Idea”. Here was
the answet to a water-hung^ Mis-

sissippi Valley. Make one-inch

bars of R-23, cut them into two-foot

lengths and furnish one to every

garden in the valley. Steel caps

attached to the ends would allow the

wafer to flow only when wanted.

Once conceived, the project didn't

take long to coniplete. In the short

interim of two weeks, every garden

in Reelfoot had its “R^pipe”, and

ever}' pair of lip.s had its warning

to stay closed. The news never did
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leak out and the true story hasn’t

been told until now.

You see, the R-pipes were made
with one end permanently capped

and the other with a removable cap

for when the R-pipe was used. It

was expected that the pressure at

the former end would back up and

cause twice the pressure at the ot)ier

end. But such was not the case.

'I'he water kept coming from the

open end at just the same velocity

as when both ends were open, and

the pressure merely kept building up
higher and higher behind the cap

on tlie other end. Well, sir, the

R-23 was all from the same batch

and the same was true with the

steel ill the caps.. Also, there were

enough R-pipcs made the first after-

noon to supply all of Reelfoot, and
there production stopped until tests

were complete.

Exactly eleven days and some-odd

minutes after its—^shall we say-
delivery, the first of those pipes

blew its cap. Three more soon fol-

lowed,, and, before the day was over,

ihe entire group were projecting

>heir respective one-inch streams of

\\ater. In a few hours there was

a foot of water in the streets of

Reelfoot. Nestled as it was be-

iween Beckers Ridge on one side

anda series of low hills on the other

Reelfoot had little chance of ridding

itself of the excess water. When
ihe water continued to rise, some of

us reaKzed the possible danger and

urged the inhabitants of the little

town to leave while they could. Most
of them diif, but some— Well, you

know the rest! When the crest

reached about thirty feet, the un-

154

imagined tons of water proved too

great a suddenly added burden to

the soft, underlying niagma of the

earth’s crust and the entire valley

sank.

When asked about the cause of

the Reelfoot disa.ster, scientists, due

to the lack of the essential informa-

tion, were forced to blame the cata-

clysm on an earthquake. Here is

the real story.
# !{** ’i'

I’m mighty glad to sec that you

have again accepted “Probability

Zero” back into the fold—but why
didn’t you call it by its true name?

—G. R. Bryan, Box 2379. Univer-

sit}q Alabama

Ah, yes, the turbv-cncabulaior . But-

voH should give credit to its hard-

:vorking inventors—The Arthur

D. Little research organkation!

Dear Mr. Campbell:

It was with considerable interest

that t read ]\Ir. .Asimov’s article,

“The Endocbronic Properties of

Reriiblimalcd T h i o timo 1 i ne”

CMarch. 1948). No doubt chem-

ist.s will have greeted this singular

compound with the same enthusiasm

tliat mechanical engineers a short

time ago afl'orded to die invaluable

device, the 'I'urbo-Encabulator.

Perhaps }'ou arc already ac-

quainted with the above gimmick.

If not, maylx: you would be inter-

ested in the Ixisic principles, copi-

ously derived from the report as it

fell into ni}' hands

:

I’lie idea here, as in ordinar}’- en-

cabulators,, was to perfect a machine

STOTTNinXC SOlUNI'Jfl-TfTrriON-



which would not CMily su{^ly invert

reactive current for use in unilateral

phase detractors, but would also be

able to automatically synchronize

cardinal grammeters. The only new
principle involved is that the power,

instead of being generated by rela-

tive motion of conductors and
Buxae, was produced by nodal in-

teraction of negetereluctance and

ca|)acitive -dir^fctance.

Mr. Asimov is, of course, familiar

with the fuels—high S-valve phenyl-

hyclrobenzamine and five per cent

ruminative tetryliodohexamine, both

having specific pericosities given by
P-2.3 phase disposition. C is Chol-

mondeley’s annular grillage coeffi-

cient. Incidentally, n was first

measured with the aid of a meta-

polar refractive pilfrometer—the

report refers us to L. Rumple-
verstein in his ^‘Zeitshcrift for Elec-

trotechnistaticherdonnerblitze”, VoU
VH—^but this is considered de-

cidedly inferior to the transcenden-

tal hopper dadoscope. (See "Pro-

ceedings of the Peruvian Nitrate

Association", June, 1914.).

Experimentation was halted and
the works generally fouled up dur-

ing (X)nstruction, mainly because no

one realized the full importance of

the great quasl-piestic stresses in the

specially designed studs holding the

'roffit bars to the spamshaft.. En-
gineers overcame this wanding

simply by the addition of jibing

sockets.

At the present time the turbo-

encabulator has reached a high point

of development. It has successfully
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1)een used iu the remote Control of

high-speed squibble-didgins, and
may be applied wherever a barescent

sker motion is required in conjunc-

tion with a drawn reciprocating

dilute arm to reduce sinusoidal

d(^leneration.

I sincerely hope Mr. Asimov’s

article will be the inspiration of a

series dealing with similar progress

in other scientific fields.

FOR THli LAB:
1. ‘‘West Wind. Very good.

2. . . And Searching Mind”,

We hope Williamson gets

rid of them tliis time!

3. “Her Majesty’s Aberra-

tion”. This is a good series.

Don’t let it get backy.

4. “Film of Deatli”. Well put

together.

5. “The Incredible Invasion”.

Great Kippered Komrauta-
tors! Not one of these

again? There was a time

when we panted after Snnth,

but this latest opus should

be read under tlie hood. As
» a friend, I beg him to take

a desen-ed rest, and restore

his good old self.

Art work is improving. Alcjan-

di-o’s covers are superb, and Cartier,

Orban and Rogers in the clear-cut

school of illustrating liave Napoli

and Elliot, devotees of the sloppy

style, beat by a parsec. As to Pat
Davis, one issue is crude, the next

passable, and this final, downright

good* We will hold our breath.

1S6

Talvc Don A. Stuart out of moth-

l>al)s, will you, John?—J. C. May,
2334 X. 76tli Court, iillmwood Park,

Illinois

Brother, your iteck is out about a

meter!

Dear Mr. Campbell

:

Please tell Master Jack C. Rea
that youngsters should be seen and
not heard. Truthfully, I fully

^freed with bis opinioiw, but my
letter—incidentally my first to any

magazine, although I once submitted /

a manuscript—rejected, of course—*^

was occasioned Ijy his statement in

the February issue that he has 102

copies. I immediately went and
counted mine, to find that I liave

161.

Including these, and those of die

next three or four better known
magazines, I have a total of 487.

To the first writer who can top niy

score, I’ll give him any copy I have,

issued in 1940 or eirlicr.—Clarke B.

Spangler, Jr., 11730 Otseg?? Street.

N. Hollywood, California.

Look again, Tom—/ used the oxv’

gen question as an illustration of

a highly important reaction that

could not be worked out with

radioisotopes.

Dear John:

I always read your editorials first

in Astounding. Your science and
predictions are usually quite accu-

rate and very interesting. However
in the March 1948 issue your prin-
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cipal example of the use of isotopic

tracers was an unfortunate selection.

The question you proposed, “But

—

does the free oxygen come from the

water or from the carbon dioxide

—

how does that reaction proceed."

.This problem was solved by the use

of 0^® in 1941. (Ruben, Randall,

Kamen, an<i Hyde, J. Am. Chem.
Soc., 63, 877 (1941.) The oxygen
comes from the water.

The use of the isotopic tracer

technique is rapidly becoming one of

the most important reaction mecha-
nism devices ever developed. How-
ever, it is a mistake to believe that

the end objective of a research pro-

gram is dependent upon the reaction

mechanism. In the majority of cases

the objectives are attained before we
work out the inuchanisra. However,
the principal value of understanding

the mechanism of any type of re-

action is that it then can be used to

predict new. and perhaps, reactions

tliat would not have otherwise been

suggested. Thus the advance can

be made faster in any given field

if the reaction mechanisms and
rates are known.

Glad to see you are keeping As-
tounding to its high level. 1 w^on-

der how many people are going to

believe Asimov’s very clever “ar-

ticle”, on Thiotimoliner Being
placed in the Article section will

fool some, I believe.—Tliomas S.

Gardner, 155 Jackson Avenue,

Rutherford. \ew Jersey.

**•*•

FANTASY READERS

YOU’LL WANT
THE CHECKLIST

OF FANTASTIC LITERATURE
Edited bp Everett P. Bleiter

• Indisppusable bibliography. Lists
all knowD scleoce fiction, fantasy,
and weird books in the English lan-
guage. Every fantasy reader nuut
have this guide to thousands of
fantasy titles; every collector needa
this book to increase Ms fantasy
collection. Attractive wrapper by
Hanues Sok.

WHO COES THERE?
by John IF. Campbell, Jr.

• Seven novelettes b.v the editor of
Aatoandiny Seieace-Fietion, written
under the T>on A. $<tuart pseudonyin.
Includes Tu-iHaht. Niyht, Dead
Knoicledoe, aiHi the classic

.
title

story of weird antarctic horror.
Wrapper in full color by Hauueb
Bok.
First SdO copies autographed

Ready July i: $3.00

SLAVES OF SLEEP
by L. Ron Hubbard

• A novel of thrills ami high ad-
venture from the pagts of I'a-

known. Tiger, pirate and rogue,
lives two slinulTnneouH lives—one in

the prosaic here and now— the other
in the fabulous world of the Jlon.
Handsome wra;>per iit full color.

First SSO copies autographed
Forthcinning: $3.00 I

THE WHEELS OF IF
by L. Sprague de Camp

• The author of Lest Harkncaa Fatl
In a collection of inudcap fantasy
whackier than Thorne Smith at bis
best. The title novel and seven
su{>erb fantastic novelettes, includ-
ing The Gnarly Man, The Ifermon,
and The IForrior Race. Wrapper In
full color by Uannea Bok.
First SCO copies autographed

Forthcoming: $3.00

These books may be ordered' from
your bookselter, or directly from

SHASTA PUBLISHERS
5525 Bloekitene Ave., Chicago 37, HI.
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BOOK REVIEW

“One. Two, Three . . . Infinity”

Facts and Speculations of Science,

fiy, George Gamov. The Viking

Press, New Ydrk. 1947. 340
pages with 128 drawings by the

author and 8 plates.' $4.75.

“Hooks exist for one of two
purposes— they’ll either instruct or

entertain.” This, at least, is what
I liave read in a number of places

and I do remember quite, a number
of highly instructive books which
were not one bit entertaining. An
entertaining book containing no in-

struction whatever is a bit harder

to imagine, but it might be possible.

But every once in a while you come
across a book which entertains by
way of instruction. And because

Professor George Ganiov’s ‘‘One.

'i'wo. Three .. . Infinity” belongs

to' this admittedly rare variety I

iliink it only fair to start this book
review with a warning.

If. what I write should cause

anyone to buy Gamnv’s hook, he

should make sure that that evening

is absojutely date-free. It might
also be useful lo station your wife,

mother, maid or whoever is Iiandy

by the telephone to lie on your be-

_J)alf about your being not home, in

bed with a cold, out-of-town or

whichever excuse comes handy. Be-

laS

cause when you get home with the

hook }'ou are likely to, open it. And
then,, unless you have the will power
of an average T-ensman, nothing,

else will he done on that evening.

I know, it happened to me.

It is easy to ask what the theme

of the book is, but it is hard to an-

swer this question. It is much
easier to describe how one may.
visualize its contents. You imagine,

to begin with, a scientist, an in-

telligent man with a sense of humor,

a specialist who avoided Ijecoiniiig

one-sided. In short a man like

Professor Gamov. Then you imag-

ine that Professor Gamov has

cnoii.gh time to visit }-ou every

evening for about two weeks nm-
niiig. Then yoit imagine that you
have a few friends who know just

a little bit al)out science, about half

of what everybody was taught in

high .school and that these, friends

will ask an intelligcirt question from
time to lime. But their main func-

tion is to be .silent and to listen,

.\nd then you get Professor Gamov
going— I don’t know how, a few
good questions might do the job

—

and the result will be an extended
.scientific gabfest, ranging from the

theory of numbers to mathematical

ideas about space and four dimen-
sions, with some atomic energy and
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the arrangement of genes in chromo-

somes thrown in and ending up with

the new Weizsacker theory about
the noncatastrophic formation of

solar ^sterns which not only ex-

plains ^1 the facts but also makes it

more than just highly probable that

every sun has its family of planets.

(Down with Moulton and Cham-
Ikrlin!)

This is how “One, Two, Three
.• . . Infinity” might have been writ-

ten, although the probability is that

it originated with the painful slow-

ness with which writers give birth

to such books. Seriously speaking,

the theme of the book is really in-

finity and how you approach it,

whether it is the infinity of pure

numbers—proof that the largest

imagined prime cannot be the largest

prime—the infinitely small of the

Microcosmos, the infinitely complex
of molecular motion, the infinitely

large of the Macrocosmos.'

The book begins with a section

called "Playing with Numbers.”
Among the examples is the famous
Tower of Brahma, a brass plate with

three vertical needles and a stack

of sixty-four circular disks on one
of the needles. The disks diminish

in size, the largest is at the bottom

and the smallest on top. The priests

have to transfer these disks to an-

other needle, the rules are: one
disk at a time, and a disk must be

put only on a needle which is either

empty or on one where there is a

disk larger than the one in transfer.

It can be done, but it is tedious,

(punting one move per second,

twenty-four hours a day and three

liundred sixty-four and one fourth

BOOK REVIEWS

days per year, the re-establishment

of the complete Tower of Brahma
on another needle would take 58,000
billion y^rs! After this intro-

duction to, numbers which are

merely large—in that rase 2** — 1

seconds—^youll be introduced to in-

finite numbers and how to deal with

them, much of it based on the work
of Professor Cantor whose methods
are explained by reference to Afri-

can Hottentots who can’t count

beyond three.
, ^

Then we get into “pure” mathe-
matics, defined as branches of

mathematics “incapable of any ap-

plication whatever.” There is the

famous prime number proof which,

astonishingly, has come down to us
from classical Hellas. You imagine

a very large number which fulfills

only one condition, that of being a
prime. Then you multiply all prime
numbers, 1 times 2 times 3 times 5

times 7 times 11 times 13 and so on
up to and including that very laige

prime. You add "1” to the result.

You have a much bigger prime num-
ber because, since “1” has been
added, it is not divisible by any
other. No, we don’t know how to

construct large primes. Fermat
thought that it could be done this

way:

2^ + 1 = 5

2="
-f- 1 = 17

+ 1 = 257

2=*
-f 1 =: 65,537

2*" + 1 = 4,294,967,297



but then Enter proved that the fifth

of these numbers is not a prime.

It- is the product of 641 times

6700,417.

Another formula ad\-anGed was
— n. *1- 41 where n ='

1, 2> 3, 4,

et cetera, et cetera. This torraula

holds good for the first forty steps,

the forty-first does not yield a prime.

T'he formula — 79 n -j“ 1601 is

even worse, it functions for the first

seventy-nine steps, the eightieth

goes uTpng! (It must be nice to

prove something like this in sonre-

body clse’s formula, but what if you

are the one vvho thought ttp the

formula ?)

The section of “Unusual Proper-

ties of Space” contains something

ihat one may profitably forget as

quickly as possible—else h will

waste time like mad, your time. It

is the question t What is the mini-

mum number of colors with which

to print a map so that no two ad-

joining nations—or states, or coun-

ties—have the same color? The
only mathematical proof that works
is that five colors will always l)c

sufficient. But nobody has e^'e^

lieen able to draw a map, actual or

imaginaiy, for which four collars

wouldn’t do the job; ITow to ac-

count for that one additional color

between e>:pericn,ce, imagination and
mathematical proof-?

Professor Gamov has a' fine time
with the ’T.,aw of Statistical Bc-
liavior” which he calls tlie “Law of

Disorder.” There we have the case

of the drunk who \valks away from
a lantern. He takes a few steps in

one direction, then malces a turn.

shallow or sharp, to any other direc-

tion, a few steps straight ahead, then

another unpredictable turn et cetera,

et cetera. Question; How far is

he from the lantern after- a given

ninTiber of walks and unpredictable

turns? (.\nswer: iMost probable

distance is the average length of his

-straight-line wallts, multiplied by

the square root of their number.)

Xow, of course, you know that

the molecules in the air perform just

such random movements. And just

as a number of drunks might for

once move away from dieir lantern

in the sante direction, all the mole-

cules of the air in your room might

for once move in the same direction,

possildv to the corner in which you

are not .so that you get. a severe case

of anoxia in a .sea-level atmosphere.

'I'he probability tliat that happens

exists, it is

]Q?U9'3y0.333.p00.399.nCt0.993Ctyo-IS8

seconds from the starting point of

the universe, whidi is by now 10^^

seroad-S old.

Of course if you don't consider

a whole roomful of air but a small

space, ^^y a cube with an edge

1/100000 of a juillimeter long, you
will find that oiice in every second

there is a fraction oi a second wlaere

half the cube is empty'. Considering

such small spaces there is a so-called

iluctnation of density which is not a

remote po.ssibility, but constant fact.

Lt i-s this fiuctuation of density

which make.s the sky look blue by
scattering the blue ray^s and which

]>roduces the reddening o.f the sun

when setting.
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So far J only knew that a virus

is something ver^ small and if

pressed I might have remembered

that the—spherical—influenza virus

measures 1/lOth of one micron.

Kut from Ganiov's book I learned

to my surprise that the tobacco

mosaic virus—about 3/lOth of a

micron long and 0.15 microns across

—is about “a t)u)usand atoms long”

and “soine fifty atoms across.'*

Which tneaiLS that this virus, in-

dubitably a form of matter which

\ve must call “living”, consists of

only about two million atoms, pro-

vided it is solid. It might be hollow,

being a coiled molecular chain, in

which case it would consist of a

mere (|uarter million atoms.

These arc some small samplings

ancl siiK'e T hap|>ei\ to know that

Dr. von Weizsacker’s theory of the

noncatastrophic formation of solar

systems will be discussed at length

in Astounding by Dr. K. S. Rich-

ardson I am suppressing the strong

temptation of summarizing Dr.

Gamov's summary of that theory.

Of course you don’t have to wait,

you can read it in the book tonight.

Except for the photogniphs all

illustrations are by Dr. Gamciv lum-

seif. They are not masterpieces of

draftsmanship, but they are very

charming. And they drive hcune

their point.

Willy key.

George U. Fletcher: “Tlie Well of

the Unicorn,” William Sloane

.\ssociates. Inc., IF) West 57th

FANTASTIC FICTION FOR SALE
PART i— MA«AZINC$

• AstoundmKS— 1931-1947—Thousands of copies to choose from all .it $1.00 e<ich

• Unknowns—1940-1943—Not so many—4>ut still plenty in stock. .. .your choice l.OO esich

• Amaaings—1927-1947—Any copy whatsoever 1.00 each
• Wonders—1930-1947—Any copy indeed 1,00 each .

• Weirds—1934-1947—Most all cotaes in stock 1.00 eacli

• F.F.M.—1939-1947—Any issue 1.00 each

Startlintt. Fantastic Adventures, Strange Stories. Captain Future, Planet. Oriental,
Magic Carpet, Tales of Wonder, Fantasy Comet, Sufier Science, Astonishing.
Marvel, etc all copies 1938 on up $1.00 ea^

PART II— FANTASTIC FICTION IN BOOKS
1. Skylark of Spact—Autographed 11. Slack Flame—S. G. Weinhauin. . . .$.1.001. Skylark of Space—Autographed

copy—Smith $3.00
2. ShcehouttiA of I.P.C.—Auto-

graphed copy—Smith , 3.00
3. Fo.r JVotnan—A. Merritt 4.00
4. kfightieet Machine—J. W. Camp-

bell—Autogr.'iplieil 3.00
5. Sian—A. jt. Van Vogt 2.50
6. Dej-it and the Voctot— D. H.

Keller 2.50
7. Laud of Unreason—Fletcher Pratt. 2.50
8. Book of -A. E. Van Vogt... 3.00

9. Legion of Sparc—Williamson 3.00

to. Skvil Face and Others—Howard 5.00

12. Tke Foidriddeit Garden—Taioe. 3.66
13. Tke Torek—J. Bechdolt 3.00
14. Orphan of Eternity—Heinrich .... 2.00
15. Edison's Conquest of Mars—G, P.

Serviss .t.50

16. Triplanstary—E. E. Smith ...... 3.00
17. Last and Ftrst Men—Stapleton. . . . 3.50
18. Lost Woriis—C, A. Smith 4.00
19. Weird Tales 1923-1938—in-

cluding indexes on such items as
Thrill Book, Tales of Magic and
Mysierv. Oriental, etc price 4.00

20. Black Wheel—A. Meritt 3.00

CPm Al AFFFD f SIX BOOKS FOR $18.00—.dATi? CHOICE OF AHYwrreivj magazine listed in part i.

1. Skylark of Space—STaitb.—Auto* 4. Edison's Conquest of Mart—G. P.
graphed copy $3.00 Serviss 3.50

2. Spaeekounds of J.P.C.'^Smith— 5. .SltM—A. B. Van Vogt 2.50
tographed copy 3.00 6. Black Flame—S. G. Weinhautn • . . 3.00

3. Pox Woman—A. Merritt 4.00 $19.00

lULIUS UNGER «401 — 24th Avmiuo, BROOKLYN 4, N. Y.
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Street, New N'orU 19, N. Y. iy4t>,

-Mi -h 33S p]).

‘"«Icc»rjfe U. I’lctcher” a pseudo-

n.mi <»t a well-knowTt writer of

—

ruriinly-- nonfiction, who has also in

his time done some science-fiction

and fantasy. Perhaps you can guess

who he is when 1 tell you that he

has collaborated with me. This

novel is a fantasy, and a first-class

one.

Tlw story is—like that of “The
\yorm Ouroboros,” to whose genre

it belongs—laid in a wholly imagi-

nary world, a w'orld of knights and
magic, and of castles and empires,

and of wars and piracies. I'he ac-

tion takes place in li)alarha, a coun-

try vaguely resembling medieval

Sweden. Dalama .suffers under the

tyranny of the Vulkings—so called

because their counts are all named
Vulk—who rule by a military caste

dr^nization and hope to obtain

control of the Empire to which they

are in nominal subjection. Other

powers in this world include the

blond heathen of Dzik, across the

sea to the west,, and the turbulent

'rwclvc Cities, or Dodelcapolis, to

the south.

The hero*, young Airar Alvarson,

has l^een taxed out pf his family

property by the Vulking power, and

joins the scattered elements of re-

volt against Vulking rule. Airar

rises to leadership, has adventures,

fights battles and conspiracies,

makes mistakes and Iearn.s from
them, practices magic and ha.s it

practiced on him. H’e makes friends

and enemies—.pleasantly sini.ster old

Dr. ileliboii the enchanter: the

pirate Earl Mikalegon, and other.s

And women—tlie lovely (iythoii, the

fisherman’s daughter; Ihc rough
.soldier-girl K^'adne of Carrlu)ene

—

one of the Twcb'c Oties— ; and
finally the Princess .Argyra, one of

the daughters of the P-mpirc.

But the story is much more tlian

a romance of derring-do, a fantasy

of color, movement, and conflict. In

it you will find argued out such

cpiesTion.s as good and evil, authority

and voluntary agrement, and free-

will versus predc.stination. If it

has a central theme— ( other tlian

that of a simple adventure and con-

quest)—it is the jjhilosophy of gov-

ernment : how can men be organized

to fight lor their fredom without

irretrievably losing that, freedont in

the process?

But if 5'ou don’t want to delxite

such questions, you can still 6iijoy

the tide as a colorful and fast-

moving adventure-fantasy. If you

are at all a connoisseur of fantasy,

get it.

L. Sprague de Camp.
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TO YOUNG WORKING GIRLS
WHETHER IN LOVE OR NOT

When a young girl goes to work, she

is apt to look on her job pretty much
as a fill-in between maturity and mar-

riage.

Whether in love or not, she’s con-

fident that a handsome breadwinner

will come along ... to provide her with a
nice combination of bliss and security.

“So why,” she may ask, “should I

save money out of what I make?”

There are a number of reasons why
—all good ones.

So we urge all working girls— if

you’re not buying U. S. Savings Bonds

on a Payroll Plan, §et started now.

It’s an easy, painless, and automatic

way to set aside money for the future.

In ten years, you’ll get back $4 for

every $3 you put in—and a welcome
$4 you’ll find it!

Remember, girls — having money
of your own may not make you more
attractive, but it certainly won’t make
you less!

P.S. Women not on payrolls, but who
have a checking account in a bank, should

buy their Bonds on the simple, automatic

Bond-A-Month Plan.

ASnOMAnC SAVING IS SURE SAVING - U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation

with the Magazine Publishers at America as a public service.



AUDELS Carpenters
and Builders Guides

'4vols.^6

Inside Trade Information On:

InsideTrade Information
for Carpenters, Builders, Jo*”,:

ers. Building Mechanics and all

Woodworkers. These Guides
give you the short-cut instruc-
tions that you want—including
new methods, ideas, solutions,
plans, systems and money sav-
ing suggestions. An easy pro-
gressive course for the appren-
tice and student. A practical
daily helper and Quick Refer-
ence for the master worker.
Carpenters everywhere are us-
ing these Guides as a Helping
Hand to Easier Work, Better
Work and Better Pay. To get
this assistance for yourself,
simply fill in and
mail FREE COUPON below

How to use the steel square—How to file and
set saws—How to build furniture—How to use
a mitre box—How to use the chalk line—How
to use rules and scales—How to make joints

—

Carpenters arithmetic—Solving mensuration
problems—Estimating strength of timbers

—

How to set girders and sills—How to frame
houses and roofs—How to estimate costs—How
to build houses, barns, garages, bungalows, etc.

—How to read and draw plans—Drawing up
specifications—How to excavate—How to use
settings 12. 13 and 17 on the steel square—How
to build hoists and scaffolds—skylights—How
to build stairs—How to put on interior trim

—

How to hang doors—How to lath—lay floors—How to paint.

AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.
Mail Audels Carpenters and Builders Guides, 4 vols., on 7 days' free
trial. If OK I will remit $1 in 7 days and $1 monthly until $6 is paid.
—Otherwise I will return them. No obligation unless I am satisfied.

Name.

Address.

Employe^in:. JACK


